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In This Issue
Mr. Wallace, Mystic

“The man who does everything 
wrong.” Mr. Wallace has been dubbed 
by some of his political opponents and, 
frankly, this often seems to be borne out 
by some of our Vice President’s actions.

There is a reason for everything un
der the Sun, and a glance through Mr. 
Wallace’s chart with us will give you 
the reasons for many of his speeches 
and actions. Turn to page 9.

Colds!
Here comes Mr. Winter, and with 

him those pesky colds. We believe Dr. 
Haworth’s article on this dangerous 
nuisance is both timely and informa
tive. The only thing astrological about 
this is the treatment on the suscepti
bility of certain individuals, but we are 
sure you’ll find it well worth reading. 
It’s on Page 11.

What's in Your Fifth House?
Whether you know it or not, some 

of the most interesting and important 
things in your life are tied up in your 
fifth house. In this issue, Mitzi Noee 
tells you about these things and what 
certain planets in your fifth house 
mean. You’ll know yourself better 
after you read this, and if you don’t 
know what planets were in this house 
at your birth you’ll go running for an 
astrologer. But read it first—on Page 
20.
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The Full Moon
OVER BERLIN!

THE strongly connectional Full
Moon on November 12, 1943 in 

Berlin falls across the third and 
ninth cusps of the chart (see front 
cover) at 19 degrees Scorpio- 
Taurus respectively, the section of 
the zodiac shown to be connected to the 
charts of Roosevelt, King George VI of 
Britain, Churchill, Japan, Italy’s King 
Victor Emmanuel. Also connected are 
The Third Reich chart (ascendant—peo
ple—and seventh cusp—war), Hitler’s 
Venus-Mars in Taurus, Berlin Mars 
Cycle Chart and many others, including 
the Armistice chart of November 11, 
1918.

The third house has to do with com
munications, news, talks, conferences 
and papers of a local nature or place. 
The ninth house deals with interna
tional and foreign affairs, treaties, long
distance communications and state de
partment activities.

The planetary aspects that form at the 
cusp of the chart and meet the opposi
tion of a planet at the cusp of the oppo
site house is always more emphatic in 
expression. Thus, the Full Moon at 
Berlin has the force of the manifesta
tion strbngly evident. It is, therefore, 
impressive.

It so happens that converse planets 
in President Roosevelt’s chart, Venus- 
Mercury conjoined in the third, are 
linked to converse Jupiter in the ninth 
at the same zodiacal locality as the Full 
Moon. Converse planets are expressive 
of fate. Converse Moon in the Third 
Reich chart is 7 degrees Scorpio, on the 
president’s progressed ascendant. This 
is a direct indication that the president 
is moving into the German situation in 
a more pronounced way than mere mil
itary strategy and politics. Mercury 
and Venus converse in the President’s 
chart are favorable for peace negotia
tions. The Full Moon also falls across 
the third and ninth cusps of the German 
Republic’s chart of November 9, 1918 at 
1:30 p.m. Berlin.

It was the progressed Sun-Mars in 
Gemini in Hitler’s chart that moved 
over the Mars radix area of the zodiac 
of the U. S. chart that brought Germany 
and the United States into war with 
each other in December 1941. A transit 
of Mars is now in this locality at the 
place of this Full Moon. It is retro
grade and, therefore, weak, indicating 
decreased force in battle and a possible 

cessation of military action. A similar 
zodiacal pattern prevails at the time of 
the Berlin new Moon of October 29 and 
the Full Moon of November 12, 1943, 
with Gemini on the Mid-heaven and 
Virgo on the ascendant.

These two signs are governed by Mer
cury, the messenger, planet of com
munications, travel, conferences and ne
gotiations. Gemini in the same area is 
on the Mid-heaven and Virgo, on the 
ascendant of President Roosevelt’s 
chart.

This has a real significance. The 
Roosevelt influence hovers over the of
ficial life and the public interest of Ger
many. Add to this the fact that Saturn 
is in the Mid-heaven in Gemini at the 
same locality as Mars (added responsi
bility) in the President’s chart and that 
Mars and the Mid-heaven in both of the 
Berlin charts are in the area of Mars 
in the U. S. chart. This indicates U. S. 
military activity closer to Berlin.

Hitler’s progressed Sun is in Gemini, 
wedged in between a retrograde Mars 
and a retrograde Saturn on the Berlin 
new Moon and Full Moon charts’ Mid
heaven, his progressed Venus having 
moved to the conjunction of Roosevelt’s 
progressed Saturn. The indications are 
that Mr. Roosevelt is in a good position 
to dictate terms.

Additional indication of the ascend
ancy of the U. S. force over that of 
Germany in Berlin affairs is the Berlin 
first cusp (people) of the Berlin Full 
Moon chart at the same 24 degrees 
Virgo as the fourth cusp (finale) of the 
Washington Full Moon chart.

PLEASE!
The editors and publishers of this 

magazine, along with those who are 
responsible for its printing, are doing 
everything within their power to keep 
a constant schedule. We realize that a 
late astrological magazine robs the 
reader of some days of guidance, and 
thoroughly appreciate your disappoint
ment if our publication doesn’t reach 
you on time—but letters of complaint 
only complicate matters by causing 
extra office work in answering them.

We promise to do a “little bit better 
than our best.” Do your part by exer
cising patience. And let’s all do our 
part to get back to normal by support
ing the war effort with all we have! 
The Editors.
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THE 
NATION

In October and 
November

THE two months governing this 
article may see a turning point 
in global affairs. Naturally, the 

United States will be greatly con
cerned in this as a nation and this 
concern applies all down through 
our ranks to the individual him
self.

The Autumnal Equinox presages this 
new trend because of Sun, Mercury and 
Neptune conjoined in Libra in this 
sign’s own seventh compartment. Libra 
is the sign of adjustment, harmony, 
peace and compromise. This is also the 
sign of appeasement—which has been 
all too prevalent during the last four 
years. On the negative side of the sign 
governorship is the reverse expression 
which includes war. It is well to re
member this Libra seventh-house type 
of manifestation as it takes on impor
tance during the last quarter of 1943.

The Sun represents administrative 
officialdom, authority and control. Mer
cury symbolizes communications, talks 
and conferences—Libra, negotiations— 
in the seventh house and a meeting of 
opposing forces.

Mercury is retrograde and thus in a 
weakened state. At the same time the

good trine of Sun-Mercury-Neptune to 
Uranus in Gemini intensifies govern
ment agency activities, news, rules and 
regulations, messages and travel.

Venus in Virgo in the sixth house af
flicts Uranus by square, complicating 
peace issues and indicating lack of co
operation in respect to food, supplies 
and government - agency regulations. 
Mercury goes direct on the fourth of 
October and re-enters Libra on the 
twelfth of October, forming a conjunc
tion with Neptune (appeasement, com
munism and impractical ideals when in 
Libra) over the Equinox point. This 
marks October 12, 13, 14 as days likely 
to hold important developments or the 
releasing of important, news. This 
Equinox chart is strongly fatalistic be
cause of the planets being chiefly in the 
fourth quadrant, from the seventh to 
the fourth houses.

In computing the results of this 
planetary pattern, we should consider 
that the seventh house has a bearing on 
war, international affairs, peace bids or 
negotiations and disputes. The sixth 
concerns foods, clothing, supplies, la
bor, army and navy. The fifth governs 
colonial affairs, envoys and ambassa
dors. The fourth house emphasizes ag
ricultural products, administration and 
opposition. Saturn here in Gemini has 
a bearing upon President Roosevelt’s 
control and operation of war issues.

Sun and Mercury conjoin to Neptune 
affects our relationship to the war pro
gram and our Allies as well as the com
bined effort of our enemies and the re
sult of communism upon our national 
thought. Utopian policies and. ideals 
come in for special emphasis. As a na
tion we may become impractical and 
trend toward visionary and Utopian 
schemes.

(Continued on page 48)
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The Third-Term
Inauguration Chart

Harking Back to a Moment of Vital Significance

THE time of President Roose
velt’s inauguration for his third 
term was January 20th, 1941,

12:11:30 P.M.
This was probably one of the most 

decisive instances in the history of our 
nation if not of the world. It was the 
first time that any citizen had ever 
been elected for a third term as Presi
dent of the United States. This fea
ture alone had a meaning far deeper 
than a more political victory, for it 
pointed the hand of destiny at Mr. 
Roosevelt as the head of a great nation 
during its participation in a global war.

The inauguration chart clearly indi
cates the reason for a third term. There 
was no direct official or personal con
nection in the Wendell Willkie chart 
which could have made possible his 
election in 1940.

This clearly demonstrates that our 
world does not progress on an acci
dental, haphazard basis as some be
lieve, but that it operates on schedule 
just as does any organization or indus
trial plant.

Old readers will remember that the 
staff associates of this magazine made 
the definite prediction long in advance 
that Mr. Roosevelt would be nominated 
and elected for a third term.

From the first study of the Roosevelt 
chart, it was evident that he was emi
nently fitted to lead us in war. The

Important Inauguration chart of President Roosevelt’s
Third Term Jan. 20, 194.1, 12:11:30 p.m. at Wash- 

ington, D. C.

charts of the other political aspirants, 
including Mr. Willkie, failed to show 
any signs of war leadership as con
nected to the U. S. horoscope.

The Inauguration Chart is presented 
here because of its relationship to the 
Scorpio new Moon of October 29th, 1943, 
and the Taurus-Scorpio full Moon which 
follows on November ll-12th, 1943.

For easy reference, to this Inaugura
tion chart, we are designating below 
the featured planetary places in the 
Zodiac in accord with the method known 
as Connectional Astrology.

Features of the Chart
Sun at time of Inauguration: Progres

sed Midheaven and Converse Sun of 
Third Reich chart now converge at this 
point in 1943-44. This can draw Presi
dent Roosevelt into a close official con
tact with a defeated Germany.

South Node in 12th house: On the cusp 
of 6th cusp of Hitler’s chart. Danger, 
difficulties, loss and sorrows to U. S. be
cause of Hitler and his Military aspira
tions.

Saturn in 12th house: Connected at 
the time (1941) with progressed Venus 
(Hitler’s ruling planet) in Hitler’s de
partment of war, foreign relations. In
dicated fate contact with Hitler in the 
offing. Saturn ruled official 10th and 
international 9th cusps, adverse for Hit- 

(Continued. on page 49)
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Chart of the Third German Reich
And Its Connection with the Third Term Inauguration Chart

THE Third Reich chart presents 
the astrological pattern of Hit
ler and his satellites in their man

agement (or rather mismanage
ment) of Germany.

Using connectional Astrology, we 
find close connecting links with Inau
guration chart of President Roosevelt at 
the beginning of his third term (see 
page 6). Venus on the 9th cusp of the 
latter chart is in the same place in the 
Zodiac as the 9th cusp of the foreign 
and international affairs in the Third 
Reich chart. This indicates that Presi
dent Roosevelt can deal officially with 
Germany and— in collaboration with 
our allies—bring about a just peace. 
The two charts are officially coupled 
together in 1943—which could give rise 
to opportunity for peace.

Venus in the President’s own birth 
chart is in the same area—five degrees 
Aquarius—as Mercury in the Third 
Reich chart. We present these features 
to show that President Roosevelt is an 
astrological “natural” to take the lead 
in the coming peace moves.

The initial successes of Hitler are 
shown in the Third Reich chart by Ve
nus at the Midheaven in trine aspect 
to Jupiter, conjoined to Mars in the 
sixth house denoting large-scale mili
tary action. At the same time, the even
tual failure of Hitler and the Nazis was 
promised by the square of Venus to Ur
anus in the twelfth house of weakness 
and defeat and the opposition to Pluto 
(mass group activities) in the fourth 
house. This represents the finale of any 
undertaking. Progressed Moon of the 
Third Reich chart passes the locality of 
Saturn in the autumn of this year, with 
progressed ascendant near Hitler’s b 
tune and converse ascendant opposite 
his martial Mercury. The Third Reich 
converse Sun and Midheaven are now 
at 0 degree Aquarius, adverse to Sun in 
Hitler’s chart. This position can disrupt 
and reduce Hitler’s prestige and inter
fere with his control of the Nazi party 
because it is placed near his fourth 
house (end) opposite his Midheaven, 
the point of official position.

The Part of Fortune in a chart desig
nates PURPOSE and in the Roosevelt 
Third Term Inaugural Chart, Part of 
Fortune is in the tenth house of admin
istrative conduct and official action. 
The Inaugural chart is so impressively

Chart of the Third German Reich, created January 
3°: >933, Berlin, Germany, 11:00 AM.

connected with the Third Reich chart 
that the two should be read together. 
The Part of Fortune is subject to its 
depositor Uranus, who in turn has Ven
us, ruler of the chart, as depositor.

In the 1943-44 span, the Third Reich 
chart Sun arrives at the place of Part 
of Fortune in the Roosevelt Inaugura
tion chart. In November 1943, progress
ed Moon of the Third Reich chart 
reaches Hitler’s progressed Saturn (key 
planet to Hitler’s power) and the two 
oppose the Inauguration chart first and 
second cusps, denoting change. The full 
Moon chart suggests that this has pos
sibilities of peace negotiations.

The Berlin Scorpio new Moon of Oc
tober 29, 1:59 a.m., shows Mars turning 
retrograde exactly upon the Midheaven 
in square aspect to Mars and Jupiter in 
the army compartment of the Third 
Reich chart. At the same time, the new 
Moon chart Venus (peace) in the 
twelfth house of weakness squares 
Mars. This is not good for negotiations.

It will probably remain for the full 
Moon of November 12, 1943 to set off 
the motivation which will result in 
final peace.

While it would be foolhardy to pre
dict an actual cessation of hostilities at 
this time, due to a lack of vital astro
logical data, the indications of the in
ception of peace are too strong to over
look.
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HOW THE MIGHTY
HAVE FALLEN!

By ELBERT BENJAMINE

President of The Church of Light

JULY 25, 1943, Italy’s 21 years 
of Fascism, and the ruinous 

reign of Dictator Mussolini, came 
to an end. At the time Mussolini 
came into power astrologers freely 
predicted, because of three malefics 
in the house of war (seventh) in 
conjunction with the Moon, that 
he was the most likely man to 
start the European war. That was 
before Hitler, with three planets 
in the house of war (seventh), in
cluding Mars in square with 
Saturn, had put in an appearance.

And while Mussolini did not actually 
start the war which now has been so 
ruinous to Italy, his was the first Eu
ropean nation to start the chain of mili
tary conquests by invading and con
quering helpless Ethiopia. He was fol
lowing the precedent set in 1931 by Ja
pan when it overran Manchuria, and in 
1934 when it began to invade Northern 
China. And there can be little doubt 
that the success of Japan, and Musso
lini’s success in defying the League of 
Nations when he acquired Ethiopia, en
couraged Hitler in his dream of world 
domination.

An individual with an angular Uranus 
is apt to be an extremist. And should 
he change his ideas, he is apt to swing 
from one extreme to its opposite.

In his earlier years Mussolini was the 
editor of a socialist paper. The writing 
is indicated by the prominence of Mer
cury and the activity of the third house. 
Saturn, one third house ruler, is con
junction the Moon and sextile Sun and 
Mercury. Uranus, the other third house 
ruler, is angular, sextile Jupiter and 
Venus, and trine Neptune. It was the 
trine of Uranus in the house of profes
sion (tenth) to Neptune in the house of 
labor (sixth) which gave him his social
ist leanings. Mercury and Sun in close 
conjunction in the house of publishing 
(ninth) indicates ability as an editor.

It was the coming of the first World 
War which turned Mussolini against so
cialism. Four planets in the house of

war (seventh) gave so much activity to 
the thought-cells relative to strife that 
with war in the air he was unable to ad
vocate peace. The socialist party in 
1914 was opposed to war, and when 
Mussolini kept advocating in his paper 
that Italy join the conflict, he was ex
pelled from its ranks. At the time pro
gressed Sun was in prominence (con
junction) aspect with the place of honor 
(M.C.), getting for him much publicity. 
Also progressed Mercury was trine 
birth-chart Pluto, the planet of groups 
and coercion, bringing party action 
against him.

He served during the war, and at its 
end, having been expelled from the so
cialist party, he went to the other ex
treme and began agitating for Fascism. 
In 1919 progressed Sun was in the house 
of honor (tenth) square birth-chart 
Saturn, and progressed Venus was in 
prominence (conjunction) aspect with 
the M.C. and in opportunity (sextile) 
aspect with Mars, the planet of war. 
The first Fascisti meeting, with Musso
lini taking a leading part, was held 
March 23, 1919.

Under these progressed aspects he 
started on a three-year period of ora
tory and organization, which ended on 
October 30, 1922, in the March on Rome, 
the slaughter of his enemies, and him
self becoming dictator. At that time 
progressed Sun in the house of honor 

(Please turn to page 50)
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Henry A. Wallace
Dreamer, Idealist, Mystic

AS A political factor in the New 
Deal, Vice-President Henry A. 
Wallace has perhaps been more of 

a liability than an asset. In fact, 
political experts have been almost 
unanimous in pronouncing him a 
colossal “flop.”

The “Economy of Scarcity,” the kill
ing of little pigs, the plowing under of 
cotton and other radical economic 
theories as put into action by Vice- 
President Wallace are closely associated 
with his name in the minds of the 
voters.

Also to be considered is the fact that 
Mr. Wallace does not owe his present 
position as holder of the second high
est title in the nation to his own popu
larity. It is no political secret that Mr. 
Roosevelt forced his nomination through 
political pressure on the leaders of his 
own party.

This does not imply that Mr. Wallace 
is a political parasite or that he is even 
the misfit which his enemies would 
like to make him appear. In the re
formed measures of the New Deal, he 
has a definite place and the very things 
that have made him unpopular are actu
ally experimental gropings toward a 
goal to which we as a nation are in
evitably bound. If the road to hell is 
paved with good intentions, then the 
road to what will probably be the clos
est human approach to Utopia must be 
paved with errors.

Mr. Wallace was born October 7, 
1888 at 7:12 p.m., while the Sun was 
passing through Libra. It often happens 
that Libra natives find it necessary to 
justify and explain their conduct to 
combat violent criticism. Let us pursue 
this a bit further.

He first came into national promi
nence when appointed to the Roosevelt 
cabinet in 1933 as Secretary of Agri
culture. Mercury by progression was 
returning to its own natal locality in 
his sixth house of employment and ser
vice. Progressed Moon was in Cancer 
at progressed ascendant, joining the 
place of the Moon in the President’s 
chart. This was most appropriate for 
an appointment of a personal nature to 
public (Moon in Cancer) service.

Following this appointment, progres
sed Sun in the Wallace chart was enter
ing Sagittarius in the seventh house 
of contacts and public relations. With 
this shift an opposition of Sun to prog

ressed Neptune became operative and 
endured through the following depres
sion years. With what were no doubt 
the best intentions, Mr. Wallace launch
ed his “Economy of Scarcity” movement 
which brought down upon him the criti
cism of the nation. Mr. Wallace has 
found it necessary to justify this and 
other well-intentioned moves even in 
his own state.

Neptune often prompts impractical 
plans and schemes due to faulty reason
ing and judgment. We cite this to il
lustrate the planetary indications oper
ating during the episode of the little 
pigs and cotton. This particular as
pect will not again occur during Mr. 
Wallace’s life, but others of like char
acter will and he will continue to react 
in the same manner toward them. The 
latest evidence of this is his much-criti
cized statement about furnishing “a 
bottle of milk a day” to the entire world.

Utopian Idealism
The mystic planet Neptune and Pluto 

conjunct in the mental and studious sign 
Gemini are the rising planets in the 
personal compartment of Mr. Wallace’s 
personal chart. They color the state of 
his mind, personal views and applica
tion. Neptune is the planet of imagin
ation, Utopian ideals and visionary 
trends of thought. When afflicted, it is 
identified with schemes of an impracti
cal nature. It so happens that Neptune 
received the opposition of Jupiter as a 

(Please turn to page 51)
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YOUR MYSTIC LIFE 
ESP Department 

Staff-Conducted by CHRISTINA DAHL, Associate Editor, TODAY’S 
ASTROLOGY. Address letters to 3041 N. Kolmar Ave., Chicago 41, III.

What is ESP? Does everyone 
possess psychic perception, occult 
powers? Can these mysterious 
abilities be developed and used at 
will? How can you gain informa
tion not available to the physical 
senses? Send and receive thoughts 
from a distance? How is it pos
sible to foresee events before they 
happen? Or “see” things happen
ing at a distance? Do the dead 
ever communicate with the living?

These are a few of the many 
questions with which this depart
ment will deal. In each issue of 
TODAY’S ASTROLOGY we will 
present your real-life experiences 
with psychic phenomena.

Have you ever had a prophetic 
dream? A clairvoyant, telepathic, 
or other psychic experience that 
proved valid? Read below the ex
periences of other TODAY’S AS
TROLOGY readers; then, if you 
have had a similar true experi
ence, WRITE AND TELL US 
ABOUT IT. Be sure to state if we 
may publish your letter.

STRANGE AFTERMATH OF A 
HUNTING ACCIDENT

Dear Miss Dahl: While up in the 
Canadian Northwoods in 1925, my 
brother Bill met with an accident. He 
forgot the rifle was loaded, and handled 
it like a walking-stick, shooting side 
up. When my friend Jerry Hutchins 
and I got him into the cabin, we 
found the wound that went from his 
eyebrow to hairline was just a scratch, 
fortunately. The kid just passed out 
cold from the shock. After dressing 
Bill’s scratch, we brought him around 
with a stiff shot of revivifier, and he 
was okay. Just mumbled something 
delirious about how worried Dad and 
Mom were. Well, this was on the 15th 
of the month, and Bill had been out 
cold from 3:35 to 3:47, I happened to 
notice. Bill got okay promptly and we 
finished out .our vacation, boarding the 
train for home on the 22nd and arriving 
early on the 24th. Coming home, we 
found Mom, Dad and Sis in an awful 
state of worry and mystification. They 
claimed that on the 15th Bill had come 
back, stayed 10 or 12 minutes talking 

with them, then suddenly up and left 
as quickly as he’d come. He’d talked to 
all of them together, and mother had 
embraced him. They asked him about 
the wound on his forehead, and he said 
he just got it in an accident in the 
Northwoods. How could he just have 
got it, they had said, when it took two 
days to come home from there? Well, 
Jerry and I had a time convincing them 
that Bill had been with us all the time, 
until I remembered the exact time when 
he had been unconscious. Yes, they 
said, it was the exact time Bill had been 
with them! Then Bill had awakened in 
the cabin mumbling about how worried 
Dad and Mom were! In that “uncon
scious interval” my brother had been in 
two places, 2500 miles apart, at one and 
the same time! To this day Mom swears 
that the son she embraced on the day 
when he was really unconscious in the 
northern cabin, was just as solid flesh 
and blood as the same son she embraced 
nine days later, upon his real arrival 
home!

Robert L. Ciervek 
Oklahoma City, Okla.

This type of psychic phenomenon is 
quite rare. Unlike instances of mere 
telepathy (thought transference) which 
are within the experience of almost 
everyone. Because it is not within the 
ken of most people, many naturally 
question its truth, as well as the sanity 
of the people who have the courage to 
report such occurrences. The above 
seems to be a true case of what occult
ists call “astral projection” in which 
the astral vehicle is temporarily re
leased from the physical body while the 
latter is in a state of unconsciousness 
or suspended animation. As the astral 
body travels with the speed of thought, 
occultists say, geographical distance is 
no barrier.

A CASE OF CLAIRVOYANCE
Dear Miss Dahl: One day two months 

ago I had lain down to rest after a ses
sion in my Victory garden. Closing my 
eyes I saw a clear vision in which I rec
ognized a Mrs. C., whom I did not know 
personally, only that she was new in the 
neighborhood and attended the same 
Church as we. She had appeared in ro
bust health. In the vision, however, she 

(Please turn to page 52)
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The Cause, Prevention
And Cure of Colds

By Dr. A. J. HAWORTH

THE common cold is all too com
mon; and you may sniff with 
it but don’t sniff AT it. Colds are 

the result of constipation, gener
ally—the poor elimination of too 
much unmasticated starch and re
fined flour and sugar products as 
well as the uric-laden, decaying 
flesh tissue. No meat is “fresh.” 
As soon as the animal is killed de
cay sets in, for Nature does not 
“put off” doing her job to accom
modate man or for any other rea
son.

Moreover, colds are the forerunner of 
many dangerous and fatal diseases, be
cause for the reasons stated above, the 
blood becomes toxic and nonresistant to 
cold germs that invade the body to feed 
upon the debris. No organism will grav
itate to a place where there is no food 
to sustain it. This is just as true of the 
cold germ scavenger, the buzzard, etc. 
as it is of the birds that fly south in the 
winter or the animal that haunts nat
ural feeding grounds.

This is an ultra-scientific era in every 
field of endeavor, and the laboratory 
dealing with germs and serums have 
contributed unestimable assistance to 
the health of mankind. However, one 
point has two schools of thought. That 
is the manufacture of serum to admin
ister as a specific for each disease germ 
that appears.

Let us impartially examine this: 
There is doubt that disease germs, which 
attack body tissue laden with filth, make 
inroads on the fairly “good” tissue that 
is in the weakened body and cause pro
longed illness, permanent damage or 
death. And there is every reason to be
lieve that “specific” serums are capable 
of killing the unfriendly micro-organ
isms. Also there is at least some 
grounds for the belief that certain se
rums may render one immune to cer
tain diseases. BUT, just what is the 
damage of the inorganic and animal 
content of the “shot” upon human tis
sue? And is there not a better and 

NATURAL way to prevent and cure 
body ailments?

Not long ago the writer discussed this 
matter with a staff of doctors in a large 
hospital. One doctor offered, in defense 
of diphtheria injections, for instance, 
that the diphtheria death rate had 
sharply declined since the innovation of 
the serum. But admitted that the de
cline could be partially ascribed to the 
introduction of modern sanitation and 
more rational eating, attention to diets, 
vitamins etc. and everything contribu
tory to maintaining a cleaner more re
sistant body.

Parenthetically, it may be noted that 
in California alone records show that 
there are about 350,000 vegetarians and 
as many more “on the fence”. That is, 
those who eat only fish or fowl occa
sionally. They do not care anything 
about meat rationing, but we understand 
that a certain group of 5000 vegetarians 
are going to apply for more points on 
cheese, butter etc. which is also rationed 
and is the main source of their proteid.

Now, if the contention of serum en
thusiasts is the last word in this vital 
matter, why would it not be possible 
to combine all the anti-serums into one, 
inject everyone and make them immune 
to any and all diseases?

This would surely be a master stroke, 
if it were not for the fact that any “shot” 
begins to wear off after a few days. 
This is admitted. Fever serums lose 
their potency, according to authority on 
serums in a year to three years.

We believe that the best immunity 
to any disease is proper eating and 
proper mental attitude. Man has con
quered man and has dominated the 
largest and most dangerous beasts by 
slaughter, confinement and enslave
ment. Yet he fears tiny organisms he 
cannot see without a microscope. And 
the cold germ he cannot see or isolate 
by any means thus far discovered. Cold 
“shots” have been proven to be experi
mental only. Fear of these things he 
cannot see or understand is worse than 
visible things. Fear of the darkness can 
make hysterical children. And fear of 
want, losing loved ones etc. make neu
rotic adults. All fear causes worry, 
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The ASTROLOGY
of HANDWRITING

IF you are listening to your radio 
and a program that you do not 

like comes on, all you have to do 
is to turn a little knob and you are 
rid of it. But if you have a friend 
or relative or associate who gets 
on your nerves, there is no little 
knob that you can turn to get rid 
of the inharmony. Most of us can 
endure unpleasant conditions if we 
understand where the trouble lies. 
A skilled mechanic knows instant
ly what is wrong with his machine 
and sets about correcting the trou
ble. A watchmaker sees instantly 
what is wrong with a watch. Un
fortunately human beings are not 
so easily diagnosed and corrected. You 
probably have said to yourself some
thing like this: “I don’t like her she is 
too conceited.” Or, “He’s nice enough 
but he has no ambition.” Men have 
business cards with name and address; 
and also identification cards, but these 
tell only who he is and where he lives— 
but nothing of what he is. Wouldn’t it be 
a fine idea if everyone carried his As
trological chart with him like his ration 
book! Or better yet, have it tattooed on 
his chest! But then, not everyone could 
interpret a chart even if they saw it.

There is a simpler, easier way of find
ing out about people, even if you have 
never seen them. That is by their hand
writing. Since a person’s handwriting 
and his chart always reveal identical 

characteristics, a glimpse of a person’s 
handwriting is quicker than examining 
his chart and it can be done without 
asking any embarrassing questions as to 
age, etc. This behind-the-scenes 
glimpse of your friend can be worked 
out two ways—backwards and forwards. 
You may want to know: Is he reliable? 
Is he conceited? Is he ambitious? Can. 
he handle details. Or you may hold a 
certain specimen in your hand and ask 
“What does this long crossing of the “T” 
mean? What do these downward dashes 
over the “I’s” mean? What does this 
tall stem of the letter “d” signify? In 
the one case you use the handwriting 
to back up your opinion of your friend; 
in the other case you have not seen the 
person, but use the handwriting to re
veal points about his character. Let me 
emphasize right here, that there is no 
element of fortune telling or forecasting 
in Grapho-analysis. It is character 
analysis, pure and simple; and is as sci
entific as psychology or psycho-analysis.

Following the general trend that peo
ple are more interested in scandal, gos
sip, accidents, murders, etc., than in the 
happy, constructive things of life, let us 
begin with some faults and shortcom
ings that are most plainly detected in 
handwriting.

Executive or Otherwise?
Let us suppose you have advertised 

for a man to fill an executive position 
in your organization, and you received 
replies from two men who think that 
they are fitted for the position. Which 
of these writers would you select? Why?

If you did not know any Astrology, 
you would at least see the large, heavy, 
confident writing with its dominant 
down strokes; its N’s and M’s with their 
analytical downward points; its self- 
confident shading; its tall egotistical d- 
stem; and its generally authoritative ap
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pearance. What in his chart shows that 
this judgment is correct? His Sun, Moon 
and Uranus are all in Scorpio. Sun and 
Moon are conjunction; Jupiter is trine 
Mercury; and Mercury is sextile both 
Venus and Saturn. He would turn out 
to be a competent, poised and authorita
tive executive. And if you knew any 
Numerology you would find out that his 
Birthpath is the super-executive and 
practical “22.”

(Copy B)
What does copy B show? Extreme 

emotion in the slant; Ambition in the 
long crossing of the letter “t,” but no 
authoritative strokes to back it up. A 
case of wishful thinking. No persist
ence, as shown in the large lower and 
“untied” loops: A general appearance of 
lack of confidence and timidity as if 
hoping for the best but really expecting 
the worst. His chart shows that his 
Sun, Jupiter, Venus and Mercury are all 
conjunct in Leo, squared (almost exact
ly) by Saturn, the planet of obstacle, 
delays and disappointments.

A Shrinking Violet?
You are looking for an unobstrusive, 

quiet office clerk, who can type, file let
ters and carry on routine and detailed 
work pleasantly and efficiently. You 
receive a letter in the following hand
writing:

(Copy C)
The girl was bom October 16th. Her 

Sun was in Libra sextile Jupiter in Leo 
and trine Saturn in Gemini. Moon was 
square Saturn. Four of her planets, 
Sun, Mercury, Venus and Uranus were 

all in Libra. This fact and the aspect 
between Sun and Jupiter might not 
have disqualified her; but with Sun trine 
Saturn giving her (according to Charles 
E. O. Carter) a “self-assertive and self- 
expressive urge” and a “strong con
structive tendency” she would not have 
been able to handle routine and detail, 
but rather in an artistic and lady-like 
manner would soon have been running 
the entire office as well as the “boss.” 
You would not have hired her, I feel 
sure, but would still hope to find a Sa- 
tum-sextile-Mercury girl who would 
write with a fine pen, giving a light 
touch, a normal slant and simple capital 
letters.

Exaggerated Traits
You have an acquaintance who rubs 

you the wrong way. You do not know 
anything about her time or place of 
birth, but ycu feel sure that if you asked 
her to take lunch with you, she would 
stick her little finger out straight as she 
daintily raised her tea cup to her lips. 
One day you had occasion to see some of 
her writing and you knew at once why 
she irritates you.

over the letter “i;” the carefully made 
up-turned terminals; the artificial shad
ing and the grammer-grade “r’s.” All 
this indicates a shallow, vain, self-cen
tered strain in her nature. If you feel 
as I do about people who make circles 
instead of dots over their “i.’.” (Orphan 
Annie eyes, I call them) you would feel 
like a cat with her fur rubbed the wrong 
way.

“Too much of a good thing” is an old 
saying. In “As You Like It” Shakes
peare makes Rosalind say (Act IV, sc. 
1) “Can one desire too much of a good 
thing?” Don Quixote also asks “Can we 
ever have too much of a good thing?” 
Perhaps they both intended to imply 
that the answer is “no.” But in consid
ering human character the answer is de
cidedly “Yes.” Balance is the most val
uable characteristic anyone can have. It 
is the fundamental principle of all na
ture. Temperate zones are the most de
siderable climates in which to live. Tem
perate people are the most desirable 
ones with whom to live. Too much heat 
gives the tropical jungles; too much cold 
gives us the Arctic and Antarctic re
gions. Too much sympathy gives us the 
sob sister; too much economy gives us 
the miser; too much versatility gives us 
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THE INDIAN ZODIAC
By FRANK J. McCARTHY

LIKE other ancient races, the 
American Indians wrote their 

history in hieroglyphics. There 
are countless tokens of antiquity in 
the halls of the Great White Father 
Research Bureau at Washington, 
D. C. There are also painted and 
sculptured symbols on the walls of 
Wilson’s Cave, in Indiana. The 
ascending Sun as well as descend
ing is shown. So is the Moon in its 
various phases—as a serpent in the 
form of a circle, with a goodly 
piece of its tail down its throat as 
though it were endeavoring to 
swallow itself.

Also the viper with wide distended 
jaws in the attitude of war with the 
scorpion; the tongueless crocodile; as 
well as the seven stars and the hydra 
serpent arranged in a detached group or 
cluster. There are many more deline
ations less clearly defined including the 
vulture, the buzzard, the owl, the eagle, 
the dove, the quail, the fox, and other 
animals. The hydra is supposed to con
vey the idea of one body with envy, 
malice and vile passions. The venom
ous reptiles symbolize greed; the scor
pion was the symbol of hatred and the 
viper portrayed revenge. These sym
bols made up the Indian Zodiac which 
corresponds to a striking degree to the 
Zodiac of the ancient astrologers of the 
East.

In 1795 another cavern was discov
ered in Kentucky that in many respects 
are similar to the catacomb peculiar to 
ancient Egypt. These caverns contained 
bodies embalmed in as great a state of 
perfection as was known in Egypt in the 
days of Abraham, eighteen hundred 
years before Christ. The most glorious 
and prominent object in this spacious 
cave is an image of the Sun. None can 
enter without beholding it. With one 
glimpse your mind spans the ages—and 
you know that the Sun worshippers had 

a citadel here—giving to the great cen
tral luminary as the great source of 
light and life the acme of adoration. 
American Indians also worshipped the 
Moon as a subordinate deity.

The great valley of the Mississippi 
had abundant proof that links the wor
ship of the luminaries with similar cults 
elsewhere on Earth. Consequently the 
relation of the Indians with the races 
of Europe and Asia is stronger than is 
apparent at first. For instance the ser
pent in the form of an orb or circle, bit
ing its tail, or feeding upon itself was 
used by the Greeks and Egyptians to 
convey the idea of perpetual mututa- 
tion of creation and change of matter 
with the seasons. The American In
dians used this figure to demonstrate 
the philosophical idea that the world 
feeds upon itself, receiving from itself 
continual sustenance for renovation. The 
serpent or Dragon also represented the 
Nodes of the Moon and so. reveals that 
the ancient American Indians were 
familiar with the symbols, of Astrology.

The following describes and interprets 
each symbol of the Indian Zodiac:

ARIES: Spring begins when the Sun 
enters the Fire Sign Aries the third 
week in March. Indian Zodiacal sym
bology depicts man’s magnetic relation
ship to the Sun with the power of the 
Sun’s rays concentrated in his hands. 
He aids Nature to bring forth its beau
tiful resources through cultivation of the 
soil. The Indian brave is shown stand
ing on a shield of the Pathfinder, an 
ancient totem composed of a pair of 
horns attached to a shield. The horns 
mean “attack” and the shield “defense.” 
The idea symbolized is equivalent to 
the generally recognized astrological 
rulership of Mars assigned to Aries and 
signifies “trained and ready.”

TAURUS: Oyster shells were used 
for wampum by the Indians. It was 
while the Sun tenanted Taurus, the 
money Sign, that the Indians could get 
the oyster shells to “coin” their money. 
Wampum beads and belts were treas
ured by the Indians for all sacred peace 
treaties, truces, etc. Nations recognized 
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FACTS ABOUT SATURN
By JANE ELLEN CAREY

YOU have heard Saturn called 
the Great Malific, the Grim 
Reaper, Planet of Retribution, Old 

Things, The Past etc. You have 
come to look upon Saturn as some
thing to fear, not realizing that 
your fears really grow out of lacks 
in yourself, otherwise Saturn 
would have no fear for you. Your 
Saturn is there in your horoscope 
in one of the twelve houses and it 
is you, who give to Saturn his out
ward nature in the material world. 
For Saturn rules materialism.

More people seek advice from Astrol
ogy during a Saturn transit than under 
any other planet. The stress is intense 
and could it be that being mere mortals 
we all fall far short of the inner goals 
in our hearts and so feel the weight of 
Saturn most poignantly?

The most noticeable transit to work 
on the lives of men and women is the 
transit of Saturn over the natal Saturn 
degree. This takes place at the age of 
thirty years. It represents a turning 
point in the life of the indivdual. The 
life takes on. new seriousness due to 
inner pressure brought out by this 
planet. Occupational changes occur fre
quently at this time. People really dis
cover what they can do and renewed 
ambition makes them capable of gaining 
their goal. The frivolous type invari
ably settles down to the more practical 
considerations of life. Former things, 
ideas, and characteristics pass away and 
make room for improvement. Saturn is 
credited with removing lots of dead 
wood from the stream of life.

If one has been careless in health 
matters for the first thirty years of life, 
then this Saturn transit over natal posi
tion will bear down with material symp
toms of disease, pointing out the weak 
spots of the body; the nervousness of 
that system of the body, the result of 
wrong types of thinking. The mind 
dwells much on the failures in the indi
vidual life and ambition surges anew to 
wipe out the past.

Saturn in transit over the Sun works 

in much the same way. His influence 
is always restricting, repressing, and 
full of discipline. During such a trans
it the native imagines all the world 
may be against him as he weighs him
self in the balance. One finds fault and 
is dissatisfied with partners in general 
and the marriage partner in particular. 
One feels that others do not under
stand him or her. There is a lack of 
love of others according to the feelings 
of the beloved. What is not generally 
understood by the native is that Saturn 
works in and through materialism, in 
material welfare, external influences 
that indirectly effect the emotional 
depth. In lowered physical vitality, re
duced material circumstances etc. the 
emotions take the beating in a round 
about way. .

Squares of Saturn to strong points in 
the chart make themselves felt also, 
according to the natures of the planets 
in square aspect. The square of Saturn 
and Moon in a woman’s chart will cause 
her to feel that life is just about over 
for her. She feels older than her years 
with every vestige, seemingly, of youth 
and good looks vanishing as if over 
night.

A square aspect to Mercury fills the 
mind with an ominous sense of dread, 
impending doom, an inexplicable fear 
of the future. One worries about inse
curity. Everything seems so uncertain 
that the native feels almost as if he was 
losing his mind. But if one has a good 
Mercury in the chart that is needless 
fear re Saturn.

And so on with all the planets as they 
meet with restrictions and denials when 
Saturn gets in the position of a chart 
to set off these vibrations. Whatever 
the nature of a certain planet, Saturn 
always seems to restrict and hinder the 
proper expression of that planet.

Now let us look at the various houses 
in a chart and see how a natal position, 
or a transit, in a particular house will 
manifest.

Saturn is the first house. . . . Per
sonalities change to conform to the 
formidable characteristics of Saturn. 
The will-power sometimes lessens as 
one grasps the cosmic view of life. If 
one has been the active type, friends 
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LIBRA
LOOKING AHEAD

For Those Born Sept. 23-Oct. 22

FOR the past two months, you 
members of the Libra clan have 
been subject to a new and un

precedented influence in your lives. 
Neptune entered your sign early in 
August, and will remain there all 
during the year ahead.

Since you have never experienced 
this influence before, you cannot go 
back into your life for a precedent when 
dealing with the conditions it will bring 
about.

There is little doubt that a decidedly 
impressive change is taking place in 
your mental processes or that such a 
change will gradually occur as this new 
occupancy of Neptune in your sign 
gathers strength. This can be compared 
to the opening of a blossom, first the 
time of bud, then a hint of color and 
finally the fully unfurled petals of the 
flower. Your consciousness—the essence 
of your soul—now bursts forth under 
the pressure of the eternal spiritual 
growth. The type of expansion and the 
time of its occurrence will be gov
erned by the planetary formation in re
lationship to your sign.

While this stimulating planet Nep
tune will be in your sign for fourteen 
years and Uranus for six more, they

ft ft STARRING LIBRA— ft ft

WALTER LIPPMAN, who writes for 
“h'ghbrows,” was born September 23, 
1889. He has Sun in exactly 0° Libra, 
the Sign that occupies his first Solar 
House. The opposite zod'acal Sign is 
Aries in the Seventh Solar House, which 
rules marriage. Mr. Lippman was di
vorced by his wife when the planet Sat
urn opposed his Sun degree, by transit.

He is a rather concentrated individual, 
with Air Signs stressed highly, and be
cause the Moon and Mars are in Virgo, 
the Sign of criticism and mental purity, 
his style is cerebral rather than physical. 
His mind works with cool, crystal-clear 
objectiveness. Yet he is philosophical, 
tolerant, just, and broadminded because 
he has Jupiter in Sagittarius, and Ura
nus and Mercury in Libra, to give him 
balance.

His horoscope shows Venus and Sat
urn in Leo, which are helpful to his 

(Please turn to page 58)

Sun in Libra. Planetary positions for October /, 
1943 (inside ring) and October 1, 1944 (outside ring) 

for Greenwich noontime.

will not be linked together by orb of 
aspects after 1944. This means that 
birthdays from September 24 to Octo
ber 18 are in the direct path of the 
Neptune-Uranus trine and those hav
ing such birthdays have a grand op
portunity to expand and advance 
themselves.

The Neptune-Uranus type of mani
festation is different from what would 
be the case if any other planets were 
forming the zodiacal contact. Your re
sponse to the influence will largely con
form to your soul’s growth plus the 
Great Purpose for which you were sent 
into the experiences of this life.

Your existence on the earth can be 
considered in two major ways: first, 
your part as an actor in the ever-mov
ing and changing performance in the 
world drama; second, as a pupil in the 
school of life to gleam instruction from 
the events and conditions you encoun
ter. Occultists often class people as 
old or young souls. Using this premise, 
the year ahead constitutes a test which 
will determine the “soul age” of many 
of you Libra natives. The test will be 
your reaction to the Neptune-Uranus 
position in your sign. This is true be
cause, in your case, Libra denotes your 
basic nature, the root of your being 

(Please turn to page 57)
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SCORPIO
LOOKING AHEAD

For Those Born Oct. 23-Nov. 21

THE year-ahead outlook for you
Scorpio natives is one of prog

ress and improvement, although 
much confusion is indicated with 
sudden events which will require 
lightning decisions and changes in 
your course of action.

A chief consideration is Mars, your 
ruling planet, in Gemini aligned with 
Saturn and Uranus up to March 28, 
1844. Mars entered this contact August 
24, 1943. Gemini is your eighth-house 
sign and covers a variety of interests 
and expressions. Planets in this area 
do not give you direct support. Their 
influence depends largely upon contacts 
made by transit planets as they move 
into various locations of the zodiac.

Gemini has a mental type of expres
sion, bearing on study, instruction, com
munications, local travel, relatives and 
neighbors. It favors such activities as 
those in art, literature, science, com
munication and factory work.

It is this eighth house of yours which 
relates you to the money and affairs of 
others—your partner, mate or associate. 
It has to do with estates and inheri
tances. Legacies are indicated where 
this is made feasible by circumstances.

vy-A' STARRING SCORPIO— ft ft

WILL DURANT, writer and critic of 
philosophy, was born November 5, 1885, 
in Massachusetts. His famous work, 
“The Story of Philosophy,” critical com
mentary on philosophers and their 
teachings, was published in 1928. This 
brilliant scholar and eclecticist writes 
“for the classes, but is read by the 
masses.”

At his birth Neptune in Taurus was 
in opposition to Mercury in Scorpio. 
This inclines him to seek a solution to 
the world’s problems through philos
ophy and to discuss the pros and cons 
of various types of philosophy. He likes 
to go to the very root of things and 
interpret with precision the views of 
Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, 
Santayana, and other great thinkers.

At the time of Durant’s birth the Moon 
was in Scorpio trine Saturn in Cancer. 
Scorpio and Cancer are both Water 

(Please turn to page 59)

Sun in Scorpio, planetary positions for November 1st, 
¡943 (inside ring) and November Istt 1944 (outside 

ring) for Greenwich noonttme.

Financial gains through allotments or 
government payments are also indicated. 
There may be friction over finances. 
Your partner may commit some extrav
agance which commits you to future 
payments.

Mars in such long-time close associa
tion with Uranus is often productive of 
sudden happenings bearing on your 
work, health, travel, personal affairs 
and plans. Take proper precautions 
while traveling or working with elec
tricity and machinery.

The return or second conjunction of 
Mars and Uranus which occurs on Jan
uary 16, 1944 in Gemini intensifies all 
that is usually attributed to the influ
ence of Mars and Gemini. This recom
mends mental leadership on your part, 
this being most likely to come about 
through some new methods or shortcuts 
you invent. A radical change in your 
habits and opinions is likely to occur 
now. You might even change your 
political views at least to some extent. 
Travel for either military, industrial or 
commercial purposes seems indicated.

Throughout the period which began 
August 24 of this year and continues to 
April 1944, you are subject to sudden 
outbursts of temper and the determina
tion to have your own way. This be- 
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YOUR LOVE LIFE
CAN BE HAPPIER
This free service to readers is directed 
personally by

CHRISTINA DAHL

Have you a love, marriage, or home 
■problem on which you want astrological 
guidance? As many readers will be an
swered in this column as space allows. 
When writing, give (1) place, month, 
date, year, and hour of birth as closely 
as known, for yourself and others in 
your problem; (2) explain your prob
lem frankly; (3) give fictitious initials 
for column identification; (4) give your 
real name and address, which will be 
held confidential. Send direct -to CHRIS
TINA DAHL, 3041 NORTH KOLMAR 
AVE., CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS. (Read
ers who want private, more detailed 
services than may be given in this col
umn, see Christina Dahl’s professional 
notice elsewhere in this magazine.)

WAIT UNTIL LOVE IS MUTUAL
Dear Miss Dahl: I am in love with a 

soldier. . .after asking me to marry him 
he said he didn’t love me, but was very 
fond of me. I have done everything in 
my power to make him love me, with no 
results. Could I help him make up his 
mind? Or should I wait for develop
ments? I was born July 6, 1925; he 
Sept. 27, 1920.

H. J. H„ Nevada.
Your Union Chart is excellent, indi

cating the young man is likely to come 
to love you deeply and sincerely. As yet 
his feelings have not crystalized, partly 
because he is going through a difficult 
emotional cycle (Saturn square his 
birth Moon), and partly because you 
have used the wrong psychology in deal
ing with him. “I have done everything in 
my power to make him love me,” you 
say. That’s just it, Miss H. You left 
nothing for the boy to do. I suggest that 
you let your soldier do the courting. 
Make it necessary for him to put forth 
more effort. You need not be coy or 
insincere. Be utterly sincere, but wiser. 
Remember that love is more apt to die 
of surfeit than of starvation. Don’t 
make the mistake of being cloyingly 
demonstrative. It is natural for the man 
to be the pursuer, the woman the pur
sued. There are exceptions, but it is 

plain your soldier values his masculine 
prerogative—so let him keep it. Be 
patient and avoid forcing matters. It 
may take until March, but if you are 
wise, his feelings should have crystal
lized by then, and you two can make a 
really good marriage.

A SOLDIER’S PROBLEM
Dear Christina Dahl: I came home on 

leave from overseas, and did not tell my 
girl, wanting to surprise her. Well, I 
certainly did that—I found her in the 
arms of another soldier. There had been 
others besides him. She admitted it 
herself. I’ll spare the imprintable de
tails— Many of the fellows I know in 
the service had similar experiences. My 
girl tried to excuse herself to say it was 
her patriotic feeling that caused all this, 
that she felt sorry for the men, etc. 
What are we men fighting for if not the 
purity of our womanhood, the sanctity 
of our love and home life?— I still seem 
to love her. Should I still marry her? I 
was born June 18, 1917. The girl Sept. 
9 1921

S/SGT. A. D., WEST COAST.
No, Soldier, don’t marry the girl. This 

advice is given on astrological, rather 
than moral grounds. You and the girl 
do not blend well mentally and emo
tionally (Union Chart afflictions in
volving Sun, Moon, Saturn and Nep
tune). The attraction between you is 
mainly physical and the love between 
you is merely infatuation.

Don’t let this experience embitter 
you, Soldier. A somewhat lax general 
morality seems to be an inevitable part 
of every war, as records indicate. Many 
young people take the attitude that “We 
have today, but who knows if there’ll 
be a tomorrow”—and of course most of 
them find that tomorrow does come, 
with its regrets. The situation is bad, 
Friend, yet not nearly as bad as you 
fear. There are still the majority of 
fine young women who do not confuse 
lax morals with patriotism who are too 
busy helping you boys keep ’em flying, 
rolling, and firing for Victory, and keep- 
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ASTROLOGICAL
PERSONALITY BRIEFS

By GEORGE MILLER

THERE is pleasure in being able 
to measure yourself properly, 
and Astrology is a most accurate 

scale. The measuring begins at 
the moment of birth, with the 
Sun’s vital energy as the pivot that 
orders the force with which you 
will manage your affairs. Just as 
the Earth’s productivity depends 
on its relation to the Sun, so your 
life is governed by the Sun’s radi
ation.

Perhaps, in the remarks .here for your 
Solar group, there is just the one that 
can help in the development of your 
personality.

Aries
You are a natural fighter, and you 

enjoy the contest of a political business, 
or romantic battle. Because you are 
aggressive, pioneering is your forte.

As a rule you succeed in any effort 
where fearlessness and disregard of 
hazard are required. Your restlessness 
causes you to make frequent changes in 
occupation that often involve changes 
of residence.

You like to win against competition. 
The wish for victory spurs you to the 
utmost effort. As a result you attain 
economic security, and material pos
sessions.

You like to own a well-built house, 
good furniture, and other substantial 
property.

Taurus
You take pride in your personal ap

pearance and you like to dress well. 
Your home reflects good taste, and even 
elegance.

Your enthusiasm is spontaneous. This 
helps to make you popular. However, 
your fondness for flattery is not to your 
advantage. You can be suave, gentle, 
reserved, and conservative.

At other times you dramatize your 
emotions, trying to appear scintillating 
and brilliant. You want your person
ality to glitter as a diamond does when 
it reflects vivid light rays. Above all, 
you like to attract attention.

Gemini
You have a versatile mind and the 

traits for factual summation that are 
invaluable to a successful lawyer or 
executive. You are progressive and try 
to keep your work modern, but it is hard 
for you to stay one place long enough 
to attain the highest success possible.

Your greatest aspiration is to be pros
perous and famous, not for your own 
sake, but because you are deeply affec
tionate and want to lay the world at 
the feet of your beloved.

This desire makes you possessive and 
acquisitive. Romance is your guidepost, 
and wealth your goal.

Cancer
The Moon is your zodiacal ruler and 

this signifies great elasticity of expres
sion. You can be very attractive and 
you enjoy the whirl of social gaiety. 
Nature has gifted you with the ability 
to execute your skill with the most 
exacting artistic effects. You have the 
power to rule situations.

You cannot tolerate shabbiness, drab
ness, or an uninteresting existence. You 
revel in the gospel of glamour and 
therefore often have a vital sway over 
others.

Your enthusiasm makes the spirit of 
youth an ever-present reality. Morbid 
thoughts or a sense of growing old have 
no place in your philosophy.

' Leo
You have an idealistic, poetic, artistic 

nature. Great achievements are ever 
before your eyes, and beckon you, but 
you let yourself think that they are 
beyond your reach when they are not. 
You are faithful and loyal, and love 
the society of congenial friends.

You have great psychic power, and 
rely largely on intuition and inner 
promptings—a fact that sometimes 
causes people to criticize you. But do 
not heed them. Keep your enthusiasm 
enduring.

Virgo
You have a calculating mind and are 

delightfully amusing and shrewd. You 
sometimes scheme to do things but often 
your method is suspected too far in 
advance. Possessed with intelligence, 
you are able to earn money, but your 
enthusiasm for doing so is not strong. 

(Please turn to page 62)
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YOU AND YOUR
FIFTH HOUSE

By MITZI NOEE

SOMEWHERE in your wheel of 
life is your fifth house. Your 

fifth house has a planetary ruler. 
It may or may not be in the fifth 
house. There may be none, one or 
several planets in the fifth house. 
All this the astrologer sees as he 
or she delineates your chart. To 
most people, whether versed in the 
education . and understanding of 
Astrology or not, the fifth house 
proves very interesting, more so 
than some of the other less obvious 
houses which deal less with per
sonality and more with material
istic values.

The fifth house in the horoscope 
concerns ROMANCE so it is no wonder 
most questions are asked the Astrol
oger relating to the fifth house since all 
of us are or have been at some time in 
our lives very much concerned with 
romance and its fitting culmination, 
marriage. Romance as concerned and 
read with and in a fifth house means 
love affairs, > temporary, or the more 
abiding variety that terminate in hon
est to goodness courtship, the most 
thrilling of all life’s interludes. Then 
following the marriage ceremony, the 
couple’s love affair becomes a seventh 
house matter. There are in all walks 
of life various individuals who, due to 
horoscopic influences in the fifth house, 
are more interested in a never ending 
stream of love affairs in preference to 
the more enduring marriage love affair. 
Conversely there are others who, not 
having the aptitudes and inclinations 
for frivolous love making and court
ship, find after marriage that they have 
found their true niche in the more ser
ious and less ecstatic partnership of real 
marriage, in preference to the super- 
idealistic and soft-soap inertia of pre
marital days. All these characteristics 
and inclinations are read plainly in the 
fifth house. There are those who never 
marry for various reasons, chief among 
them being the lack of emotional 
warmth in the nature according to the 
planet ruling or in the fifth house.

Romance and love affairs are not the 

only mundane affairs ruled by the fifth 
house. CHILDREN come under this 
division of the horoscope. There are 
those who have many children in their 
homes; others who are denied children 
of their own, and so must adopt small 
ones to assuage the longing to care for 
little ones. Some men and women care 
nothing for children; their creative 
ability manifesting along other lines 
than the physical as in the arts, sciences 
and literature. The attitudes toward 
the presence of children varies in in
dividuals. Some like to see children 
active, noisy and full of life; other pre
fer the Elsie Dinsmore type. Some like 
boys; others girls; some adore twins; 
others shudder at the thought of being 
blessed or cursed with such double 
trouble. Some parents appreciate their 
grown children more than when they 
were small. Others feel a great loss 
when their children grow out of baby
hood. Planets in and aspects to the fifth 
house make it possible for the Astrol
oger to understand these points.

SPECULATION is another matter 
ruled by the fifth house. This includes 
all forms of gambling, risks and ven
tures where the outcome is not known 
beforehand. An active sign on the 
cusp of the fifth house, inclines the 
native to these forms, as there is less 
of an inclination to premeditate.

ENTERTAINMENT is another mat
ter pertaining to your fifth house. Some 
people are given much to social diver
sion; others like to be alone most of the 
time as people and crowds rob them of 
equilibrium. The movies, theaters, 
dance halls, clubs, races etc. are forms 
of this type of entertainment. A person 
with a strong planet in or ruling the 
fifth house would no doubt enjoy horse 
racing, combining the gambling streak 
and a form of entertainment.

EDUCATION comes under the influ
ence of the fifth house. Some people 
given all the opportunities in the world 
would fail to educate themselves. 
Others turn out to be self-made men 
or women due to strong initiative and 
great ambition. Those with good fifth 
houses find instruction easy and learn
ing delightful.

And now that we have a knowledge 
of what matters the fifth house governs, 
let us delve into the study further and 
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discover what certain signs and planets 
mean in the fifth house.

Aries on the cusp of the fifth house 
denotes a passionate person. Taurus in 
this place makes one idealistic and 
dreamy. Gemini on the fifth makes one 
versatile in such matters and fickleness 
is a general characteristic. Cancer 
makes one a perpetual lover type with 
deep emotional tone in the nature. Leo 
on the fifth inclines to theatrical abil
ity, interest in the drama and make- 
believe world. Virgo on the cusp of fifth 
makes one very materialistic in fifth 
house matters as the nature is predom
inately mental. Libra on fifth cusp 
makes one revel in love affairs, much 
given to appearances for their own 
sake. Scorpio on fifth inclines to warm
bloodedness, an assertive manner in all 
fifth house dealings. Sagittarius in this 
position makes one generous in love 
and all forms of expression. Capricorn 
on fifth makes the nature inhibited in 
these matters, often appearing to be 
cold and unfeeling. Aquarius on fifth 
gives a modern twist to these fifth 
house affairs, lack of regard to con
ventions and an interest in the new in 
preference to the tried and proven. 
Pisces on the fifth house cusp can be the 
symbol of a genius or rogue, depending 
on how the native handles the creative
ness of compassionate Pisces.
• The explanations of the various plan
ets that follow should be considered in 
conjunction with the sign found on the 
cusp of your particular fifth house. Ex
ample: Aries on cusp of fifth with Mer
cury in fifth means a more docile per
son than if Mars were in Aries in fifth.

MARS IN FIFTH HOUSE. . . . You 
are a dynamic sort of person and you 
have had more love affairs than you 
can conveniently remember. Yours is 
a passionate nature, loving to be loved 
and feeling great loss when the one you 
adore at the moment hurts you in any 
way. It stands to reason you are ex
tremely jealous of your heart throbs, 
not so much from a fear of losing their 
interest and adoration but because of 
sex jealousy, since your nature is pos
sessive in the extreme. You may have 
remembered in the past how difficult 
it was for you to turn the discarded 
suitor over to the next girl or boy who 
happened to come along. Although you 
had no desire to continue your associa
tion, you nevertheless felt that you had 
some sort of claim on the person. You 
may or may not be surprised to hear 
that you have an abundance of prim
itive sexuality in your make-up. Being 
dynamic, you take your fun and divers
ion where ever you find it and you will 
never find it in card games unless you 
play for high stakes; or in reading un
less some one dares you to read the 
latest volume off the press and you set 

a time limit for the task. This position 
makes a good dancer in the quick, light 
steps where the movement is fast. Your 
idea of children is to have as many as 
you can conveniently afford to rear to 
advantage and Mars in fifth usually be
stows many children, other aspects be
ing neutral or favorable. As a parent 
you are the type to be pals with your 
offspring through the years although 
you may not be so highly educated in 
matriculation, you always give the im
pression of being a well-rounded per
sonality. The fires of creation, individ
ual creative ability, burn brightly with
in your being. Your sexuality can be 
diverted to literary fields in written ex
pression; to the arts in handiwork; to 
recreational games with skill and fi
nesse. Mars in the fifth house gives a 
youthful and active manner and attitude 
to the older person.

VENUS IN FIFTH. . . .Your type is 
the glorified lover, male or female, the 
Browning-Barrett romancers. You see 
love as the all important plane of life. 
All nature responds to your five senses, 
intensifying your reactions to life and 
God, the giver of all love. You feel 
that you have never truly lived until 
you have fallen deeply and truly in 
love and yours may be the sacrificial 
type of love. . .as, I did not marry him 
or her to save this person from my
self. You are so liable to feel yourself 
incapable of the heights of joyous, in
termingling love, and it is your one 
necessity. Your children, and there may 
be several in your home, may be too 
well cared for, too shielded from life 
and its rough edges. You are the etern
al mother type; the protective father 
type. You take your amusements and 
entertainment with easy grace. The 
Venusian manner is always spotted in 
any gathering by the friendly, interest
ed attitude, the exact balancing or sub- 
serevience and dominance. You are the 
type to give spare time to general edu
cation, a study of foreign languages, 
latest books on current topics, child 
welfare, personality courses. You are 
the graceful waltzer type; the Strauss 
waltzes being your favorites. You 
could be an interior decorator, a writer 
of love fiction, a first rats home maker. 
You have learned probably that the 
nicities of courtship days appeal to you 
far more than the plebian aspects of 
marriage and routine tasks. Your 
idealistic nature likes to dream to well 
even while the toast burns to a crisp.

MERCURY IN FIFTH. . . .Sign on 
the dotted line could well be your un
spoken motto in love affairs. You are 
not swayed by sheer emotionalism so 
if you feel drawn to one of the opposite 
sex, you immediately want to know 
the advantages and disadvantages. You 
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ARIES-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born March 21 - April 19

★ Arbitration of 
m i s u nderstand- 
ings is well-as- 
pected during 
the first days of 
October.

THE GOOD Sun 
influences which 

operate through your 7th solar house 
beginning with September 24 continue 
through October 23, bringing some good 
opportunities for those of you Ariens 
who have been too much alone. You 
are generally popular through this per
iod, and this is especially so as con
cerns your superiors if you work for 
others. This is not an especially good 
time for new romances, as your judg
ment of the other sex is poor during ad
verse aspects, but business partnerships 
and working agreements with others 
should prosper. Difficulties and former 
misunderstandings with others could be 
straightened out to advantage now.

Arbitration is recommended rather than 
arguing and going to law.

Beginning October 24 and enduring 
through November 22 is a cycle that is 
almost purely financial in its positive 
phases. You profit through those who 
are connected with you rather than 
from your own astuteness and aggres
siveness. This is a good time to take 
up any matter concerning legacies or 
joint property. You will find the other 
interested parties willing to compro
mise and cooperate with you. If you 
didn’t complete any contemplated part
nership agreements before this period 
began, it would be best to postpone such 
matters, as this cycle is recommended 
for unions already formed, rather than 
inaugurating new ones.

On November 23 you are ushered in
to a cycle of fine mental achievement, 
but you will read more about this in 
our December-January issue, as the 
period extends well into December.

Aries Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: You start the month with a neu

tral morning, but afternoon is excellent for 
pushing any legal or financial matter, especi
ally good for talking over monetary affars 
with your marriage or business partner.

Sat. Oct. 2: This afternoon is much like 
yesterday. Home finances could be talked 
over and budgets arranged. Use care to avoid 
accidents at home or elsewhere in late after
noon and early evening. Guard against theft 
tonight.

Sun. Oct. 3: An excellent mental Sunday, 
and one in which you can convince others to 
your way of thinking. Evening is negative so 
keep quiet then.

Mon. Oct. 4: Sun is sextile your ninth-house 
Moon this morning, which means that you 
are your best at mental and creative work. 
Use your brain today.

Tues. Oct. 5: A questionable day. Be extra- 
discreet if you are thrown with the other sex 
or if you handle the funds of others. Don’t 
gossip today.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some dan
ger of criticism and unpopularity in the aft
ernoon. Don’t push yourself forward with 
others at that time.

Thurs. Oct. 7: An excellent afternoon for 
dealing or associating with friends, especial
ly women and young people. Make this fit 
into your plans.

Fri. Oct. 8: Late morning through evening 
finds you highly popular. Your associates de
fer to you and are willing to follow your 
leadership. Good for group patriotic en
deavors or for any type of organizing.

Sat. Oct. 9: A doubtful morning, as you are 
inclined to be quarrelsome and over-suspici
ous of the motives of others. Not a good 
day for contacts.

Sun. Oct. 10: Go it alone as much as pos
sible this Sunday. Good for study and medi

tation but not good for talking your ideas to 
others. Hold all action.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another questionable one. 
Don’t force a showdown with anyone for 
you’d very likely lose out. Postpone all im
portant contacts.

Tues. Oct. 12: Negative except for the hours 
from mid to late afternoon, which are good 
for visits or business contacts. You are popu
lar then.

Wed. Oct. 13: Variable, but late morning 
through the noon hour finds you impres
sive to others and well able to hold your 
own with the public. Step out.

Thurs. Oct. 14: A neutral day is followed by 
a strong evening, especially if you have any
thing pending which requires a favorable 
attitude on the part of your relatives. This 
makes a good evening for family conferences.

Fri. Oct. 15: Probably a trying day, especi
ally in the afternoon. Stick to routine matters, 
attempting nothing which conflicts with the 
interests of others.

Sat. Oct. 16: An excellent day for short 
trips and meeting strangers or any influen
tial people. Some noted person could help 
you out of the rut.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon through early 
evening finds you at your best with those 
who really count in your life. You could 
plan changes now.

Mon. Oct. 18: A grand day for all that con
cerns the home and family. You could adjust 
home finances or living conditions to good 
advantage, as the mate and other family 
members are inclined to listen to you. Be 
diplomatic.

Tues. Oct. 19: Hold anything of importance 
until late afternoon, at which time your 
money judgment is sound and your person
ality strong and forceful.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon brings your best
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hours. Use them to close any pending finan
cial deal, or for romance if this seems feas
ible.

Thurs. Oct. 21: This should be a grand day 
as fun, relaxation and pleasures are indi
cated. Good also for speculation if this seems 
in line with your plans. Try to get away from 
the grind if you can do so within reason.

Fri. Oct. 22: Late morning through the noon 
hour promises something good through asso
ciating with gay and inspiring people. Try 
to bring this about.

Sat. Oct. 23: A' grand day if you can forget 
yourself and concentrate on serving others. 
What you give out today you’ll get back with 
interest.

Sun. Oct. 24: A questionable Sunday, especi
ally as regards your health. Don’t overdo at 
anything. Choose your diet carefully today.

Mon. Oct. 25: A neutral morning is follow
ed by a negative afternoon and evening. 
Guard your health carefully, see your doctor 
if you’re under par.

Tues. Oct. 26: Daylight hours are question
able but evening promises romance or the 
cementing of a warm friendship. Don’t spend 
the evening alone.

Wed. Oct. 27: Another good evening in 
much the same way. You are attractive to 
just the right people and can make a new 
friend or form some alliance.

Thurs. Oct. 28: A particularly strong day. 
Attend to important financial matters or do 
anything which commits you to the future. 
Sign papers.

Fri. Oct. 29: No major aspects are work
ing. Stick to routine affairs.

Sat. Oct. 30: A somewhat questionable day 
until evening, which is excellent for writing 
letters or visiting with those who are impor
tant to you.

Sun. Oct. 31: Be on your guard against 
loose talk prompted by rather weird think
ing. Stay out of religious and political argu
ments by all means.

Aries Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: Your most favorable hours 

are around noon. Use them to get in the 
public eye in some way if possible. If not, 
you can have an advantageous chat with 
some woman whose influence on you will be 
helpful.

Tues. Nov. 2: Both morning and afternoon 
are excellent for anything that relates you to 
the public. You’re popular, make friends 
easily and can turn this to business in some 
way. Get out and tell the world what you 
want.

Wed. Nov. 3: Late afternoon and early eve
ning are much like yesterday. You impress 
others favorably and they defer to you. Don’t 
waste this by hibernating.

Thurs. Nov. 4: Morning is fine for dealing 
with women and children in any way. Good 
also for group work and organizing as your 
associates are for you now.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. You are socially popular. Some long- 
cherished dream could be realized through 
the aid of friends.

Sat. Nov. 6: Now go into your shell and 
plan for later action. No contacts if you can 
reasonably avoid them. You are inclined to 
argue and domineer.

Sim. Nov. 7: Largely neutral until early 
evening, which is somewhat negative. Avoid 
indiscreet thought, talk and action. Stay 
with your own sex.

Mon. Nov. 8: Rather critical until evening, 
which finds you popular and your person^ 
ality strong. Try to get out among those who 
are important to you.

Tues. Nov. 9: Another popular evening for 
you. What you say is interesting to others. 
Be seen and heard this evening and you'll 
gain in some way.

Wed. Nov. 10: A grand day for employment 
and general business, especially if you cater 
to the public. Good also for getting indicated 
favors from relatives.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. If this is a busi
ness day for you, stick to minor matters and 
known associates. Start nothing new nor con
troversial today.

Fri. Nov. 12: Another questionable day, but 
evening is good for all types of brain-work 
or for discussions with learned and refined 
people. It is at such times that you attract 
those who can help you advance spiritually, 
mentally.

Sat. Nov. 13: Business and evening hours 
are neutral. Go on your own.

Sun. Nov. 14: Variable and rather doubtful. 
Your restless and upset mind could cause you 
to make enemies today. Stay alone as much 
as possible.

Mon. Nov. 15: Act to avoid indiscretion and 
extravagance on the part of family members, 

but use diplomacy as coldness and estrange
ments are threatened.

Tues. Nov. 16: From mid-morning through 
the noon hour is excellent for anything con
cerning home finances. If you can have lunch 
at home, something good will come through 
your association with family members. Speak 
out.

Wed. Nov. 17: This should be about the 
most inspiring day of the month. You enjoy 
the company of the other sex and this is 
reciprocated. Enjoy yourself.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Daylight and evening hours 
are neutral. You may want to take financial 
chances but there is no strength from space 
to back you.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable but from early to 
mid-afternoon is good for mild speculation 
or for an outing if you can get away from 
the grind.

Sat. Nov. 20: Largely negative. Watch your 
diet carefully and avoid those who bore and 
upset you. Make this a safe and cautious 
day.

Sun. Nov. 21: Neutral except for the hours 
around mid-day, which threaten a health up
set. Rest and relaxation are recommended 
for you today.

Mon. Nov. 22: Too variable for any concen
trated effort. Those of the other sex attract 
you but your judgment in this respect is 
likely to be unsound.

Tues. Nov. 23: An excellent day if there is 
some particular person with whom you wish 
to be more closely identified. This applies to 
business or romance.

Wed. Nov. 24: Much like yesterday in every
way.

Thurs. Nov. 25: Neutral until evening, which 
is a good one to wind up the holiday. A 
warm sympathy exists between you and 
your mate or relatives.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon through eve
ning is good for occult study and the appli
cation of Astrology to your financial prob
lems. Plan ahead now.

Sat. Nov. 27: Get going on anything which 
requires brilliant, original and sound think
ing. A good morning for changes and adjust
ments of every kind.

Sun. Nov. 28: Variable, but the hours around 
noon would be good for a Sunday dinner with 
someone whose opinion of you is important. 
Your conversation is brilliant and you make 
the right impression on others.

Mon. Nov. 29: Noon through afternoon is 
rather critical as you are inclined toward in
discretion and your actions may be misunder
stood and criticized.

Tues. Nov. 30: Daylight hours are neutral 
but evening is somewhat questionable. Stay 
away from the other sex or be extra-conven
tional in your actions.
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TAURUS-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born April 20 - May 20

*■ Conferences with 
your boss bring 
good results now

THE PERIOD 
which began for 

you Taurians late in September, and 
which continues through the first 
twenty- three days of October, should 
be a conservative one, especially as re
gards physical and mental exertions 
which might undermine your health. 
This is not a time for aggressive con
duct or scheming for financial gain. 
Your best channels lie in quiet and un
publicized service to your country and 
those around you. This is a good em
ployment period if you will be careful 
to conserve your energies and at the 
same time make every movement count 
on your job. Conferences and chats be
tween employer and employee are re
commended now, whether you are at

Taurus Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: There is little strength from 

space this morning but afternoon could 
bring about a meeting with someone who 
would mean a great deal to you later. This 
applies to work, friendship or romance. You 
make the advances.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early to mid-afternoon is good 
for new friendships or partnerships. Alli
ances or unions formed at this time should 
be mutually prosperous.

Sun. Oct. 3: A good Sunday because you 
are harmonious with your mate or sweet
heart. Evening is somewhat negative so act 
to avoid accidents.

Mon. Oct. 4: A good Sun-Moon sextile this 
morning makes it a good financial day, es
pecially so wherever your interests are 
merged with those of another. Your money 
judgment is sound and your closest associate 
agrees with you.

Tues. Oct. 5: Probably a rather trying day, 
largely because of your own upset mind and 
unorthodox thinking. Don’t voice your 
thoughts and ideas to others.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some 
threat of arguments or unwise changes in 
the afternoon. Avoid both of these and stay 
on an even keel today.

Thurs. Oct. 7: You should be Irghly popu
lar this afternoon, especially with women. 
Make this fit into your plans, get around and 
be among people.

Fri. Oct. 8: From late morning through 
evening finds you popular and blessed with 
a strong personality. A good time for diffi
cult contacts or putting across anything of 
a controversial nature. Do a bit of demand
ing if necessary.

Sat. Oct. 9: Late afternoon through eve
ning brings popularity and anv needed help 
from friends and associates. Good for deal
ing with women and children. 

the top or the bottom of the arrange
ment. Don’t overdo socially nor dis
sipate in any way during this period.

October 24 begins a month of fine 
cooperative influences. This is the time 
to attract anyone to you whom you may 
need in any department of your life, 
the influence applying to business as 
well as the social side of your existence. 
Engaged Taurians should arrange to 
marry during this period if possible, al
though the period is a bit questionable 
for the beginning of a romance. If you 
are attracted to a new friend or sweet
heart, think things over soberly during 
GOOD aspects of the Sun and of your 
ruling Venus, then go ahead with con
fidence. Your judgment of the other 
sex is likely to be unsound during ad
verse aspects. If your personal chart 
is afflicted, shun romance during this 
period.

November 24 opens up a cycle of 
sound business and prosperous financial 
affairs, but this will be more fully cov
ered in our December-January issue. 
Watch for it.

Sun. Oct. 10: Mid-day and early afternoon 
have the same indications as shown for yes
terday. A good time for a friendly gathering 
in your home.

Mon. Oct. 11: Now depend on yourself 
alone and keep your secrets.

Tues. Oct. 12: Largely negative. Not a good 
day for contacts. Your mind is keen and 
original. Plan ahead but don’t act on your 
hunches today.

Wed. Oct. 13: The hours around mid-day 
are good for discussing your problems with 
an occult-minded friend, or with a profes
sional astrologer. Try it.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Neutral until evening, 
which is good for anything which throws you 
with the public or a group of your friends. 
You are the center of things now.

Fri. Oct. 15: Neutral except for some threat 
of a physical upset in the afternoon. Tau- 
rean women should be especially careful of 
their health now.

Sat. Oct. 16: An excellent day for general 
business and employment matters. Have a 
talk about your job with the home folk. 
A change may be Indicated.

Sun. Oct. 17: A generally good Sunday un
til late evening. Try to spend it with rela
tives. See or write your mother if this is 
possible.

Mon. Oct. 18: Now get going on any indi
cated changes in any derartment of your 
life. Your mind works keenly and your 
judgment is extraordinarily sound.

Tues. Oct. 19: Hold anything of importance 
until late afternoon, then go ahead with con
fidence. Good for starting on a trip or chang
ing your residence.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon finds you able to 
impress others with your special knowledge 
and brilliant conversation. Good for meeting 
strangers, important people.
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Thurs. Oct. 21: Now get to work on any
thing regarding your home, family or gen
eral finances. You could adjust leases and 
rentals or do anything concerned with home 
property. This is a good time for romance 
if you are eligible.

Fri. Oct. 22: Another good day, especially 
around the noon hour. Lunch with the fam
ily would probably bring about something 
good. Try it.

Sat. Oct. 23: This should be the gladdest 
and most inspiring day of the month for 
you. Try to get away from the grind and 
enjoy yourself.

Sun. Oct. 24: A somewhat adverse Sunday, 
especially around the noon hour. Refrain 
from flirtation or any indiscreet conduct with 
the other sex today.

Mon. Oct. 25: Another rather questionable 
one. You may be inclined toward extrava
gant spending or some form of gambling. 
You will lose by either.

Tues. Oct. 26': You may be depressed and 
nervous this morning, but there is nothing 
wrong with you which fresh air and reason

able health precautions won’t cure. Evening 
is good for doing favors for others. You will 
ultimately win.

Wed. Oct. 27: Daylight hours are neutral, 
but evening promises something good if you 
can visit with someone who is influential 
regarding your job.

Thurs. Oct. 28: Today is made to order 
for those of you Taureans who are lonely 
or feel the need of another person in your 
life. There’s every indication that you could 
attract such a person to you. Do your part 
in this.

Fri. Oct. 29: Neutral as to major aspects, 
but Moon position favors cooperative endeav
ors and anything wherein your own inter
ests are mingled with those of others. You 
are weak alone, but strong as a partner.

Sat. Oct. 30: Today isn’t exactly danger
ous, but it could be if you give way to rash 
impulses. Late evening is good for astrologi
cal reading and study.

Sun. Oct. 31: No matter how you look at 
it, this couldn’t be a promising Sunday. 
Study, rest and relaxation are your safest 
channels today.

Taurus Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: You start the month with 

your mind working overtime but it works 
erratically this morning and you can’t trust 
your own judgment. The noon hour promises 
an inspiring meeting, but make it strictly 
pleasure.

Tues. Nov. 2: Late morning through aft
ernoon promises something good through 
your sound and brilliant thinking. Make any 
indicated moves, changes or adjustments 
with full confidence. Write important letters 
now.

Wed. Nov. 3: Late afternoon through early 
evening is much like yesterday. You could 
evolve some short cut or new method that 
would make your life easier.

Thurs. Nov. 4: A grand morning, with Nep
tune trine your tenth-house Moon. Your 
popularity is assured, especially with wom
en. Good for sales.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. Use them for difficult contacts or for 
anything wherein your popularity makes for 
success.

Sat. Nov. 6: Neutral until evening, which 
threatens either unintentional harm or ac
tual disloyalty from your associates and 
supposed friends. Be careful.

Sun. Nov. 7: Questionable. Pursue usual 
quiet Sabbath routine.

Mon. Nov. 8: A somewhat questionable 
day. but evening is good for astrological 
study or planning ahead by Astrology. Read 
the Aspectarian now.

Tues. Nov. 9: Try to get in some sound 
discussion with someone who knows Astrol
ogy this evening. You will learn a great deal 
about yourself.

Wed. Nov. 10: A grand morning for any
thing which adds to your prestige and 
strengthens your social position. Some good 
publicity could come your way.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful but not danger
ous. Use reasonable health precautions and 
avoid pushing yourself forward with others. 
Don’t argue.

Fri. Nov. 12: Start nothing new this morn
ing, and avoid engaging in rivalry. Evening 
promises something good through kin, the 
mother if she’s with you.

Sat. Nov. 13: Largely neutral. Avoid major 
action on anything.

Sun. Nov. 14: Doubtful until late after
noon, which promises something good if you 
can have a gathering of close relatives in 
your home. Try this.

Mon. Nov. 15: You may be restless and 
anxious to better your position through 
changes or adjustments. Avoid these for 
your judgment is unsound.

Tues. Nov. 16: There is no strength from 
space except in the late evening, which 

would be good for calling on someone who 
is important to you.

Wed. Nov. 17: This should be a good fi
nancial day. Sign papers with confidence 
and do anything which has a bearing on 
your future financial security.

Thurs. Nov. 18: There are no major aspects 
during daylight and evening hours, but Moon 
position suggests attention to minor home 
affairs.

Fri. Nov. 19: Early to mid-afternoon prom
ises something good through the mate, sweet
heart or family members. Act to deserve 
this, ask for it.

Sat. Nov. 20: Two squares to your fifth
house Moon recommend extreme caution 
with your money and in your relations with 
the other sex. Avoid indiscretions.

Sun. Nov. 21: Watch out around the noon 
hour today to avoid some extravagant or 
unwise action. Otherwise, it is a netural, 
routine Sunday.

Mon. Nov. 22: Aspects are too badly mixed 
to take any chances with your health or 
your job. Do your usual work but try for 
no great gains.

Tues. Nov. 23: An excellent dav for any
thing concerning your employment, or for 
winning the gratitude of others through 
some generous action.

Wed. Nov. 24: This could be a very for
tunate day for you. You attract the right 
persons and anything which requires the 
cooperation and liking of others should 
prosper for you. You could form a new 
friendship today.

Thurs. Nov. 25: A good holiday because 
you vibrate well with others. Evening is es
pecially good so make this the crowning 
feature of the day.

Fri. Nov. 26: Mildly good for all forms of 
group and cooperative work.

Sat. Nov. 27: A strong morning, with the 
one closest in your life willing to cooperate 
and anxious to please you. Good for all 
partnership matters.

Sun. Nov. 28: A variable day but the hours 
around noon promise something good through 
your partner or mate. Good also for occult 
study. .

Mon. Nov. 29: From noon through after
noon holds a threat of trouble because of 
your own conduct. Your mind works erra
tically and could lead you into loose talk 
which would make enemies for you. Keep a 
still tongue today.

Tues. Nov. 30: Not an especially good day 
to end the month, although Moon position 
suggests that you might do some sound and 
brilliant thinking. Evening is critical as your 
restlessness could cause you to be intolerant 
and too exacting.
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GEMINI - Oct.- Nov.
For Those Born May 21 - June 20

★ Children are a 
source of pleas
ure to you dur
ing the first days 
of October.

THE “LUCKY 
BREAK” period

which began for you Gemini people late 
in September and which endures 
through October 23 is the high spot of 
the year for you as concerns social life, 
relaxation and good fortune in chance
taking. Now you gain through specula
tion if it is at all indicated for you. You
should, of course, conform to the anti- 
inflationary measures of the government 
and thus shun too extravagant spend
ing, but pleasures of all kinds are well- 
aspected for you and, within the limits 
of patriotic conduct, you’ll probably 
want to spend a bit and enjoy yourself. 
Children inspire you, and you’d be sur
prised how much they can teach you. 
Try to be among these very young peo-

Gemini Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: You start the month with a not 

too favorable day especially as regards your 
vitality. Early afternoon promises some im
provement in employment conditions but this 
would come through diplomacy rather than 
aggressiveness.

Sat. Oct. 2: Much like yesterday. Make 
this an unselfish day. Shun all difficult con
tacts and avoid those who bore you, upset 
your nerves.

Sun. Oct. 3: A good Sunday because you 
are popular and attractive to others. You 
might make a worthwhile new friend or 
even enjoy a new romantic attachment. This 
applies to daylight hours as evening is some
what questionable.

Mon. Oct. 4: A strong morning. You may 
crave change and want to get out of the rut. 
Good for short trips or anything which stim
ulates and inspires you. Something good 
could come through your fiance or marriage 
partner today.

Tues. Oct. 5: Rather negative. Avoid 
travel if possible. Sign no papers which com
mit you to future service or payments. Guard 
against treachery.

Wed. Oct. 6: Natural except for some threat 
of a physical upset or an accident in the 
afternoon. Use all reasonable precautions 
to avoid either.

Thurs. Oct. 7: Noon through afternoon finds 
your mind active and original. Good for all 
types of mental or creative work. Write im
portant letters now.

Fri. Oct. 8’ Late morning through evening 
is much like yesterday. You can invent or 
create something which will better your liv
ing conditions.

Sat. Oct. 9: A doubtful morning because 
you are prone to commit indiscretions or at 

ple of the coming generation. Be gay, 
young, glad you’re alive

October 24 ushers in some perhaps 
trying influences through your cadent 
6th solar house. Your recuperative pow
er at this time is far from good and it 
would be well to treat even minor ail
ments as you ordinarily would care for 
major ones. By using health precau
tions, however, you can probably make 
this a very good employment period. 
You are at your best in dealing with 
superiors now and little chats about 
your work would pay big dividends. 
This is a time for giving out especially 
as concerns charitable and patriotic 
work. You can be of great service to 
the war effort. If your work schedule 
prohibits this type of thing, you can at 
least buy war stamps and bonds until it 
hurts. You will profit by this in some 
way.

November 23 ushers you into a cycle 
of profitable and pleasant cooperative 
work or social endeavors. You’ll read 
more of this in our December-January 
issue, as the period is largely a Decem
ber one.

least talk too much. Women have an un
favorable influence on you now.

Sun. Oct. 10: A questionable Sunday. If you 
can’t confine yourself to those of your own 
sex. be extra-conventional and discreet. Don’t 
gossip.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another negative one. Use 
extreme care if you handle the funds of the 
family or of your employers. Shun rash and 
impulsive speech.

Tues. Oct. 12: Doubtful until mid-afternoon 
after which you can gain in some way 
through dealing and associating with your 
friends. Mix around with them, tell your 
plans and aims and enlist their help if this 
is indicated.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through the 
noon hour is good for dealing with women or 
very young people of either sex. Try to 
make this work for you.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Neutral until evening which 
would be excellent for planning ahead by 
Astrology or for a discussion with an occult- 
minded acquaintance. You could learn some
thing about yourself by visiting a profes
sional astrologer.

Fri. Oct. 15: A questionable day for con
tacts, especially in the afternoon. You are 
rather unreasonable in your attitude toward 
others, could make enemies.

Sat. Oct. 16: A good day for anything which 
enhances your prestige and tends to elevate 
and honor you. Mix around and build your
self up a bit.

Sun. Oct. 17: There is little sustained cos
mic strength to back you today so don’t push 
yourself forward or you might be made to 
look ridiculous.

Mon. Oct. 18: A grand day for all that con
cerns your employment and the handling or
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investing of income derived from it. Good 
lor new ventures.

Tues. Oct. 19: Hold anything of Importance 
until late afternoon, as obstacles and opposi
tion abound during the earlier part of the 
day.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. Good for employment adjustments or 
for anything in which your success is dictated 
by the attitude of others toward you. Good 
also for dealing with female relatives.

Thurs. Oct. 21: This should be an enliven
ing if somewhat hectic day for you. Changes 
of all kinds are indicated. Seek new faces 
and surroundings.

Fri. Oct. 22: Another good one in much the 
same way. You are capable of planning and 
executing adjustments in all departments of 
your life.

Sat. Oct. 23: Now get going on anything 
which concerns finances, especially those con
nected with your family and residence. Sign 
papers with confidence.

Sun. Oct. 24: If you can’t get away from 
the family today, be extra-diplomatic to 
avoid spats. If you try to dominate the fam
ily you 11 lose.

Gemini Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: The hours around mid-day 

are good for financial arrangements between 
you and your mate or business partner. Good 
also for legal matters or anything connected 
with estates and legacies. Write letters, sign 
papers.

Tues. Nov. 2: Another good day in much 
the same way. Your money judgment is 
sound, and you can plan your finances ahead 
advantageously.

Wed. Nov. 3: Hold anything of importance 
until late afternoon, then make decisions with 
confidence. Evening good for occult study 
and application.

Thurs. Nov. 4: Morning through early eve
ning is good for starting trips, making ad
justments or for all types of creative and 
mental endeavors.

Fri. Nov. 5: Variable, but afternoon is good 
for important correspondence or for any
thing that is creative or artistic. Write to 
servicemen.

Sat. Nov. 6: Rather negative, especially in 
the evening. Avoid flirtation and be ex
tremely careful what you say or do in the 
company of the other sex.

Sun. Nov. 7: You are popular this morn
ing but your popularity may wane in the 
late afternoon and early evening. Maintain a 
retiring attitude then.

Mon. Nov. 8: Questionable except for the 
afternoon, which would be a good time for 
group and patriotic work or any type of or
ganizing and leadership.

Tues. Nov. 9: Daylight hours threaten trou
ble through your friends so expect little of 
them. Evening is good for parties or friendly 
gatherings.

Wed. Nov. 10: An excellent day in a rather 
odd way. You are psychic and understand 
the motives of others. Investigate mystic and 
occult theories.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Not a good day for con
tacts of any kind. You are likely to lose your 
temper arid create enemies. Work quietly, 
read, study.

Fri. Nov. 12: Daylight hours are negative, 
and health care is recommended. Evening is 
excellent as you are popular and impressive. 
Mix around.

Sat. Nov. 13: Largely neutral. Pursue us
ual routine.

Sun. Nov. 14: Doubtful until late afternoon, 
which would be good for making a public 
appearance or meeting anyone whose opinion 
of you is important.

Mon. Nov. 15: Start nothing today which 
might conflict with the interests of others, 
as you would meet violent opposition and 
create enmity. , ,

Tues. Nov. 16: Daylight hours are neutral.

Mon. Oct. 25: Guard against indiscretions 
and extravagances on the part of your mate 
or family. Be pleasant but firm. Single Ge
mini folk should shun romance.

Tus. Oct. 26: Be on your guard against 
your tendency to speculate or spend too 
much this morning. Evening is good for 
pleasure, fun and relaxation.

Wed. Oct. 27: Another good evening. The 
other sex likes you. Get around and have a 
grand, good time. You will gain inspiration 
for later on.

Thurs. Oct. 28: An excellent day if you can 
forget yourself and give out to others. The 
gratitude you earn now will make things 
easier in the future.

Fri. Oct. 29: No major aspects are work
ing. Go on your own.

Sat. Oct. 30: A rather negative morning, 
and not one in which to let others insinuate 
themselves into your life. Evening is good 
for romance.

Sun. Oct. 31: Your judgment of the other 
sex is unsound and you are in danger of be
ing victimized. Keep up your sales resistance 
or stay alone.

Evening is good for visits with female rela
tives. Try to visit your mother if she is near 
you.

Wed. Nov. 17 : A very good day if you are 
dissatisfied with your job, your surroundings 
or living conditions. Advantageous changes 
can be made.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Another good day, although 
not so strong as yesterday. Your mind works 
keenly on your problems but postpone action 
until later.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable but early to mid
afternoon is good for meeting and impressing 
new people. If you seek new employment, 
try for an interview.

Sat. Nov. 20: Rather doubtful until late 
afternoon, at which time you could adjust 
matters with the mate or family. Good also 
for romance.

Sun. Nov. 21: Neutral except for the hours 
around mid-day, which threaten trouble at 
home. Avoid any definite stand on family 
matters at this time.

Mon. Nov. 22: Too variable for any chance
taking, although you may want to gamble 
or speculate in some way. Innocent pleas
ures art recommended.

Tues. Nov. 23: A grand day because you 
find fun wherever you go. You are popular, 
especially with the other sex. Good also for 
mild speculation as there is a strong element 
of good fortune in your solar chart now.

Wed. Nov. 24: Another good one, but in a 
different way. Now you are tops with the 
boss and can make some kind of forward 
stride at work. Be generous.

Thurs. Nov. 25: Your generous and helpful 
attitude toward others make this a good holi
day. Don’t spoil it by overeating, as your 
constitution is weak.

Fri. Nov. 26: Neutral until late afternoon 
and early evening, at which time you could 
earn the gratitude of some worth while per
son. Try this.

Sat. Nov. 27: Morning is good for forming 
new alliances or making agreements with 
co-workers. Afternoon is questionable, so do 
nothing that involves you and another.

Sun. Nov. 28: Early morning threatens un
sound judgment concerning the other sex, 
but this passes around noon and you could 
make a worthwhile friend. Evening is again 
questionable, so stay within yourself.

Mon. Nov. 29: No day for branching out, 
nor for making agreements covering your 
future action. Avoid treachery, guard against 
thefts and fire losses.

Tues. Nov. 30: Neutral except for late aft
ernoon and early evening, which threaten ac
cidents. Guard against this by sane conduct 
and careful thought.
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CANCER-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born June 21 - July 22

★ From October 24 
to November 22 
is a “quick 
money” period 
for you.

IF YOU HAVE 
been more than 

usually ambitious or discontented with 
your present station in life, the period 
which began for you Cancerians on Sep
tember 24, and which continues through 
October 23, may bring a fulfillment of 
a cherished dream. Good influences 
operating through your fourth solar 
house during this time tend to uplift 
and elevate you in the social scale and 
also promise something good in a finan
cial way. You are likely to profit 
through elderly people in some way, 
especially through your parents if they 
are living. This is a period of general 
good fortune and is especially good for 
dealing in lands, home property and all 

types of tangible assets. If you are not 
financially able to do this on your own, 
you’d make a good agent for another.

The period from October 24 to No
vember 22, inclusive, should be a very 
inspiring one, with relaxation and in
nocent pleasures abounding. This cycle 
is also an excellent one for speculation 
or beginning some rather risky business. 
There is a strong element of good for
tune in your solar chart and unless your 
individual chart is badly afflicted, you 
should find some excellent opportunities 
for making quick money. The younger 
set among your friends makes the best 
companions for you during this period. 
Shun elderly and too-solemn people as 
they are inclined to bore you and cramp 
your style.

The good fortune referred to above 
endures only during times of no aspects 
or favorable ones.

November 23 brings you into a period 
of quiet and cautious endeavor, but this 
will be more thoroughly treated in our 
December-January issue.

Cancer Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: This afternoon should leave 

you with sufficient stimulation and inspira
tion to last out the month. You find fun in 
everything, the other sex likes you and 
you’re plenty popular. Arrange for a good 
time.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early to mid-afternoon finds 
a strong element of good fortune in your 
solar chart. Use this for anything wherein 
"luck’’ is a factor.

Sun. Oct. 3: A good Sunday, especially in 
the afternoon, as you are attuned to the 
spirit of charity and service to others. Cheer 
some unfortunate person.

Mon. Oct. 4: If any adjustment is pending 
in your employment, use the morning hours 
to attend to it. Retire early this evening to 
avoid a physical upset.

Tues. Oct. 5: Rather negative. You may 
be lonely and feel the need of a closer com
panionship with someone but this could turn 
out badly. Avoid it.

Wed. Oct. 6: Afternoon is much like yes
terday. You are susceptible to the other sex 
but your judgment in this respect is un
sound. Go it alone.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A good afternoon for all 
financial matters. If an adjustment with 
your partner is pending, this is the time for 
it. He'll be generous.

Fri. Oct. 8: Late morning through evening 
is much the same as yesterday. You think 
soundly on finances, can commit yourself 
to future payments, actions.

Sat. Oct. 9: Late afternoon and early eve
ning brings your best hours. You’re tops 
mentally, alert and receptive. Now get going 
on anything that requires sound thinking. 
You impress others favorably, can influence 
them easily.

Sun. Oct. 10: A questionable Sunday, as 
your mind works erratioally and you are 

inclined to force your rather weird thoughts 
on others. Don’t do it!

Mon. Oct. 11: Another negative one. Post
pone all changes and adjustments. Stay away 
from the boss if you are employed. Don’t 
act on your hunches now.

Tues. Oct. 12: Doubtful until mid-after- 
noon, after which you can sell, organize or 
do anything the success of which hinges 
on your popularity. Get around and make 
the most difficult contacts with full con
fidence. Women like you now.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through noon 
finds you in the center of things, and due 
for some favorable notice. Toot’ your own 
horn, talk up your plans and aims.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Neutral until evening,
which is grand for friendly gatherings or 
anything which brings you into contact with 
your friends. They’ll help you now.

Fri. Oct. 15: Largely routine, but afternoon 
threatens disappointments through associ
ates, especially female ones. Depend on your
self alone at that time.

Sat. Oct. 16: A good day and evening for 
quiet work, especially along scientific or in
ventive lines. Good for planning and analyz
ing your relations with others. Not good for 
sales, organizing or anything that depends 
on your popularity.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon and early 
evening promise something good through a 
visit or discussion with a believer in As
trology, or an occult-minded person.

Mon. Oct. 18: A grand morning for all that 
throws you in with the public. You're popu
lar and blessed with a forceful and persua
sive personality. Get out and make difficult 
contacts, sell, promote, organize, tell the 
world what you want.

Tues. Oct. 19: Noon and early afternoon 
are questionable as to your health, so be 
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careful what you eat at lunch. Late after
noon is good for mixing, visiting, selling or 
any adjustment in your employment that 
seems indicated.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. Good for anything which tends to 
honor you or increase your prestige. Thus 
good for public appearances.

Thurs. Oct. 21: Now get going on dealings 
with relatives, or on anything wherein you 
cater to the public. Employment matters are 
well aspected. Adjust things.

Frl. Oct. 22: Daylight and evening hours 
are largely neutral. You’re not strong enough 
for new ventures, money risks or difficult 
contacts. Stick to routine.

Sat. Oct. 23: An extraordinarily good day. 
You can travel, meet new people, contact 
some locally noted person who can and will 
help you if you need it.

Sun. Oct. 24: You could lose friends today 
because of your upset mind, your unortho
dox thinking and your restless tendencies. 
Keep serene or stay alone.

Mon. Oct. 25: Noon through early evening 
threatens unwise changes and adjustments. 

Maintain the status quo in all departments 
of your life. Not good for travel.

Tues. Oct. 26: A doubtful morning, espe
cially as regards your relations with the 
mate or family. Evening is fine for romance 
if you’re single, eligible.

Wed. Oct. 27: A very good evening for 
adjustments at home, or for anything that 
hinges on your popularity with the other 
sex. Romance is indicated if feasible.

Thurs. Oct. 28: A string of good aspects 
to your fifth-house moon makes this one 
grand for fun, pleasures and association with 
the other sex. Get around and have a good 
time, in mixed company if possible. Daylight 
hours good for speculation.

Fri. Oct. 29: Neutral as to major aspects. 
You’re jolly and companionable, but not suf
ficiently strong for difficult contacts or 
chance-taking.

Sat. Oct. 30: A somewhat questionable 
morning as your constitution is weak and 
you are liable to minor physical upsets. 
Evening good for charitable work.

Sun. Oct. 31: This should be a sane and 
cautious Sunday. Don’t overdo at anything, 
shun people who bore, annoy or upset you.

Cancer Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: The hours around mid-day 

offer something good through a new alliance 
or agreement with some particular person. 
The remainder of the day is questionable so 
keep within yourself and avoid over-friend
ly people.

Tues. Nov. 2: Morning through afternoon 
finds you popular, especially with those of 
the other sex. Some new partnership or 
friendship is indicated.

Wed. Nov. 3: Largely neutral but late aft
ernoon and early evening promise romance 
for eligible Cancerians, friendships for all 
those of your sign.

Thurs. Nov. 4: A strong morning, espe
cially as concerns finances and all legal and 
partnership affairs. You'd make a good fi
nancial agent for another.

Fri. Nov. 5: Too variable for action on 
your problems or any difficult decisions. 
Maintain the status quo and use all rea
sonable health precautions.

Sat. Nov. 6: A neutral day is followed by 
an evening which holds some threat of cold
ness and estrangement brought about by 
your unorthodox thinking and your insist
ence on bringing otheTs around to your way 
of th'nking. Don’t do it.

Sun. Nov. 7: An early-morning Sun trine 
to your ninth-house Moon promises some
thing good through your associations with 
others this morning. Afternoon is question
able and you should spend it alone If pos- 
sib'e. Don’t argue.

Mon. Nov. 8: Doubtful until evening, which 
is good for public appearances or anything 
which throws you among those who are Im
portant to you.

Tues. Nov. 9: Another good evening in 
much the same way. You are highly popu
lar, especially with women. Ask for femi
nine advice and follow it.

Wed. Nov. 10: One of your best November 
days because a warm vibration exists be
tween you and your friends and associates. 
Ask for any needed help.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Now keep within your
self, telling no secrets and depending on 
others as little as possible. Disappointments 
are threatened through friends.

Fri. Nov. 12: A very good evening if you 
can spend it with an astrologer or someone 
who knows more of the occult sciences than 
yourself. Ask questions.

Sat. Nov. 13: Largely neutral. Go on your 
own today.

Sun. Nov. 14: Somewhat doubtful until 
late afternoon, which is good for analyzing 
your friendships and planning ahead. Use 
Astrology in doing this.

Mon. Nov. 15: All reasonable health pre

cautions should be used today, this being es
pecially true for you Cancer women. Func
tional troubles are threatened.

Tues. Nov. 16: Probably a slow day. You’re 
mildly popular but not cosmically strong. 
Evening is better, promising some honor or 
good recognition.

Wed. Nov. 17: A generally good day for 
employment and business, especially if you 
cater to the public in any way. Good for 
expansion and getting credit.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Largely neutral. Start 
nothing new or risky.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable but afternoon is 
generally good for dealing with employment 
matters or associating with female relatives 
and the mother.

Sat. Nev. 20: Too variable for anything 
requiring heavy concentration.

Sun. Nov. 21: A neutral Sunday except 
for the hours around noon which threaten 
some unwise change or adjustment in your 
friendships. Avoid this.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning brings your 
best hours. Use them to adjust home matters 
or attend to any sound investments or fi
nancial affairs.

Tues. Nov. 23: One of your best financial 
days of the month. Sign papers with confi
dence. Evening is good for romance or fam
ily conferences.

Wed. Nov. 24: Now get out among lively 
people, let yourself go and be young regard
less of your age. You enjoy the company 
of the other sex today.

Thurs. Nov. 25: Evening would be good 
for a party with children or mixed company 
You are gay and fun-loving. Innocent pleas
ures are indicated.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon and early 
evening are much like yesterday. You are 
popular and welcome wherever you go. 
Don’t waste these good hours alone.

Sat. Nov. 27: A good, strong morning as 
regards your employment. You gain by di
plomacy and your willingness to please your 
superiors. Don’t demand.

Sun. Nov. 28: There are some good aspects 
today but don’t overwork or overdo in tak
ing advantage of them as your constitution 
is weak and you are susceptible to conta
gion. Conserve your strength to throw off 
small illnesses.

Mon. Nov. 29: From noon through early 
evening finds you susceptible to the blandish
ments of the other sex. Keep up your sales 
resistance now.

Tues. Nov. 30: A neutral day is followed 
by an evening which holds some threat of 
unwise romance. Stay with your own sex if 
this is possible.
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LEO —Oct. - Nov.
For Those Born July 23 - August 22

★ You impress 
strangers favor
ably during the 
first days of Oct
ober.

THE fine mental 
cycle which be

gan for you Leo folk on September 24 
carries through October 23, bringing 
with it the respect and good will of rel
atives and some indication that you will 
travel either for business or pleasure. 
The latter is very good, as you are in
spired by new people and new sur
roundings. You impress strangers fa
vorably and could make some worth
while new friends during this period. 
But whether or not war restrictions pro
hibit travel, you can let your active 
mind soar untrammeled into new and 
hitherto unknown fields. You learn 
easily and grasp new theories quickly. 
Some new course of study would bene
fit you now. Choose learned and ap

preciative companions and you will find 
yourself a better and wiser person 
when this cycle is ended.

October 24 ushers in a month of good 
financial opportunities, especially in 
such lines as lands, houses and city real 
estate. This could also be a period of 
increased prestige for you, especially if 
you can enlist the aid of elderly friends 
and relatives in achieving the realiza
tion of your dreams and ambitions. If 
there is a legacy in the offing, your ex
pectations could become realities now 
and if there is any problem about fam
ily or joint property, this would be a 
good time to settle it. Avoid specula
tion, as this is not one of the forms of 
good fortune promised during this 
period. Take the advice of your par
ents and elders before investing money 
or committing yourself to the future.

Your chief danger lies in difficulties 
with the mate or family, so be especi
ally diplomatic during bad aspects of 
your ruling Sun and thus avoid 
estrangement and coldness between you 
and family members.

Leo Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: The afternoon of this first day 

of the month holds a very good aspect as re
gards your home and domestic affairs. You 
could make any reasonable adjustment or 
deal in rentals, leases, real estate and home 
property.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early afternoon would be good 
for signing papers which commit you to fu
ture payment or any other action. Eligibles 
may find romance.

Sun. Oct. 3: Another good afternoon. You’ll 
find fun wherever you go. You enjoy the 
company of the other sex and this feeling is 
reciprocated. Step out.

Mon. Oct 4: Morning is strong, promising 
some gain through speculation if this is in
dicated by your circumstances. Be extra con
ventional this evening.

Tues. Oct. 5: Negative. Guard your health. 
Rest and relax if possible.

Wed. Oct. 6: Afternoon threatens a minor 
physical upset. Shun all selfish and aggres
sive action and avoid those who are inclined 
to annoy you.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A grand afternoon, especially 
if you are anxious to add to your list of 
friends or if you need the help of some par
ticular person. You would attract such a per
son now and the partnership would be mu
tually beneficial.

Fri. Oct. 8: Late morning through evening 
is good for all cooperative endeavors and so
cial activities. You are popular, attractive to 
others.

Sat. Oct. 9: Negative until late afternoon, 
after which you could adjust matters with 
your mate or learn something new about 
nrriilt

Sun. Oct. 10: A rather negative Sunday. 
Guard against accidents or losses through 

treachery, fire or theft. Trust no one but 
yourself today.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another negative one. Make 
no new agreements, alliances.

Tues. Oct. 12: Rather negative until mid
afternoon, which promises something good 
through the brilliant working of your mind. 
Do something creative or inventive and if 
this is impossible, attend to important cor
respondence.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through the 
noon hour is good for anything which re
quires sound and keen thinking. Travel, make 
any indicated adjustments.

Thurs. Oct. 14: A neutral day is followed by 
a grand evening, that is if you can get out 
among people who are important to your suc
cess. Mix, visit.

Fri. Oct. 15: Late afternoon and early eve
ning find your popularity open to question. 
You are subject to criticism, gossip and pos
sible scandal.

Sat. Oct. 16: A variable day, especially if 
you can spend it at some cooperative en
deavor in the company of your friends. 
You are tops in your group, - can assume at 
least minor leadership in any civic or pa
triotic move.

Sun. Oct. 17: Doubtful except for late after
noon and early evening, at which time you 
are especially popular with women and 
young children.

Mon. Oct. 18: A grand day for quiet work 
along inventive lines or for study and medi
tation. You could learn some great occult 
truth or plan ahead in such a way that your 
life will be changed for the better. You are 
psychic now.

Tues. Oct. 19: Afternoon is excellent for 
study and introspection, but this is not a
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good day for sales, business contacts or even 
friendly visits.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon would be a good 
time for anything which involves rivalry with 
another. You would win in a showdown with 
a rival or enemy.

Thurs. Oct. 21: This is a good day—all day! 
You are tops with the public and people are 
inclined to defer to your judgment. Get going 
on anything wherein your popularity and 
forceful personality are assets. Which means 
almost anything.

Fri. Oct. 22: Morning through the noon hour 
is much like yesterday. Good for all kinds 
of contacts of either a business or social na
ture. Step out.

Sat. Oct. 23: Moon position today has a 
bearing on your dealings and associations 
with relatives, especially female ones. The 
aspects are good.

Sun. Oct. 24: A neutral Sunday except for 
the hours around noon, which threaten near 
hostility if you try for anything in the way 
of social advancement. You’d best stay with
in yourself and thus avoid rebuffs, discour
agement.

Leo Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: Your best hours are those 

around mid-day. Use them to adjust employ
ment matters or for some charitable act to
ward some less fortunate person. If you 
could write letters to those in the service, 
your time would be well spent, as your atti
tude Is one of cheerfulness, help to others.

Tues. Nov. 2: An excellent day If you can 
dodge a tendency toward minor health up
sets in the early morning. Shun all selfish 
thought and action.

Wed. Nov. 3: Neutral until late afternoon, 
at which time you could earn the gratitude 
of someone who would be glad to reciprocate 
later.

Thurs. Nov. 4: This could be a significant 
morning in your life. If your life has been 
empty, you might meet the one who could 
banish your loneliness.

Fri. Nov. 5: An excellent afternoon as you 
are popular and attractive to others. You 
could make a new friend or form a worth
while partnership.

Sat. Nov. 6: Largely neutral until evening 
which suggests caution to avoid losses 
through disloyalty or near-treachery. Retire 
early tonight.

Sun. Nov. 7: A good day for occult study 
and relaxation. Not good for outings around 
water or anything which might involve 
bodily accidents.

Mon. Nov. 8: Quite negative until evening, 
at which time you could do some fine cre
ative work or impress others favorably with 
your brilliant talk.

Tues. Nov. 9: Another good evening. You 
are at your best mentally and thus a grand 
companion for learned and appreciative peo- 
ole.

Wed. Nov. 10: Good for anything which 
tends to honor you or increase your prestige. 
You are the center of things. Good publicity 
is possible.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. Be conventional 
and discreet to avoid criticism or scandal. 
Don’t take feminine advice if it is offered to 
you.

Fri. Nov. 12: Evening is grand for all social 
affairs. Your friends and associates find you 
attractive and are willing to help you.

Sat. Nov. 13: Largely neutral but there is 
some threat of disloyalty or unintentional 
harm from your friends this evening. Don’t 
tell secrets.

Sun. Nov. 14: Late afternoon brings some 
good through your associates if you can ar
range a friendly gathering. This could mean 
some social advantage.

Mon. Nov. 15: Negative. Avoid all difficult 
contacts today. . , ,Tues. Nov. 16: Neutral until late evening, 
which would be good for occult study or a

Mon. Oct. 25: This is no day to “press your 
luck” or start anything which might arouse 
rivalry or stiff competition. Stick to safe, 
routine affairs.

Tues. Oct. 26: Hold everything of a social 
nature until evening, then try to meet the 
very nicest people you know. You are bril
liant in your conversation and will impress 
the right kind of people. This could mean 
something good later.

Wed. Oct. 27: Another good evening. You 
may be restless but your wit and brilliance 
will charm those around you. Seek appreci
ative people tonight.

Thurs. Oct. 28: This is probably your best 
October day as concerns general finances and 
especially your home and domestic life. Sign 
papers with confidence.
. Fri. Oct. 29: Neutral as to major aspects. 
Go on your own today.

Sat. Oct. 30: A negative morning and not 
one on which to take chances with your 
money—you’d probably lose. Evening is good 
for fun and pleasure.

Sun. Oct. 31: Stay alone or be ultra-con
servative with the other sex today.

visit with a professional astrologer if you are 
worried.

Wed. Nov. 17: A very good day as the 
Moon’s position tends to elevate you and 
push you forward. This is supplemented by 
good aspects so you can just about write your 
own ticket in your relations with others to
day.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Daylight hours hold no ma
jor aspects. Routine.

Fri. Nov. 19: Early to mid-afternoon brings 
your best hours. Use them for social or busi
ness contacts. You are forceful and per
suasive.

Sat. Nov. 20: Hold anything of importance 
until late afternoon at which time the oppo
sition you have encountered evaporates. 
Clear sailing now.

Sun. Nov. 21: A neutral Sunday except for 
some threat of spats with relatives around 
the noon hour. Avoid family Sunday dinners 
or keep quiet.

Mon. Nov. 22: Too variable for any of the 
changes you will probably want to make. 
Curb your restlessness and stick to safe 
routine.

Tues. Nov. 23: Now you can really get out 
and do things. Good for changes, short trips, 
moving or anything which gets you out of 
the rut.

Wed. Nov. 24: Another good one, especial
ly as regards financial affairs and matters 
pertaining to the home. Single Leos may find 
romance.

Thurs. Nov. 25: Evening promises serene 
home life, probably a new understanding with 
your mate if coldness has existed between 
you. Talk things over.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon and evening 
could bring a new romantic attachment or 
the revival of an old one if this seems in
dicated at this time.

Sat. Nov. 27: A strong morning, especially 
if there is any reason to take financial 
chances. There’s an element of “luck” in 
your solar chart.

Sun. Nov. 28: The hours around noon 
should be enjoyable ones if you can get into 
a crowd. Avoid all romantic thought and ac
tion this evening, as losses are threatened 
through your relations with the other sex.

Mon. Nov. 29: Noon through afternoon is 
likely to find you with a weakened consti
tution. Your health should be your chief con
sideration. This is a good time for a physical 
check-up. See your doctor if indicated.

Tues. Nov. 30: A square to your sixth-house 
Moon makes this another questionable day 
as regards your health. Take all reasonable 
precautions, shunning anything or anyone 
that might upset your nerves.
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VIRGO-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born August 23 - September 22

October constitute a continuation of the 
cycle which began for you Virgo natives 
on September 24. During this cycle, you 
are likely to find yourself in a some
what subordinate position, but this does 
not prohibit some very good gain in 
your employment or regular business. 
The money you make now will be ob
tained through industrious effort and 
assiduous attention to details, and 
through the favor of your parents or 
superiors. You may be given added re
sponsibility but this is likely to be of a 
minor nature and under the direction 
of another. Your chief danger during 
this time lies in a tendency toward ex
travagant spending. If you must spend,

Virgo Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: Noon and afternoon of this 

first day of the month hold extraordinary 
promise of an advantageous change in some 
department of your life. Your mind works 
keenly on your problems now. Get out and 
do things.

Sat. Oct. 2: Daylight and evening hours 
are largely neutral, but Moon position gives 
you a keen intellect and the ability to im
press those around you. Try to get out 
among those who are able to appreciate you 
today.

Sun. Oct. 3: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. This is an especially good time to ad
just matters at home or effect a reconcilia
tion with an estranged relative if this hap
pens to fit in with your individual circum
stances.

Mon. Oct. 4: Sun sextiles your fourth
house Moon this morning. There could be no 
better indication of success in dealing with 
home financial matters.

Tues. Oct. 5: A rather negative day. You 
are inclined to spend extravagantly or take 
financial chances. You’d lose by either of 
these activities.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some 
threat of sorrow and loss through gambling 
or your association with those of the other 
sex this afternoon.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A good afternoon in which 
to earn the gratitude of your employer or 
your superiors. You will be richly repaid 
at a later date.

Fri. Oct. 8: If you can dodge a minor 
physical upset this morning, you’ll find it 
a good day to adjust employment matters. 
Use diplomacy in this.

Sat. Oct. 9: A doubtful morning although 
not a dangerous one. Stay within yourself 
until around noon, after which you could 
make a worthwhile new friend or enter a

invest your money in war bonds and 
stamps. ,

A fine mental period opens up for you 
on October 24 and endures through No
vember 22. Your mind is resourceful 
and creative. You are ambitious and 
fully capable of realizing at least part 
of the betterment you desire for your
self. You may be restless, and some
what cramped by wartime restrictions 
on travel but there is some indication 
that you will at least be able to escape 
from your immediate environment. Try 
to spend some time in exploring new 
theories, as you grasp new truths easily 
now. This would be a good time to take 
up a new line of steady or acquired new 
skill in your chosen profession. Shun 
coarse and unappreciative companions, 
choosing those who are anxious to de
velop their own minds. Such compan
ionship will help you to reach your goal.

November 23 begins a period of good, 
sound financial opportunities for you, 
but this will be more thoroughly dealt 
with in our December-January issue.

romantic interlude if you are eligible for 
this latter.

Sun. Oct. 10: A doubtful Sunday, largely 
because you are inclined to be too credulous. 
Your judgment of the other sex is unsound, 
so avoid smooth talkers. This is especially 
true in the case of Virgo girls who could 
make unwise attachments. Let no one in
sinuate himself into your life today.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another negative day. Form 
no new alliances.

Tues. Oct. 12: Questionable until mid-af
ternoon, after which you could close some 
sound financial deal with advantage to your
self. Good for partnership affairs.

Wed. Oct. 13: Variable but from late morn
ing through the noon hour is good for le
gal or joint property matters. Your money 
judgment is good.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Moon position suggests 
mental work and your mind is espec ally 
productive in the evening. Try to create 
something, or if nothing better presents it
self, write letters this evening. Correspond 
with servicemen.

Fri. Oct. 15: A good mental day except for 
late afternoon at which time you may suf
fer from an upset mind. Otherwise, a good 
day for planning, changes.

Sat. Oct. 16: Noon through early evening 
finds you popular and capable of getting 
favorable notice. Get out among people, talk 
up your plans.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon and early eve
ning are good for visits or public appear
ances. You are especially popular with wo
men now.

Mon. Oct. 18: This should be a warm, 
friendly day either at work or in a social 
way. Your friends and associates are attract
ed to you now.

Tues. Oct. 19: There is some threat of dis-
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loyalty or unintentional harm from friends 
and associates in early afternoon. Relief from 
this comes later, and you can enjoy their 
companionship or trust important matters 
to them.

Wed. Oct. 20: Your best hours are in the 
afternoon. You are especially fortunate in 
dealing with women and very young people 
now, and can effect some good gains through 
them. Good for all cooperative work, war 
work or civic endeavors.

Thurs. Oct. 21: A grand day if you can 
spend it in quiet work along inventive lines, 
or plan ahead by using Astrology. Analyze 
your friendships how.

Fri. Oct. 22: Late morning through the 
noon hour is good for any kind of investi
gating, or for arriving at a showdown with 
an enemy or rival. You’d win.

Sat. Oct. 23: Probably your best October 
day as concerns your popularity, honor and 
social prestige. You’re tops with thé public 
and all your acquaintances.

Sun. Oct. 24: Neutral except for the hours 
around noon, which threaten some physical 
or nervous upset. Get all the rest and re
laxation possible.

Mon. Oct. 25: Largely negative. Don’t push 
yourself forward or talk too loud, as you are 
cosmically weak. Be content to remain in a 
subordinate position.

Tues. Oct. 26: A doubtful morning and not 
one in which to start anything new or change 
jobs. Evening is grand for associating with 
female relatives, the mother.

Wed. Oct. 27: Now get going on anything 
that concerns your job or business, or the 
income you receive from either. You can 
make sound investments today.

Thurs. Oct. 28: A grand day. One for 
changes, moves or anything that betters 
your conditions. You think clearly now and 
can trust your judgment. Try to do some
thing that will get you out of the rut and 
on the high road.

Fri. Oct. 29: Neutral as to major aspects. 
Stick to safe routine today.

Sat. Oct. 30: A negative morning, espe
cially as regards your relations with the 
family or mate. Take no definite stand and 
let things slide at home.

Sun. Oct. 31: Much like yesterday, Avoid 
spats with the family by diplomacy.

Virgo Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: The only productive hours 

come around midday. You could gain by any 
reasonable speculation now, as there’s an 
element of ‘'luck" in your solar chart. Aft
ernoon is tricky so take no chances with 
your heart or purse at that time.

Tues. Nov. 2: Late morning through after
noon finds you popular and fun-loving. Try 
to get away from the grind for a bit of inno
cent fun and pleasure.

Wed. Nov. 3: Late afternoon and early eve
ning promise something good through your 
association with the other sex. This could 
mean romance if it is feasible for you.

Thurs. Nov. 4: A good day for employ
ment matters, whether you're the boss or 
worker, but complete everything of this na
ture before noon. Guard your health later.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon promises some
thing good through a favor you do for a less 
fortunate person. Try to help someone who 
has been hurt by the war.

Sat. Nov. 6: A neutral day until evening, 
which holds some threat of sorrow through 
a member of the other sex. You'd best stick 
to known friends, avoid new ones.

Sun. Nov. 7: A strong early morning, with 
Sun trine your seventh-house Moon. This 
means new friends today, or perhaps a ro
mantic Interlude for eligible Virgoes.

Mon. Nov. 8: Questionable during daylight 
hours. Evening brings a new perception of 
Astrology and the occult. Try to get in some 
good study and planning.

Tues. Nov. 9: Daylight hours are neutral, 
but evening is good for adjustments at home. 
Your mate understands you and you can 
plan ahead together advantageously.

Wed. Nov. 10: A very strong and encour
aging morning. Your mentality is tops, and 
you can get going on changes, inventive 
work, creative endeavor. Correspond.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. Don’t act on 
your hunches nor argue with others.

Fri. Nov. 12: Late morning through eve
ning finds your personality pleasing yet 
forceful. You’re due for some good notice 
and publicity if you try for it.

Sat. Nov. 13: You are inclined toward in
discreet conduct this morning. Be quiet if 
you're thrown with others or you might say 
something to hurt yourself.

Sun. Nov. 14: Not much strength from 
space. Say little, rest and relax.

Mon. Nov. 15: Negative. Expect little from 
your friends, keep your secrets.

Tues. Nov. 16c Daylight hours are neutral, 
but evening is good for friendly gatherings 
or group patriotic work. You’re the leader 
of your group tonight.

Wed. Nov. 17: Now get going on any puz
zle which surrounds your life. You are high
ly psychic and can read the motives of oth
ers. A good time to reorganize your friend
ships and your relations with those around 
you.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Largely neutral, but Moon 
position suggests quiet work or study. No 
time for contacts such as selling, business 
interviews, etc.

Fri. Nov. 19: Early through mid-afternoon 
is good for visiting with either an astrologer 
or some friend who knows more of the sub
ject than you do. You’ll learn some worth
while truth about yourself by doing this, 
so try it.

Sat. Nov. 20: Hold everything of impor
tance until late afternoon, then make social 
contacts with confidence, for you’ll be popu
lar and welcome anywhere.

Sun. Nov. 21: Neutral except for some 
threat of ill-health around the noon hour. 
Watch what you eat at dinner and try for 
rest and relaxation.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning through the 
noon hour is a good time for important con
tacts or anyth'ng that concerns your job or 
your social prestige.

Tues. Nov. 23: A very good day for starting 
a new business, adjusting your employment 
conditions or dealing with relatives. You’re 
tops with the family.

Wed. Nov. 24: This is a good mental day, 
especially as concerns problems governing 
your living conditions. You can make wise 
and advantageous changes.

Thurs. Nov. 25: A good day for the holi
day. You’re a grand companion for others, 
and your brilliance in conversation will 
make you remembered. Enjoy yourself.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon or early eve
ning would be a good time to contact some 
noted person who can help you in some way 
You’d make a good impression.

Sat. Nov. 27: A strong morning, especially 
as concerns sound financial matters and your 
dealings with the family. You can plan your 
budget ahead today.

Sun. Nov. 28: Act to avoid spats and re
sulting coldness at home this morning and 
you’ll be tops with the gang at Sunday din
ner. Good for inviting relatives.

Mon. Nov. 29: A rather negative day. You 
are inclined toward chance-taking and ex
travagant spending. Remember that pres
ent good income won’t endure forever.

Tues. Nov. 30: Largely neutral, but late 
afternoon and early evening bring rash im
pulses. Shake them off and stay on safe 
routine as losses and sorrow are threatened 
through your associations with the other sex.
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LI BRA-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born September 23 - October 22

★ Ask the advice 
of your elders 
before acting be
tween Oct. 24 
and Nov. 22.

THE good first- 
house influences 

which began operating for you Librans 
on the 24th of September hold good 
through October 23. This is one of the 
best periods of your year, since the Sun 
in this position gives you stability, am
bition and enough pride to realize that 
you are the center of the scheme of 
things. This is the time to impress 
others and persuade them to your way 
of thinking. The influence can be used 
in work, business or social affairs. 
Librans in the armed services can 
achieve recognition and promotion dur
ing this period if they will speak out 

and bring favorable attention to them
selves. No matter what your position 
in life, you can better it in some way by 
taking advantage of these good influ
ences. Ask for what you want.

From October 24 through November 
22, you are likely to work for what you 
get. Your gains come through indus
trious effort, strict attention to your job 
and the impression this attitude makes 
upon your superiors. Elderly relatives 
and associates can and will help you 
now although this may amount to no 
more than giving you good counsel and 
advice. Ask for this advice and follow 
it if it is given. This annual cycle of 
your life often brings added responsi
bility although it rarely carries author
ity with it. You are, therefore, likely 
to work under the direction of others.

Your chief danger lies in a too-strong 
love of pleasures which involve extrav
agant spending. This should be avoid
ed, as it is out of line with present na
tional trends.

Libra Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: There are some very good op

portunities in your path today if you are in 
a position to take advantage of them. Some 
improvement in your employment or the 
chance to expand in business or start a new 
venture. Make this fit in.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early to mid-afternoon is much 
like yesterday, but be quiet the remainder 
of the day and meet opposition philosophi
cally. Don’t push things.

Sun. Oct. 3: Another good afternoon. Now 
you can make public appearances, start a 
trip, meet new people, do anything that gets 
you out of the groove and brings inspira
tion and betterment. Don’t spend this Sun
day moping alone.

Mon. Oct. 4: Sun sextiles your third-house 
Moon this morning. Get going on any indi
cated changes and adjustments. Move, travel, 
try to change your environment.

Tues. Oct. 5: Largely negative. Guard 
against extravagance or indiscretion on the 
part of family merpbers but use diplomacy to 
avoid coldness, estrangement.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some threat 
of trouble at home. You’ll know best how to 
avoid this. Sign no papers committing you 
to future action.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A fine afternoon for an out
ing if you can get away from the grind. Seek 
out gay and fun-loving people and try for 
a grand, good time. This will bring strength 
for later trials. Get out this evening, as 
crowds inspire you.

Fri. Oct. 8: Early morning is questionable, 
but from late morning on promises some gain 
if you take financial chances, a good, inspir
ing time at any event.

Sat. Oct. 9: Your good friend Jupiter frowns 
on you in the early morning, so don’t overdo 
at anything. Make your health the main 
consideration. Afternoon is good for doing 
favors for others. Be assured that they’ll be 
repaid later.

Sun. Oct. IO1: Somewhat questionable. Make 
this a restful Sunday. If the family annoys 
you, try for some solitude and meditation. 
Avoid aggressive contacts.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another questionable one. 
Don’t do anything concerning your employ
ment conditions. Work quietly and try for 
no great gains today.

Tues. Oct. 12: Aspects are too mixed for 
any new adjustments in your friendships or 
relations with others. Avoid those who try 
to insinuate themselves into your life and 
pry into your affairs. Keep within yourself 
and keep up sales resistance.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through noon 
is good for making advances to those with 
whom you’d like to become more closely as
sociated. You attract the right people.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Probably a slow day, with a 
tendency on your part to think about absent 
loved ones. Keep cheerful. Evening brings 
something good through your mate or sweet
heart. Good also for occult study and its 
application to your problems.

Fri. Oct. 15: Another rather somber day, 
with some threat of accidents or losses 
through fire, theft or treachery in the after
noon. Go easy, be on your guard.

Sat. Oct. 16: A grand day because of the 
brilliant working of your mind. You can write 
something good, or invent a short-cut in your 
work. Use your brain today and you’ll save 
your muscles later. Write to service men if 
possible.

Sun. Oct. 17: Negative except for late aft
ernoon and early evening, which promise 
something good through your associations 
with appreciative people. Choose your com
panions well and you’ll learn something and 
earn the respect of such folk.

Mon. Oct. 18: A very good day because 
your personality attracts others and at the
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SCORPIO-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born October 23 - November 21

★ Spend your spare 
hours in reading 
and study dur
ing the first days 
of October.

The rather odd 
cycle into which 

you Scorpio folk were introduced on 
September 24 endures through October 
23. Your occult and psychic tendencies 
are accentuated _during this time and 
you should use the period to learn all 
you can of the hidden truths about your 
existence and your relation to the world. 
You are at your best in quiet and se
cluded work or in a thorough study of 
occult theories and principles. It would 
be well to choose other members of your 
sign as associates during this time be
cause a deep sympathy now exists be
tween you and other Scorpio natives. 
Try to analyze your friendships with 
a clear eye and you will probably find

Scorpio Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: This first afternoon of the month 

tends to place you in the center of things, 
right in the limelight. If you want recogni
tion, now is the time to get it. Could mean 
either more money later, or at least increased 
social prestige.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early afternoon brings some op
portunity to get in with a new crowd because 
you attract and impress others favorably. 
Don’t be bashful. You’re tops.

Sun. Oct. 3: A good day for visiting or en
tertaining relatives outside the immediate 
family. Some warm new understanding could 
come about from this.

Mon. Oct. 4: A good morning for all those 
who cater to the public, or who operate busi
ness ventures. You could get promotion, 
loans, credit, backing now.

Tues. Oct. 5: Rather negative, but the chief 
danger lies in your own restless mind. Don’t 
act on your hunches and thus make unwise 
moves, changes, adjustments.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some threat 
of an upset mind this afternoon. Keep on an 
even keel, make no important changes, don’t 
start on a trip now.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A good afternoon in which to 
attend to rentals, leases, home improvements 
and purchase supplies. Also good for invest
ments in real estate.

Fri. Oct. 8: Saturn cramps your style in the 
early morning, but this passes later and you 
can gain through family members in some 
way. Evening is good for courtship if you 
are in that stage of your life. The other 
sex likes you then.

Sat. Oct. 9: Probably a discouraging morn
ing, with money going out instead of coming 
in. Evening is fine for parties, fun, inspira
tion, laughter.

Sun. Oct. 10: A doubtful Sunday. Be sure 
your morals are above reproach, and guard 

it advantageous to drop some unworthy 
associates from your list of friends.

The period from October 24 through 
November 22 brings you out of seclu
sion and into the limelight of recogni
tion and publicity. Your chief charac
teristics during this cycle are gener
osity, frankness and independence. You 
are now a natural leader in your field 
and among your circle of associates. 
Your inner dignity shines out and you 
earn the full respect of those around 
you. Try to use this to advance your
self in some way. If you seek public 
work or work connected with the war 
effort, this is the ideal time to go out 
and get it. There is every indication 
that you will in some way rise above 
your ordinary station in life if you will 
do your part by demanding your due.

November 23 ushers in a cycle of hard 
work for you, with every indication of a 
good money return for your efforts. 
Read more about this period in our 
December-January issue.

those of your children if you’re a parent. 
Don’t flirt today.

Mon. Oct. 11: Negative. You may be in
clined to spend too extravagantly or take 
chances with your money. It’s no day to bet 
the races. BUY WAR BONDS!

Tues. Oct. 12: Variable, dangerous if you 
take chances with your health. Shun all ag
gressive contacts and annoying people. If 
you feel under par have your doctor look 
you over.y Be careful of your diet and don’t 
overdo at work.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through the 
noon hour is good for employment affairs, or 
for earning the gratitude of others. What you 
give today you’ll get back later with interest. 
Try to cheer and help the sick, aged or un
fortunate.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Late afternoon and early 
evening should bring some opportunity to 
meet and attract some particular person 
you’ve wanted to know better. This can 
come about if indicated, and if you’ll do your 
part in making the advances.

Fri. Oct. 15: There’s no real danger today, 
but you should be wary of the other sex in 
the afternoon, as your judgment in this re
spect is not good.

Sat. Oct. 16: A good day for all that con
cerns the common good of yourself and the 
person closest to you in love, friendship or 
business. You can do the thinking for both 
and will be listened to with respect. Adjust 
things.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon and early eve
ning promise something good through occult 
and philosophical study. Read something 
serious and you’ll learn much.

Mon. Oct. 18: Now your mind is at its pro
ductive peak, and you can really create some
thing above your normal ability. Get going 
on anything original. Write letters if this
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SAGITTARIUS-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born November 22 - December 21

You’ll be sur
rounded by ad
miring friends in 
late September 
and early Octo
ber.

THE FINE Co
operative period 

into which you Sagittarians entered 
during the last week in September con
tinues through the first twenty-three 
days of October, and is one of the po
tentially good cycles of the year for 
you. You are now blessed with lofty 
ambitions and these can be realized at 
least partially if you attune yourself to 
the cosmic trends of the period. A 
mutual esteem exists between you and 
the most worthwhile friends in your 
circle. You’ll be surrounded by admir
ing friends. This can lead to benefits 
in both a social and business way. You 
are likely to make friends who can and 

will help you to achieve advantageous 
changes in some department of your 
life. Look around you and choose your 
associates with care for your strength 
now lies in merging your interests with 
those of others.

From October 24 through November 
22 should be a period of quiet endeavor, 
exhaustive study and calm meditation 
for you. Your mind is psychic and your 
tastes lean toward the occult and the 
mystic. This would be a good time to 
learn something more of Astrology and 
also to test your mind on such subjects 
as telepathy and “ESP”. If you have 
r.ot been reading Miss Dahl’s ESP col
umn you are likely to find it of peculiar 
interest just now. Explore your mind 
and you may find depths of which you 
have little dreamed.

The period beginning November 23 
is likely to be one of leadership for you, 
but you will read more of this in our 
next issue as the cycle extends well 
into December.

Sagittarius Daily Guide For Oct.
Fri. Oct. 1: You start the month with a 

good day, although a rather odd one. After
noon is good for investigation. Your mind is 
psychic, clear-seeing. You could win out over 
a rival or enemy in a showdown if you’ll be 
bold.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early afternoon is much like 
yesterday, but trouble could develop later 
through your pugnacious attitude. Don’t give 
way to unjust suspicions of others, or if you 
do, keep quiet about it.

Sun. Oct. 3: This should be a good Sunday, 
as you appear well in public and are quite 
impressive to others. Get out among those 
whose opinion of you counts and you’ll ad
vance yourself in some way. This is no day 
to be a shrinking violet.

Mon. Oct. 4: Morning is good for employ
ment matters or anything that tends to push 
you up in the world. You are forceful and 
persuasive with others now.

Tues. Oct. 5: Negative. Prepare to meet op
position philosophically for you’ll probably 
find it. Shun anything involving keen rivalry 
or enmity.

Wed. Oct. 6: Another rather negative one, 
especially in the afternoon. Stay away from 
your relatives or pretend to agree with any
thing they happen to say.

Thurs. Oct. 7: Afternoon brings some op
portunity to effect an advantageous change of 
some kind. Your mind is active, restless and 
keen. Get to work on your problems and fig
ure out the best way to solve them. You’ll 
come out ahead.

Fri. Oct. 8: A qestionable morning as you 
are likely to act rashly, but from noon through 
evening is good for travel, meeting new and 
important people.

Sat. Oct. 9: Hold anything of importance 
concerning home affairs until late afternoon, 
then go ahead with confidence. The family 
and mate are with you now.

Sun. Oct. 10; Doubtful. Guard against ex
travagance in the home, but be diplomatic 
about it. Be sure your own morals are like 
Caesar’s wife—above reproach.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another questionable one. 
Stay quiet at home or indulge only in gen
eralities, for you are apt to get the worst of 
any argument with the folks.

Tues. Oct. 12: Too variable for anything 
important. Downright dangerous if you take 
rash chances with your money. Shun extra
vagance, flirtations, gambling.

Wed. Oct. 13: Variable, but from late morn
ing through noon is good for mild specula
tion, still better for innocent fun with young 
and lively people.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Largely neutral until eve
ning, which would be grand for a party at 
home or elsewhere. Your laugh is infectious, 
your ideas young and gay.

Fri. Oct. 15: Don’t try for any big gains to
day. Work and expect little from others. 
Your keynote is generosity and unselfish 
thought and action.

Sat. Oct. 16: Good for all that puts you in 
close touch with another person. A friend
ship could ripen into love today if this is 
feasible for you.

Sun. Oct. 17: A good Sunday evening be
cause you are capable of attracting to you 
almost anyone you care to. This could mean 
new friendships or a partnership.

Mon. Oct. 18: A very good financial day. 
You’d make a good financial agent for your 
mate, family or business group. Good for 
legal matters, legacies.

Tues. Oct. 19: Late afternoon is the best 
time for a deal of any kind today. Your 
money judgment is good and you can hold 
your own with anyone.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon finds you tops with 
your mate or partner, and capable of influ
encing him or her to your way of thinking. 
Adjust matters now.
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Thurs. Oct. 21: One of your best mental days 
of the month. You are creative and original. 
Get going on anything of a literary or ar
tistic nature.

Fri. Oct. 22: Another good one in much the 
same way. Your mind works keenly. If noth
ing else presents itself, write important let
ters to absent friends.

Sat. Oct. 23: Your popularity is assured to
day. You are especially popular with women, 
and they influence you advantageously. Get 
around and see people now.

Sun. Oct. 24: A rather critical day, but it 
needn’t be if you’ll only shun all romantic 
thoughts and be especially conventional with 
the other sex. There is some danger that 
you’ll be misunderstood and criticized other
wise.

Mon. Oct. 25: Noon through evening threat
ens scandal and notoriety. Be careful if you 
handle money belonging to others, don’t gam
ble or spend too much.

Tues. Oct. 26: A doubtful morning, and not 
one in which to delegate important matters

Sagittarius Daily Guide For Nov.
Mon. Nov. 1: A largely negative day, but 

the hours around noon are good for dealing 
and associating with relatives, or for obtain
ing any monetary aid you may require. Good 
also for conferences about employment mat
ters. Be diplomatic.

Tues. Nov. 2: A strong day, especially if you 
cater to the public in any way. You please 
others easily and earn their gratitude. Good 
for general business.

Wed. Nov. 3: Late afternoon would be good 
for a visit with the mother or other elderly 
relatives. Something good could come through 
this, as you vibrate well with these relatives 
now. You’d get any help you require from 
them.

Thurs. Nov. 4: A good Neptune trine to 
your third-house Moon this morning stimu
lates your mind and gives you a lead over 
others at anything requiring keen and orig
inal thinking. You could bring about some 
advantageous change in your conditions.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon brings your best 
hours, and they’re good ones. Fine for start
ing a trip, meeting new people, getting out 
of the monotonous rut.

Sat. Nov. 6: Afternoon is qu'estionable as 
regards your family affairs. Be sure you don’t 
act to deserve suspicion on the part of your 
mate. Don’t argue.

Sun. Nov. 7: Morning promises serene home 
life and some new understanding with your 
mate or sweetheart. The other sex likes you 
today. Step out.

Mon. Nov. 8: A tricky day, with losses al
most certain if you take financial chances. 
No day for extravagance—except on War 
Bonds. Evening promises a grand time if you 
can get out among those who feel as young 
and gay as you do.

Tues. Nov. 9: Another good evening. You 
enjoy the company of the other sex and this 
is reciprocated. Don’t spend this evening alone 
if you can avoid it.

Wed. Nov. 10: Now go easy and watch your 
health. Think and act unselfishly.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. If you get a lay
off this holiday, spend it in rest and relaxa
tion. Shun giddy and annoying people, be 
easy on your nerves.

Fri. Nov. 12: Morning threatens trouble 
through your tendency to trust those of the 
other sex too far. Evening is better, with ro
mance promised single folk.

Sat. Nov. 13: Doubtful. Especially critical 
as concerns your relations with others. Post
pone anything of a group nature and depend 
on your own efforts.

Sun. Nov. 14: Very little strength from 
space. Don’t push your popularity nor try for 
any new friends today. Shun prying people 
and gossipers.

Mon. Nov. 15: Another negative one. Guard 
against losses, accidents. 

to your friends. Evening is different, and 
would be grand for a friendly gathering in 
your home. You’d get cooperation on any
thing you are undertaking.

Wed. Oct. 27: Another good evening. You’d 
be successful in any kind of group work as 
you are capable of getting people to work for 
you now. You are popular.

Thurs. Oct. 28: A good day if you can be 
self-sufficient and draw upon yourself for the 
strength to do the day’s tasks. Good for oc
cult study and application.

Fri. Oct. 29: Largely neutral. Go on your 
own today.

Sat. Oct. 30: Evening finds you popular. You 
are less, timid than usual, and your tendency 
is to speak witl) confidence. You’ll earn a re
spectful hearing from others and enhance 
your social prestige in some way if you speak 
out.

Sun. Oct. 31: Rather negative. Guard your 
health in every way, especially if you’re a 
Sagittarian woman subject to functional dis
turbances.

Tues. Nov. 16: Daylight hours are neutral, 
but evening offers an opportunity to make 
wise plans if you use Astrology in doing so. 
Read the Aspectarian ahead.

Wed. Nov. 17: An excellent mental day. 
Your mind is receptive and creative. You 
can learn from others, teach others, or do 
something of a creative nature.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Now get going on anything 
that requires sound thinking. If you con
template changes, this is the time to make 
your decision. Think things out.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable, but afternoon is good 
for correspondence, advertising, promotion 
or for anything concerning literature, science 
or the arts.

Sat. Nov. 20: Conduct yourself with decor
um today or risk scandal.

Sun. Nov. 21: A neutral Sunday except for 
some threat of criticism or gossip around 
noon. Be on your guard, and don’t indulge 
in gossip yourself.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning brings help 
from friends and cooperation from them in 
anything you undertake. This is especially 
true of female friends.

Tues. Nov. 23: A good day for dealing with 
women and very young people or for any 
kind of group work wherein your popularity 
is an asset to you.

Wed. Nov. 24: Today has some rather odd 
phases for you. You could probably get a 
telepathic message from a distant friend or 
relative if you set your mind on it. Good for 
occult study and its application to your prob
lems.

Thurs. Nov. 25: A good holiday if you 
choose serious companions, who are interest
ed in the same subjects as yourself. Not 
good for gayety or over-indulgence.

Fri. Nov. 26: Try to postpone visits or con
tacts with crass and material people today, as 
you are out of tune with them and disagree
ments would result.

Sat. Nov. 27: Morning finds you popular 
and able to have your way with people with
in reason. You may use this as befits your 
circumstances. Afternoon is doubtful, so don’t 
push yourself forward at that time. Guard 
your health zealously.

Sun. Nov. 28: Late morning through the 
afternoon is good for visiting or entertaining 
at home. You vibrate well with others and 
will make good social contacts that might 
mean a great deal to you later, on. Don’t 
mope alone today.

Mon. Nov. 29: Obstacles and opposition 
will be plentiful today i£ you try for any 
plum coveted by others. You’d best be con
tent with small gains now.

Tues. Nov. 30: Neutral except for late aft
ernoon and early evening, at which time you 
should avoid any controversy with relatives. 
Smile, say little.
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CAPRICORN-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born December 22 - January 19

Hr You may receive 
some favorable 
public notice.

IT IS TO BE 
hoped that you 

Capricorn folk will be on your toes and 
ready to take advantage of the very 
good cycle of recognition and distinc
tion which began for you on September 
24 and carries through October 23. 
There is- every indication that some suc
cess you achieve will bring with it fa
vorable publicity and notice. The trend 
of this period is to increase your pres
tige and advance you in some way. 
Those of you in military or government 
service are due for a step up the lad
der if this is at all feasible in your 
circumstances. You are tops with those 
above you in the financial or social scale 
and some good is likely to come through 
this favorable attitude on the part of

Capricorn Daily Guide For Oct.
Fri. Oct. 1: The Moon is well aspected in 

your house of friends this afternoon. This 
means that you can get the cooperation of 
those in your cirele in anything you under
take. Good for all group work and social 
activities.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early afternoon is much like 
yesterday, but a wave of unpopularity may 
strike you later and your associates may 
disappoint you if you depend on them or 
confide in them. Keep within yourself at 
that time.

Sun. Oct. 3: Afternoon brings some oppor
tunity to expose a false friend if such a per
son is close to yon. Analyze and investigate 
your relations with others, but don’t voice 
mere suspicions. Be sure of your facts first.

Mon. Oct. 4: A good day to plan by As
trology or to do something of an inventive 
nature in connection with your work. This 
is not a good social evening.

Tues. Oct. 5: Negative. Guard your health 
and assume a retiring attitude.

Wed. Oct. 6: Neutral except for some 
threat of a physical upset this afternoon. 
You are mildly popular but not sufficiently 
forceful for any big gains.

Thurs. Oct. 7: Afternoon promises small 
successes at work or in business. Good for 
getting financial help, especially from your 
relatives. Ask favors now.

Fri. Oct. 8: From late morning on is much 
like yesterday. Some recognition or advance
ment at work is likely. Your superiors like 
you today.

Sat. Oct. 9: Morning is doubtful, with 
some threat of unwise decisions, but late 
afternoon is a grand social time. Entertain 
at dinner if possible.

Sun. Oct. 10: A negative Sunday. There’s 

those higher up. You will do your part 
by speaking out and “tooting your own 
horn” a bit.

From this quite material cycle, you 
enter into one on October 24 which 
brings lofty ideals, refined taste and the 
ability to make friends among learned 
and refined people. Your honesty of 
purpose and self respect earn the ad
miration and confidence of those who 
count most in your life. You are now 
a fit companion for those in high posi
tion, and their influence upon you will 
almost certainly bring about good 
changes in your life. You are ambi
tious, but this ambition does not take 
the form of greed or avarice. Hitch your 
wagon to a star now and you will surely 
soar to success.

About the only caution required is not 
to place too much confidence in your 
associates during critical aspects of the 
Sun and Saturn, who is the planetary 
ruler of your sign.

November 23 ushers in a period of 
quiet work and deep meditation. You 
will read more about this in our Decem
ber-January issue.

no real danger, but you are restless and 
probably intolerant of your friends’ faults. 
Don’t criticize and carp. You may be tempt
ed to start on an unwise trip. Don’t do it. 
Stay put.

Mon. Oct. 11: Another questionable day. 
You are still restless and unpred:ctable even 
to yourself. If you are employed by others, 
stay away from the boss if you can. Don’t 
quit a good thing because of some rosy 
prospects across the fence.

Tues. Oct. 12: Negative until mid-after
noon, after which you could better your 
home conditions in some way through a new 
agreement with the family. Evening is good 
for courtship if you are at that stage of 
life. The other sex likes you.

Wed. Oct. 13: Variable, but late morning 
through the noon hour is good for finances, 
especially investments or sales of real estate 
and home property. You may receive some 
favorable publicity or notice through your 
parents or mate.

Thurs. Oct. 14: A neutral day is followed 
by a lively evening if you will get out 
among the right people. Good for parties 
with mixed company., You enjoy the com
pany of the other sex and this works both 
ways. Be gay, laugh, play.

Fri. Oct. 15: Rather negative, especially in 
the afternoon. Shun that tendency toward 
extravagance. If you must spend—BUY WAR 
BONDS AND STAMPS!

Sat. Oct. 16: A very good day if you can 
think and act unselfishly. Any aggressive 
contacts or money-making schemes will fail 
for you now. Give out today.

Sun. Oct. 17: Early evening brings your 
best hours today, and they’re good for char
itable work, such as visits to the sick, ail
ing or bereaved.
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Mon. Oct. 18: This is the day to bring about 
a meeting with someone to whom you are 
attracted, or who can help you in some 
undertaking. Your advances will be matched 
by the other party. Try this if it fits in with 
your circumstances.

Tues. Oct. 19: If anything of a partnership 
or cooperative nature is pending, try to post
pone it until late afternoon as it would be 
successful then.

Wed. Oct. 20: You’re popular with both 
sexes now, and can attract people to you. 
Good for new friendships, partnerships and 
alliances. Work on this.

Thurs. Oct. 21: Attend to any pending 
joint property or family financial matters 
today. Legal affairs are well aspected. Your 
money judgment is good.

Fri. Oct. 22: A strong morning for all 
partnership matters. You should do the 
thinking for both of you, but you’ll find 
the partner generous, agreeable.

Sat. Oct. 23: This is one of those grand 
mental days when your ideas are pure gold. 
What’s more, you have the personality to 
put those ideas across to others. Good for all 
types of creative and inventive work. Write 
letters.

Sun. Oct. 24: Not so good. You are in
clined to be taken in by strange “isms” and 
theories. Don’t expound these to others or 
you’ll be thought “queer."

Mon. Oct. 25: Not dangerous, but probably 
trying. Your friends don’t understand you, 
nor do you quite understand yourself. Don't 
act on your hunches today.

Tues. Oct. 26: A questionable morning, and 
not one in which to take any chances with 
your reputation. Evening finds you popular, 
so step out if you can.

Wed. Oct. 27: A neutral day is followed 
by a very good social evening for you. 
You’re the center of things wherever you 
go, and especially popular with women.

Thurs. Oct. 28: Good for all that merges 
your efforts and interests with those ol 
your friends. Your associates could help you 
realize your ambitions.

Fri. Oct. 29: No major aspects. Pursue 
safe, sane routine.

Sat. Oct. 30: A' negative morning. Even
ing is good for occult study.

Sun. Oct. 31: You are cosmically weak. 
Don’t push yourself forward today.

Capricorn Daily Guide For Nov.
Mon. Nov. 1: You may suffer from a slight 

physical ailment in the early morning, but 
this passes with proper precautions, and the 
hours around noon find you out front and 
going strong. People are inclined to build 
you up, defer to you.

Tues. Nov. 2: An excellent day, with some 
good notice and publicity due you if you go 
out after it. It’s on this kind of day that 
alert Capricornians begin to really make 
their mark. Don’t pass up this influence; get 
out and hustle.

Wed. Nov. 3: Largely neutral until late 
afternoon and early evening, which would 
be good for public appearances or entertain
ing people who are important to you. You 
show off to good effect now, and will im
press others favorably.

Thurs. Nov. 4: Morning promises some
thing good through relatives, or a betterment 
in your working conditions if this is feas
ible. Use diplomacy in all things.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon is g^od for obtain
ing loans or back’ng for anything you may 
want to undertake. Good also for dealing 
with relatives and the mother.

Sat. Nov. 6: A neutral day until evening, 
which threatens some unwise move or change 
because of your restless and discontented 
mind. Stay in the groove.

Sun. Nov. 7: A' very good Sunday morning 
because your mind is brilliant and imagina
tive. You’re good company for the very nicest 
people you know today.

Mon. Nov. 8: Daylight hours are negative. 
You may want to take some decisive action 
regarding the home or family, but don’t do 
it. Smile through th’s one.

Tues. Nov. 9: A neutral day is followed by 
a fine evening if you can spend it with the 
family. Some good, new understanding could 
result from this.

Wed. Nov. 10: Now try to get away from 
the grind and go in for some good, clean fun 
and relaxation. You are capable of great en
joyment now and it would be a shame to 
miss out on it. You’re popular, especially with 
those of the other sex.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. You are inclined 
to take rash chances, either with your money 
or in your relations with the other sex. You’d 
lose either way.

Fri. Nov. 12: Morning is somewhat nega
tive, wth your constitution rather weak. Take 
care of yourself. Evening is good for some 
charitable act.

Sat. Nov. 13: Largely neutral. No real dan
ger, but routine is safest today.

Sun. Nov. 14: Doubtful, especially as re
gards your physical well being. Take all rea

sonable precautions and try to get in some 
solitary rest and meditation.

Mon. Nov. 15: Now your chief danger lies 
in your attitude toward strangers, new ac
quaintances and all those of the other sex. 
Don’t listen to soft talk.

Tues. Nov. 16: Daylight hours are neutral 
but evening promises some break in your 
loneliness if you’re that way. You can attract 
the right person to you now.

Wed. Nov. 17: A very good day for finan
cial affairs, signing papers of all kinds. If 
there’s a tangle in family property matters 
you can straighten it out now.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Largely neutral. Mildly 
good for minor partnership matters.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable, but afternoon offers 
some opportunity to close a good financial 
deal for yourself or as an agent for your 
partner or family member.

Sat. Nov. 20: Ideas flow through your mind 
like water through a mill-race today, but not 
all of them are sound. Don’t act. Check them 
and wait.

Sun. Nov. 21: Neutral except for the hours 
around mid-day, which may find you with 
an upset mind and an inclination to argue 
with the family. Don’t do it.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning through noon 
is good for anything that throws you among 
those who are important to you. Think this 
over and try for a lunch date.

Tues. Nov. 23: A grand day for all that per
tains to your social prestige. Mix.

Wed. Nov. 24: Another good one. Your 
friends and associates are good assets now. 
Use them honestly to promote some mutual 
gain through some group effort.

Thurs. Nov. 25: A friendly holiday. Try to 
have friends gathered around you.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon and early eve
ning are fine for any kind of cooperative en
deavor. You vibrate well with friends, can 
obtain their help if it is needed.

Sat. Nov. 27: A grand morning for any in
ventive work or planning your life ahead. 
Your mind is at its best in any individual 
undertaking. Not good for cooperative and 
partnership activities nor for visits or con
tacts. Your best bet is to work things out for 
yourself, asking nothing of others.

Sun. Nov. 28: Today is good for reading, 
study and quiet meditation. If you must be 
with others, invite serious people who will 
appreciate your studious attitude. Discus
sions of occult subjects would be productive.

Mon. Nov. 29: Negative. Guard your health, 
refrain from boasting.

Tues. Nov. 30: A weak day. You’re popular 
but not forceful. Keep quiet.
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AQUARIUS-Oct.-Nov.
For Those Born January 20 - February 18

★ Group endeavors 
may claim your 
attention during 
the first days of 
October.

CHURCH work, 
group war en

deavors, travel and study are all recom
mended for you Aquarians during the 
cycle which began on September 24 and 
endures through October 23. Your time 
is likely to be divided between study of 
and interest in scientific or philosophi
cal studies and activities which throw 
you into contact with others. This latter 
is likely to be either purely social or a 
group patriotic nature. You may find 
a revived interest in religion and all 
that is spiritual. Give this tendency 
full sway for-—in common with the rest 
of the world—you will need a spiritual 
lift to carry you through this trying era 
of war and strife. Your gains through 
this period are likely to be mental and 

spiritual rather than purely material.
There is every indication that either 

through your work or avocation you 
will attract some favorable notice dur
ing the period which begins on October 
24 and endures through November 22. 
Some distinction seems to be headed 
your way. You enjoy the favor of the 
higher ups and can take advantage of 
this influence to advance either in your 
work, businsss or social life. If you 
have been seeking a position involving 
heavier responsibility, this is the time 
to press your demands. You are gen
erally popular during this period, which 
makes it a good social cycle. Get out 
and be seen and heard during this time 
and you will enhance your social pres
tige and make new friends.

Things to avoid are a domineering 
attitude, false pride and love of power. 
The tendency toward these is accentu
ated during the hours of critical aspects 
of both the Sun and your ruling Uranus.

November 23 ushers you into a cycle 
of loftyambitions and warm friend
ships.

Aquarius Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: Your first afternoon of the 

month promises high popularity and the 
firm respect of those around you. You can 
use this sincerely and honestly by talking 
up your aims and ambitions. Good publicity 
could come your way.

Sat. Oct. 2: Another good afternoon. You’re 
tops wherever you are, and can advance 
yourself either socially or in a business way 
if you will shun bashfulness and speak out. 
Mix around and let the world know what 
you want today.

Sun. Oct. 3: Your friends are your chief 
asset today. Ask them for influence on your 
behalf in anything that can be accomplished 
on Sunday. Evening brings a change, and 
you’d best depend on yourself for your 
amusement, recreation.

Mon. Oct. 4: A strong morning, especially 
as regards your employment affairs. You’re 
the one the boss notices today, and the no
tice will be favorable. Try to make this pay 
you in some way. Aquarian wives get ap
preciation at home.

Tues. Oct. 5: Largely negative. Not good 
for sales, visits or business contacts of any 
kind. You’re inclined to be suspicious and 
quarrelsome.

Wed. Oct. 6: Another trying one. Work 
quietly, alone if possible.

Thurs. Oct. 7: Afternoon is excellent for 
anything that pushes you forward socially, 
politically or in a general business way— 
which just about covers everything. You’re 
important to the scheme of things so act 
like it. Get around.

Fri. Oct. 8: Saturn cramps your efforts 
early this morning, but this passes before 
noon, and you can just about write your 
own ticket with the public. Ask for any
thing in reason and you’ll very likely get it. 
Good for all contacts.

Sat. Oct. 9: A doubtful morning, with ob
stacles plentiful, so try for no great gains. 
Late afternoon is good for associating or 
dealing with kin.

Sun. Oct. 10: A questionable Sunday, es
pecially as regards your associations with 
your relatives. Better stay away from the 
family or be extra-diplomatic to avoid es
trangements and coldness. Try for no social 
gains today.

Mon. Oct. 11: Still negative. Expect strong 
opposition if you try for anything which 
conflicts in the least with the interest of 
others. Shun rivalry.

Tues. Oct. 12: There is little strength from 
space to back you today. You crave change, 
but you aren’t capable of judging the wis
dom in making any adjustment in your life. 
Jot down your ideas but don’t act on them 
today.

Wed. Oct. 13: Tricky in early morning, 
but relief comes later and you can do some
thing to better your conditions around noon. 
Good for moving, starting a trip, meeting 
new people or anything that brings stimu
lation, inspiration.

Thurs. Oct. 14: Daylight hours are neutral, 
but something good comes through your 
parents, your mate or a family member this 
evening. Act to deserve it.

Fri. Oct. 15: You may want to change 
things at home today, but it isn’t the time. 
Be especially diplomatic in the afternoon 
to avoid family squabbles.

Sat. Oct. 16: Morning through early eve
ning is good for relaxation and recreation 
in company with lively and fun-loving peo
ple. The other sex likes you today.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon and early eve
ning are your best times today. You could 
gain inspiration and inner strength through 
innocent fun and play.
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Mon. Oct. 18: A very good day if you can 
think unselfishly and actually try to see how 
much you can give out to the world. Gen
erosity is the keynote now.

Tues. Oct. 19: Noon through early after
noon threatens a digestional upset, so be 
careful of your diet today. Don’t overdo at 
anything or dissipate.

Wed. Oct. 20: Afternoon brings your best 
hours. Use them to earn the gratitude of 
others and you’ll be richly repaid later. It’s 
a time for giving, not getting.

Thurs. Oct. 21: Now you can become more 
closely associated with someone you’ve want
ed to know better. This applies to work, 
business, friendship, love.

Fri. Oct. 22: Late morning through noon 
is made to order for any kind of partner
ship activity. You are strong when your ef
forts are merged with others.

Sat. Oct. 23: A good day for settling any
thing which concerns you and the one clos
est in your life. Estranged mates or sweet
hearts could be reconciled now.

Sun. Oct. 24: This could be a blue and som
ber Sunday, especially in the morning, if

Aquarius Daily
Mon. Nov. 1: *A  variable day, but the 

hours around noon offer a good opportunity 
to banish your worries through a visit with 
an Astrology devotee or a professional as
trologer. You’d learn some worth while facts 
about yourself by such a visit.

Tues. Nov. 2: A good day for investigat
ing puzzling circumstances surrounding your 
life or for anything that demands extraor
dinary perception and clear thinking. You 
could expose a false friend if such exists. 
Analyze your friendships now.

Wed. Nov. 3: Late afternoon and early 
evening are good for occult and philosophi
cal study and its application to your every
day problems. Plan ahead by Astrology.

Thurs. Nov. 4: An excellent morning. Your 
personality is forceful and your inner dig
nity shines out for all to see. The tendency 
of the day is to elevate you.

Fri. Nov. 5: Afternoon finds you popular 
and persuasive. If you’ll use this honestly 
and be sure you’re right, you can make 
good gains for yourself and others.

Sat. Nov. 6: A neutral day is followed by 
an evening in which you should be extreme
ly careful in dealing with relatives—or stay 
away from them entirely.

Sun. Nov. 7: A good early morning, but 
opposition to your social plans develops in 
the early evening. Spend this time of the 
day in rest, relaxation.

Mon. Nov. 8: Negative until evening, at 
which time you are tops mentally and can 
put your ideas over to others. A good time 
for a semi-business visit.

Tues. Nov. 9: Another good evening. You’d 
make a very good impression on a stranger, 
so meet some new person if you can. You’re 
brilliant, witty.

Wed. Nov. 10: Now get going on anything 
concerning home and family finances, home 
furnishings and supplies. Work things out 
with family members.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Somewhat critical as re
gards your relations with the family. If you 
feel that family members are wrong, correct 
them diplomatically, firmly.

Fri. Nov. 12: Daylight hours are negative, 
so take no chances with your money or 
heart. Evening is better, grand for a party 
in mixed company. Laugh, play.

Sat. Nov. 13: Shun a tendency toward ex
travagant spending this evening, and avoid 
the other sex unless you can be conven
tional and extra-discreet.

Sun. Nov. 14: Better play safe and stick 
to your own sex or known friends this Sun
day. You have a streak of deviltry in you 
that could cause trouble otherwise.

Mon. Nov. 15: This is a negative day. Make 
it a sane and cautious one. 

you let your mind dwell on the past or on 
absent loved ones. Avoid this by physical 
exercise or concentrating on lighter things. 
Choose gay companions.

Mon. Oct. 25: Largely negative. Guard 
against losses and accidents.

Tues. Oct. 26: A questionable day, due to 
your upset mind and erratic thinking. Eve
ning is better, bringing fine mental ability. 
Do something creative.

Wed. Oct. 27: Another grand evening. You 
are capable of interesting and charming the 
best people you know. Try for an evening 
with those who count most to you.

Thurs. Oct. 28: This is your day in the 
limelight if you’ll only get out and do your 
part. You can get good recognition and pub
licity, advance yourself socially.

Fri. Oct. 29: No aspects of importance. 
Pursue usual safe routine.

Sat. Oct. 30: A negative morning, but eve
ning brings something good through your 
associates if you engineer things so as to 
bring this about.

Sun. Oct. 31: Negative. Ask no favors, tell 
no secrets. Depend on yourself alone.

Guide For Nov.
Tues. Nov. 16: Daylight hours are neutral, 

but evening promises something good 
through a favor you do another. Visit and 
cheer the sick or bereaved.

Wed. Nov. 17: You are highly popular to
day, especially with the other sex. This 
makes it a good day for romance if you’re 
eligible. Do your part.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Another good one. You 
could make a worthwhile new friend or per
haps form some new alliance or partnership. 
This goes in business, friendship or romance 
if you're in the courtship stage of life. You 
needn’t be lonely.

Fri. Nov. 19: Variable, but early to mid
afternoon is good for all that merges your 
efforts with those of another. You’re weak 
alone, strong in partnerships.

Sat. Nov. 20: Late afternoon promises 
something good through your partner. Also 
good for occult study and planning ahead 
by Astrology.

Sun. Nov. 21: Be extremely careful of 
what you eat at dinner and take no chances 
if you’re on an outing around water. Acci
dents and physical ills are threatened.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning through noon 
finds you at your mental peak, and capable 
of thinking your way out of any problem. 
You could write good letters.

Tues. Nov. 23: Probably your best mental 
day of the month. Get going on anything 
that requires heavy brainwork. Good also 
for changes, moving, travel.

Wed. Nov. 24: You’re tops socially. Get 
around and give folks a treat.

Thurs. Nov. 25: Evening brings your best 
hours. Try to spend them with those who 
count in your success, as you make a fav
orable impression on others.

Fri. Nov. 26: Late afternoon and early 
evening would be good for a visit with some 
special woman friend. She could and would 
help you by advice, or cold cash.

Sat. Nov. 27: A grand morning for all that 
requires the approbation of your friends for 
its success. You could put over some good 
patriotic work today. You’re popular today, 
especially with women and very young peo
ple. Mix around.

Sun. Nov. 28: Early morning threatens 
gossip or some disappointment from friends, 
but this clears up later, and they're all for 
you. during the remainder of the daylight 
hours. Good for outings, friendly gatherings.

Mon. Nov. 29: Not good for business or 
social contacts. Work quietly.

Tues. Nov. 30: Much like yesterday. Your 
friends don’t understand you, for you hard
ly understand yourself. Avoid spats, tem
per, unjust suspicions.
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PISCES-Oct-Nov.
For Those Born February 19 - March 20

■k Finances between 
married partners 
are well-aspect- 
ed in October.

F I N ANCES, 
especially finan-

cial partnerships, are stressed for you 
Pisceans during the period which be
gan during the last week in September 
and which extends through October 23.
This naturally includes the financial 
side of marriage, since your prosperity 
is closely interlocked with that of your 
marriage partner. Marriages contract
ed during this period are likely to be 
more material than romantic. It is thus
a good time for unions between elder
ly folk who are past the definitely ro
mantic stage and who are looking for
ward to security in later life. All types 
of co-working agreements, investment 
pools and business partnerships entered 
into during this period should prosper.

Pisces Daily Guide For October
Fri. Oct. 1: You start the month with a fine 

mental day, this being especially true in the 
afternoon. You are imaginative and creative, 
and can work through your toughest prob
lems if you’ll only put your mind on them. 
Good for invention, the arts, writing, or 
anything that requires a high degree of 
originality.

Sat. Oct. 2: Early and mid-afternoon are 
much like yesterday. Good for correspond
ence. Write to service men and women if 
this is feasible.

Sun. Oct. 3: Now you are popular, and at 
your best with the public, especially women. 
Make this a social Sunday and you'll widen 
your list of friends.

Mon. Oct. 4: Sun trines your tenth-house 
Moon this morning, strengthen your person
ality and giving you the ability to influence 
others. Mix around.

Tues. Oct. 5: Largely negative. Don’t 
“give out” to your friends ths morning. Con
fide in no one. Ask no favors and thus avoid 
the disappointment of refusal.

Wed. Oct. 6: Much like yesterday, espe
cially in the afternoon. Don’t gossip or tell 
secrets. Delegate no important matters to 
others, do it yourself.

Thurs. Oct. 7: A’ good afternoon if you can 
be self-sufficient. Not good for contacts, 
sales, etc. Try to work out some plan to 
make your living conditions better and you'll 
find the day has been a very worthwhile one.

Fri. Oct. 8: Morning may be unsatisfactory 
because of your argumentative tendencies. 
This passes in late morning, and you can do 
some effective work.

Sat. Oct. 9: Morning is questionable as re
gards your health, so go easy. Late after
noon and evening are good for mixing and 
visiting. You’re popular.

The cycle beginning October 24 is 
one of the most interesting of the year 
for you. Your activities should include 
some church or educational work and 
you should find some excuse for travel, 
within wartime restrictions, of course. 
You are likely to want to investigate 
something of a scientific nature and will 
probably become interested in philos
ophy. Try to get in some good study 
for you are receptive at this time. Share 
the truths you learn with others, as you 
will gain by this in some occult and not 
too apparent way. You could advance 
yourself spiritually by church work and 
religious discussion.

Your chief danger lies in becoming 
legally entangled over financial matters 
or adopting some falacious religious be
lief. These dangers are mainly con
fined to the hours of critical planetary 
aspects.

You are due for. some good publicity 
or local honor during the period which 
begins on November 23. More about 
this in our December-January issue.

Sun. Oct. 10: Don’t strain your popularity 
or push yourself forward today, as you are 
cosmically weak. Assume a retiring attitude. 
Guard your health.

Mon. Oct. 11: Piscean women should be 
especially careful of their health today as 
there is a tendency toward some functional 
disturbance. Try for no big gains.

Tues. Oct. 12: Negative. Start nothing that 
involves sharp rivalry, as opposition is likely 
to be unusually strong. Better stick to rou
tine today.

Wed. Oct. 13: Late morning through noon 
is good for employment matters, or for get
ting loans or backing for any new venture. 
Female relatives help you now.

Thurs. Oct. 14: A very good evening if you 
can get out among appreciative and “smart” 
people. You are witty, convincing and show 
off your special knowledge to good effect. A 
meeting like this could change the course of 
your life.

Fri. Oct. 15: Neutral except for some threat 
of a restless and upset mind this afternoon— 
which could prod you into some unwise move. 
Don’t let it happen.

Sat. Oct. 16: A very good day for all that 
concerns your home and family, or your love 
life if you’re in the courtship stage. The 
other sex likes you, and your relatives are 
well inclined toward you. Parents are helpful.

Sun. Oct. 17: Late afternoon and early 
evening are much like yesterday, but if 
you're involved in a romance, say good night 
before the late hours

Mon. Oct. 18: This one should be fun. 
You’re gay and lighthearted, and the life of 
any group either at work or play. This will 
bring new friends and admirers. Leave the 
party early if you’re out tonight, as scandal 
threatens.

Tues. Oct. 19: Late afternoon brings your 
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best hours. Mild speculation might win, as 
there’s an element of “luck” in your solar 
chart. Get out and have some fun if you 
can get away from the home or job. Be 
young again now.

Wed. Oct. 20: Another good afternoon. 
Speculation is well aspected and there's a 
hint of romance in the air for single Pisceans.

Thurs. Oct. 21: Good for employment mat
ters whether you’re the boss or worker. Be 
reasonable in your demands and you’ll win. 
Good also for charitable work.

Fri. Oct. 22: Late morning offers an op
portunity to earn the gratitude of someone 
who’ll mean much in your life later. See 
if you can make this fit in.

Sat. Oct. 23: A grand day. There is a 
strong indication that someone will enter 
your life who will change it for the better 
in some way. Do your part.

Sun. Oct. 24: Adverse. Keep up your guard 
when you’re with the other sex, as you are 
likely to be victimized by smooth talkers. 
Don’t flirt today.

Mon. Oct. 25: Another negative one. Your 

popularity is questionable, and you could 
easily earn the enmity of the other sex. Be 
especially diplomatic.

Tues. Oct. 26: A questionable morning, and 
not one in which to commit yourself to future 
action. Evening is good for a new under
standing with your mate.

Wed. Oct. 27: A good evening if you can 
spend it in occult and astrological study. 
You could make some sound and potentially 
successful plans by Astrology.

Thurs. Oct. 28: Your best mental day of 
the month. Now your mind is at its peak. 
Use this influence to do something creative or 
to think yourself out of any jam you may 
happen to be in now. Good for correspond
ence. Write servicemen.

Fri. Oct. 29: No major aspects. Use your 
own judgment today.

Sat. Oct. 30: Morning is negative, with 
some danger of scandal, but evening finds 
you popular and able to influence and attract 
others. Step out tonight.

Sun. Oct. 31: Now be extra-conservative, 
conventional. Stay with your own sex.

Pisces Daily Guide For November
Mon. Nov. 1: A variable day to start the 

month, but around midday is fine for any
thing that includes your friends. Why not 
try to arrange a lunch meeting. You'd 
eventually gain in some way—if nothing but 
the pleasure of it.

Tues. Nov. 2: Another good, friendly day. 
There is every indication that your friends 
will help you to realize a cherished dream 
if you’ll do your part in bringing this about. 
This influence has proved reliable more than 
once.

Wed. Nov. 3: You vibrate well with women 
and very young people this afternoon and 
evening, regardless of your own age and 
sex. See if you can make this work for you 
in some way. Friends help you in any 
undertaking today.

Thurs. Nov. 4: Morning and early after
noon promise something good through your 
inventive and receptive mind. Not good for 
contacts. Work quietly, study.

Fri. Nov. 5: Too variable for any great 
gains. Remain as much alone as possible, 
study and plan for the future. Your mind is 
inventive and original now.

Sat. Nov. 6: Largely negative. Don’t in
dulge in loud talk, boasting.

Sun. Nov. 7: A strong morning. You’re 
popular and forceful and can exert a strong 
influence on those around you. Use this 
wisely and honestly.

Men. Nov. 8: Hold all social contacts until 
evening, then either visit or entertain rela
tives. You're tops with female kin. can get 
help and inspiration from them. Write or 
visit your mother if this Is possible in your 
circumstances.

Tues. Nov. 9: A neutral day is followed by 
a good social evening. Good also for a semi
business, semi-social meeting with someone 
who is Important to you.

Wed. Nov. 10: A grand mental day, your 
mind being especially keen when working on 
problems concerning your employment and 
living conditions. Good for changes.

Thurs. Nov. 11: Doubtful. Attend to minor 
matters: wait for better days.

Fri. Nov. 12: Watch out for home spats 
this morning. Take no definite stand about 
domestic matters. Evening is better—good 
for a party at home with relatives or friends 
invited. Good for romance if you’re at that 
stage of life.

Sat. Nov. 13: A rather negative morning. 
Don’t buy or sell property today.

Sun. Nov. 14: Largely negative. Act to 
prevent extravagance and indiscretion on the 
part of youthful family members if you’re 
the family head.

Mon. Nov. 15: Sorrow and losses are threat
ened today because of your unwise conduct. 

Don’t gamble or speculate in any way. Be 
careful around the other sex.

Tues. Nov. 16: Daylight hours are neutral. 
Evening offers innocent fun and pleasure in 
mixed company. Try to get out among live
ly, lighthearted people.

Wed. Nov. 17: A good day for anything 
that concerns your employment, or your 
dealings with employees if others work for 
you. Advantageous adjustments are likely.

Thurs. Nov. 18: Daylight and evening hours 
are neutral. Go on your own.

Fri. Nov. 19: Noon through early afternoon 
promises an opportunity to cheer or help 
some unfortunate person. Generosity is the 
keynote for the day.

Sat. Nov. 20: You are attracted to others 
today, but stay aloof until late afternoon, at 
which time you might find a new and very 
worthwhile friend.

Sun. Nov. 21: Watch out for smoothies of 
the other sex around noon today. You’re sus
ceptible and could be victimized. Make no 
new friends or alliances.

Mon. Nov. 22: Late morning through noon 
is good for all partnership affairs. Good for 
general finance, legal matters, joint property 
settlements. You’d make a good financial 
agent for your family or group now. You 
think clearly.

Tues. Nov. 23: A very good financial day, 
especially as concerns dealings and agree
ments between you and your mate or part
ner—who will be generous.

Wed. Nov. 24: This is a grand mental day. 
Your mind is receptive, creative and keen. 
Try to do something creative such as writing 
or inventive work.

Thurs. Nov. 25: This should be a grand 
holiday because your mind is brilliant and 
you're a fine companion for friends and rela
tives. You’ll attract others.

Fri. Nov. 26: Afternoon and evening are 
much like yesterday. You can work out your 
toughest problem with ease today if you 
avoid being side-tracked by prejudice. A 
good time to correspond with servicemen and 
women.

Sat. Nov. 27: Your popularity is assured 
this morning: You are forceful and persua
sive. Ask for recognition and publicity and 
you’ll get it. Take feminine advice.

Sun. Nov. 28: Rather negative until late 
morning, after which you can just about 
write your own ticket with the public. You 
are impressive to others.

Mon. Nov. 29: Don’t put too much depend
ence in friends or business associates this 
morning for they may let you down. De
pend on yourself, ask no favors.

Tues. Nov. 30: Much like yesterday. Keep 
your own counsel, tell no secrets.
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ASPECTARIAN 
Oct.-Nov.

HOW TO USE IT
Make all decisions and begin actions 30 

ninutes before time of aspect. War time is 
ased. First column shows aspects, second 
shows time of aspects. In third column G 
means good, A means adverse, D means 
doubtful. Fourth column shows key figures 
which refer to aspect chart below the Aspec- 
tarian. For instance, 03 after an aspect, means 
Moon to Venus—if good is good for partner
ships, marriage, social life, as referred to in 
ASPECT CHART.

OCTOBER, 1943
Key

FRI., 1st C.W.T. Aspect No.
3 in TH. 4:04 a.m.
3*9 1:50 p.m. G 03
SAT., 2nd
©AW 2:12 p.m. G 28
3D u 5:34 p.m. A
SUN., 3rd
3*5 2:28 a.m. G 02
3 in I 0:01 p.m.
3*y 3:47 p.m. G 08
in 9 9:22 p.m. A
MON., 4th
3 <9 3:36 a.m. A
3*0 6:37 a.m. G 01
3 8 $ 9:22 p.m. A
TUES., 5th
3 A 4 0:00 a.m. G 05
30 5 8:22 a.m. A
3 6’’? 11:14 a.m. A
3 in V3 5:08 p.m.
3Dy 8:56 p.m. A
WED., 6th
3 A 2 3:19 a.m. G 03
3DO 3:10 p.m. A
THURS., 7th
3 A 5 1:58 p.m. G 02
3 in x 8:37 p.m.
FRI., 8th
3 A V 0:26 a.m. G 08
S-D 8:55 a.m. A
3 A W 11:09 a.m. G 07
3 A O 9:42 p.m. G 01
SAT., 9th
3 A 8 5:54 a.m. G 04
3 <9 4 7:45 a.m. D
3 A 5:09 p.m. G 06
3 in 10:43 p.m.
SUN., 10th
3 <9 9 11:10 a.m. D
3 □ W 0:54 p.m. A
MON., 11th
3 □ $ 8:14 a.m. A
3D 6:38 p.m. A
TUES., 12th
3 in T 0:12 a.m.
3 8 5 0:43 a.m. D
3 8 y 4:11 a.m. D
2 □ W 1:45 p.m. A
3*® 2:21 p.m. G 07

WED., 13th
3 8 © 8:23 a.m. D
3*3 10:45 a.m. G 04
3 A4 0:17 p.m. G 05
5 d y 5:02 p.m. D
3*  i> 8:44 p.m. G 06
THURS., 14th
3 in « 2:29 a.m.
3 A 9 7:15 p.m. G 03
FRI., 15th
O A S 1:37 a.m. G 25
3 □ U 4:49 p.m. A
SAT., 16th
o*n 2:18 a.m. G 26
3 in n 7:07 a.m.
3 a y 11:50 a.m. G 08
3 A 5 7:59 p.m. G 02
3 d 10:39 p.m. A
SUN., 17th
30 9 3:35 a.m. A
5 a y 6:00 p.m. G 15
3 d 3 11:10 p.m. D
MON., 18th
3*11 0:49 a.m. G 05
3 A O 4:09 a.m. G 01

d 11:51 a.m. G 06
3 in So 3:32 p.m.
3ny 11:43 p.m. A
TUES., 19th
3 D 5 1:40 p.m. A
3*9 4:33 p.m. G 03
WED., 20th
O A 2:05 p.m. G 27
3D© 8:42 p.m. A
THURS., 21st
3 in SI 3:14 a.m.
3*y 8:46 a.m. G 08
3*  y 8:03 p.m. G 07
FRI., 22nd
3*5 11:58 a.m. G 02
SAT., 23rd
3*3 0:01 a.m. G 04
3 d 4. 2:12 a.m. G 05
3*  ’? 11:59 a.m. G 06
3*0 3:13 p.m. G 01
3 in 4:09 p.m.
SUN., 24th
O in ill 2:09 a.m.
3D f 11:41 a.m. A
MON., 25th
3 d 2 1:17 a.m. G 03
3D 3 0:21 p.m. A
3D ’J 8:31 p.m. A
TUES., 26th
5 A 3 3:07 a.m. G 12
3 in — 3:35 a.m.
3 d y 9:12 a.m. D
3 a y 7:12 p.m. G 07
5*4 11:16 p.m. G 13
WED., 27th
3 A 3 9:49 p.m. G 04
THURS., 28th
3*4 0:41 a.m. G 05
3 d 5 4:12 a.m. G 02
3 A ’? 5:25 a.m. G 06
3 in Fl 0:12 p.m.
5 A h 1:17 p.m. G 14
3 d o 8:59 p.m. G 01
FRI., 29th
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SAT., 30th
1:28 a.m. G

3 □ 4 7:43 a.m. A
3 in t 6:11 p.m.
3*1 11:35 p.m. G
SUN., 31st
SO 8:17 a.m. A
2 □ 3 9:09 p.m. A

NOVEMBER, 1943
Mon., 1st
3 8 $ 8:54 a.m. A
3 □ 2 9:44 a.m. /A
3 A 4 0:48 p.m. G
9 5 I1 3:53 p.m. A
3 in V3 10:34 p.m.
TUES., 2nd
3n v 4:00 a.m. A
9*  2 10:39 a.m. . G
3*0 3:00 p.m. G
WED., 3rd
1 A 2 5:12 p.m. G
THURS., 4th

D in ™ 2:09 a.m.
3» Al' 7:38 a.m. G
3 A W 3:32 p.m. G
3 □ 2 3:58 p.m. A
3no 10:22 p.m. A
FRI., 5th
2 □ h 5:44 a.m. A
3 A 5 3:08 p.m. G
3 <9 4 8:31 p.m. D
3 A i> 10:23 p.m. G
SAT, 6th
3 in* 5:16 a.m.
3 □ W 6:25 p.m. A
SUN, 7th
1 A 2 1:40 a.m. G
3 A 0 5:14 a.m. G
3» □ $ 5:34 p.m. A
MON, 8th
3 □ 1:07 a.m. A
3 8 2 6:04 a.m.
3) in T 8:10 a.m. D
1 8 iP 1:49 p.m. A
3*® 9:15 p.m. G
TUES, 9th
3 -K- $ 8:06 p.m. G
WED, 10th
3 A 4 3:26 a.m. G
3*i> 4:10 a.m. G
2 ó O 7:00 a.m. G
3 in b 11:33 a.m.
THURS, Uth
3 <9 0 8:26 p.m. D
3 8 2 10:22 p.m. D
FRI, 12th
3 0 4 8:28 a.m. A
3 in n 4:35 p.m.
3 A 2 10:31 p.m. G
3 A 10:50 p.m. G
4*  h 11:00 p.m. G
SAT, 13th
2 rf 2:52 a.m. G
3 rf 6:11 a.m. D
SUN, 14th
3 rf 5 5:34 a.m. D
3 rf h 3:48 p.m. D
3*4 4:19 p.m. G

MON., 15th
03 3 in S 0:26 a.m.

3 □ V 7:08 a.m. A
3 □ 2 11:34 a.m. A

08 2 □ 4
TUES, 16th

4:55 p.m. A

3 A 0 11:19 p.m. G 01
WED, 17th
2 A f 0:37 â.m. G 22
3 A 2 8:17 a.m. G 02
3 in Q 11:29 a.m.
3*  V 6:42 p.m. G 08
THURS, 18th

05 5*i? 2:14 a.m. G 07
1*2 4:43 a.m. G 03
FRI, 19th
3*3 1:25 a.m. G 04
0 □ 4 3:15 a.m. A

02 3*1 2:28 p.m. G 06
01 3 Ó 4 4:31 p.m. G 05

3 □ 0 
SAT, 20th

5:43 p.m. A
03 3 in np 0:20 a.m.

3 □ 2 6:23 a.m. A
08 3D ’? 2:55 p.m. A
07 2 *̂ 4:39 p.m. G 16

SUN, 21st
3 □ $
MON, 22nd

0:26 p.m. A

3 □ h 2:26 a.m. A
04 3 A O 11:18 a.m. G 01

3 in 0:16 p.m.
06 3 rf V 7:27 p.m. D

2 <9 W
TUES, 23rd

9:09 p.m. A

0 in t 1:48 a.m.
3 A W 2:04 a.m. G 07

02 3*2 2:38 a.m. G 02
01 3 A $

WED, 24th
8:08 p.m. G 04

Ó $ 4:39 a.m. G 03
3 A h 11:33 a.m. G 06
3*4 2:36 p.m. G 05
3 in iti 9:04 p.m.
THURS., 25th

07 2 A S
FRI, 26th

6:26 p.m. G 19

04 1*0 5:24 p.m. G 29
3 □ 4 8:37 p.m.

05 SAT, 27th
06 3 in î 2:33 a.m.
11 5*1 9:09 a.m. G 08

3 rf O 10:23 a.m. G 01
3 <9 1? 2:29 p.m. D
SUN, 28th
3 <5 2 4:47 a.m. G 02
3 <9 3 5:16 a.m. A
2 8 $ 8:28 a.m. A
3*2 11:47 a.m. G 03

03 în 8:25 p.m. A
HR MON, 29thUo
97 3 A 4 0:10 a.m. G 05Z 1 3 in V3 5:42 a.m.

3 □ V 0:11 p.m. A
23 0O 5:17 p.m. A

TUES, 30th
3 □ 2 6:23 p.m. A

SEE ASPECT CHART1 ON
05 NEXT PAGE
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Aspect Chart
01: Success, help from superiors, gain, ben

efits; good for business.
02: Travel, study, correspondence, teaching, 

messages, relatives, advertising.
03: Partnership, marriage, social life, art, 

clothes, finance, pleasure, friends.
04: New enterprises, speculation, surgery, 

dentistry, action, sports.
05: Long trips, philosophy, religion, bank

ing, legal affairs, financial success.
06: Land, real estate, building, mining, hard 

work, buying, elderly people.
07 : Invention, reforms, aviation, railroads, 

electrical science, travel.
08: Water travel, chemistry, poets, music, 

psychic interests.
10: Entertainment, fine arts, decorating, 

friendships, finance, buying finery.
11: Business management, science.
12: Travel, combined mental-physical pur

suits, science and mechanics.
13: Travel, literature, science, sales, law.
14: Memory, reasoning, organization, calcu

lation, business, travel, politics, accounting, 
speculation, education, real estate sales.

15: Keen Intuition, originality, invention, 
mechanical work, Astrology.

16: Psychic interest, travel, chemicals, 
creams.

18: Music, art, marriage, pleasure, amuse
ments, luxuries.

19: Pleasure, speculation, advertising, mu
sic, sports.

20: Love, marriage, travel.
21: Investments, banking, securities, art, 

friends, dancing.
22: Fine arts, inventions, gain through 

friends, business, unexpected good fortune.
23: Music, art, drama, speculation.
25: Vitality, recuperative power, endur

ance, will power, executive ability, ambition, 
daring, approval of higher-ups, mechanical 
skill, sales, promotion ability.

26: Financial deals, government office, rail
roads, influence, big successes.

27: Success, executive work, companies, 
lands, mines, inventions.

28: Success through Astrology, public work, 
invention, aviation, automotive, radio, new 
authority, lodge activities.

29: Inspiration, law. travel, philosophy, mu
sic, the arts.

31: Expansion, enterprise, success to per
sonal efforts, speculation, confidence.

32: Assertiveness, ambition, determination 
to win, reserve force, daring, tenacity, ex
ploration, mechanical construction, military 
leadership, engineering, legal.

33: Mechanics, electrical engineering, travel, 
building, investigation, business.

34: Inspiration, aggressive effort, water 
travel, shipping liquids, oils, medical experi
ments.

38: Travel, social contacts, poetry, drama, 
Inspiration, philosophy.

40: Inventiveness and originality where 
patience, perseverance, organization and 
management are required.

YOUR PERSONAL CHART
Rectified to the Exact Minute of 

Birth
By a Master of the Craft 

$3.00
Send date, place and approximate 
hour of birth, dates of parents’ 
deaths, marriage, any important 
event affecting the life. Without 
the approximate hour of birth, the 
chart cannot be rectified.

J. C. CALVIN
253 S. Indian Ave. Palm Springs, Calif.

THE NATION
(Continued from page 5)

The Libra new Moon of September 
29, 1943, 6:21 a.m., T.L.T. at Washing
ton, D. C. closely follows the Equinox 
chart and carries the latter trend into 
execution. There is a change in pat
tern and a stepping-up of diplomatic 
tempo as well as naval - operations, 
foreign shipping and state department 
activities. President Roosevelt gains 
ascendancy in international policies and 
affairs.

A secret or under-cover move 
towards separate peace is likely to 
transpire but could hardly prove suc
cessful. The time is not ripe because 
Venus refuses to cooperate with 
Uranus. Dissatisfaction on the part of 
our populace about rationing and other 
government restrictions will be intensi
fied and Congress will be spurred to 
oppose the actions of the administra
tion. Mercury square Saturn bodes ill 
for enemy negotiations for peace. There 
is a connection of this chart to that of 
Hitler, bearing upon official and con
gressional action having to do with 
Hitler’s defeat.

Scorpion nenu 'Moon at Washington, D. C., October 
28th, 1943 at 8:51 P.M. T.L.T.

The Scorpio new Moon occurs in the 
fifth compartment of the Washington, 
D. C. chart on October 29, 1943, 8:51 
p.m. T.L.T. This is the locality that 
governs diplomacy and foreign policies. 
More locally, it has a bearing on chil
dren, amusements, speculation and in
vestments. Mercury (communications, 
conferences, etc.) is on the fifth cusp in 
Libra (negotiations, peace, cooperation) 
and forms a good working trine with 
Saturn in the twelfth house, the latter 
house being directly connected to the 
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President’s management of the war. 
Saturn is in the compartment of under
cover negotiations, bureaus and labor 
unions. Mars in this locality at the 
place of his own natal zodiacal spot in 
the U. S. chart. Uranus is exactly where 
he was at the birth of the United States. 
Something is brewing and it can be 
very important indeed.

The President dominates the map 
with his seventh-house progressed 
Mercury on the Midheaven and Uranus 
(personal application, governmental ac
tion) on the fourth cusp, signifying 
finale.

Venus by transit is in the personal 
department of the President, indicating 
the limelight for him in some interna
tional negotiations. Planetary configu
rations show discord rather than amity 
at this time but the situation modifies 
following the movement of Venus from 
Virgo to Libra on November 10. At 
this time, a conjunction occurs with 
Neptune at the full Moon of November 
11. This opens up new possibilities re
garding the European situation. Hit
ler’s South Node '(point of trouble) 
rises with the full Moon ascendant at 
Washington, which is a bad indication 
for the dictator. Events at this time 
will be highly interesting to. watch.

The market operators will do well 
to watch these days for changes in the 
stock trend due to world events. The 
November 10 and 11 configuration is 
perhaps the most exciting until the con
junction of Mars and Uranus on Jan
uary 16, 1944 as the Moon passes over 
the Autumnal Equinox point referred 
to in the first part of this article.* * *

I HAVE YOUR NUMBER
Send me your full Christian name and birth 
date and I can help you solve those perplex
ing, troublesome questions applying to your 
future health marital affairs, finances. Nu
merology, the Sciences of Numbers, can tell 
you how.
A thorough reading covering these......... $1.00

NADIA DEAN
230 S. Madison Ave. Peoria, Illinois

REVEAL YOUR TALENTS!
Let me tell what you are fitted for in 
these days of uncertainty. Realize suc
cess, better living, a deeper satisfying 
happiness.

Send me a generous sample of your 
handwriting, in ink on unruled paper, 
in which include your birthdate, and 
receive my complete analysis for $1.00.

JEAN BURKHOLDER
Mount Morris Illinois

THIRD-TERM CHART
(Continued from page 6)

ler. Saturn had returned to his own 
locality—international 9th house—in 
the Roosevelt chart.

Ascendant 18 degrees Taurus: This is 
the zodiacal area of Venus conjunction 
Mars in Hitler’s 7th house of war, and 
shows Hitler as detrimental to the U.S., 
an indication of war with Germany be
cause Mars (planet of war) is the in
ternational sign Sagittarius, in this In
auguration chart. This connects with 
the following charts: Germany, Italy, 
Japan, the Axis Alliance chart (Saturn 
and Jupiter positions). It is the same 
as the Japanese Constitution Chart 
Ascendant and Progressed Venus 
(ruler). It is the same as Mussolini 7th 
cusp, (sector of war), conjunction with 
the Mussolini Neptune, showing Musso
lini unfavorable to Roosevelt and the
U. S. Conjunction Jupiter-Pluto oppo
sition Sun in the chart of King Victor 
Emmanuel of Italy, links the U. S. to 
Italy in war.

The full Moon of November 12, 1943 
(see chart with this article), 19 degrees 
Taurus-Scorpio, falls across the ascend
ant of the Inauguration chart near to 
rising Uranus. This throws President 
Roosevelt into the limelight connected 
with world events which transpire with 
and following this Full Moon. Germany 
and Italy are the focal points. It is the 
same ascendant as the Third Reich chart 
so a strong possibility exists that the 
full Moon can draw the U. S. and Ger
many together in negotiations —- of 
course, under full agreement with our 
Allies. Also the same as Mercury op
position Pluto in the chart of Winston 
Churchill of England.

Uranus 23 degrees Taurus: Same as 
the 4th cusp of Pearl Harbor. Uranus 
always represents the element of sur
prise.

2nd cusp 16 degrees Gemini: Locality 
of Jupiter at the time of Pearl Harbor. 
Jupiter was at this point when war was 
declared against the Axis.

3rd cusp 7 degrees Cancer: Place of 
Moon (public) in official 10th house of 
President Roosevelt’s chart. Venus- 
Jupiter locality in the U. S. horoscope.

4th cusp 28 degrees Cancer: Zodiacal 
position of the Moon at the time of the 
Pearl Harbor attack.

Neptune 27 degrees Virgo retrograde 
in 5th house (colonial affairs): Adverse 
to Mars in President Roosevelt’s chart. 
Deception on the part of Jap envoys 
over war issue.

6th cusp (army, food, labor) 1 degree 
Libra: Place of transit Venus and Nep
tune at full Moon November 12, 1943.

Moon 3 degrees Scorpio in 6th house
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(army): This point is activated by the 
new Moon of October 29, 1943.

Mars in the foreign-land sign Sagit
tarius 11 degrees in 7th house (war): 
Opposition progressed Uranus in U. S. 
chart, an area identified with food, gov
ernment regulations, war and aviation. 
This area activated in 1943. Quebec 
conference occurred August 1943 as pro
gressed Moon passed Mars in the In
auguration chart.

8th cusp, 16 degrees Sagittarius: Posi
tion of Sun at the time of Pearl Harbor 
attack. Progressed Moon arrives at this 
point in January, 1944, bringing impor
tant happenings in our war with Japan.

Venus 8 degrees Capricorn: Foreign 
relations and global warfare are affected 
as are our relations with our Allies. 
Events worth watching should follow 
January 20, 1944.

BROTHERHOOD OF 
LIGHT LESSONS

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER 
21 COURSES 210 LESSONS

Covering every important astrologi
cal and occult subject. Each lesson, 
postpaid, 25 cents.
Send for FREE copy of THE CHURCH 
OF LIGHT QUARTERLY. It contains 
the B. of L. Astrological Reports, in 
which large series of birthcharts are 
analyzed by the statistical methods; 
also interesting illustrated articles on 
astrology and occultism.

THE CHURCH OF LIGHT
Dept. B, Box 1525 Los Angeles, Calif.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE!
See the top of our Classified Page 
for Rates.

TODAY’S ASTROLOGY

THE MIGHTY HAVE FALLEN!

(Continued from page 8)

(tenth) made the square of birth-chart 
Mars, and progressed Mercury was in 
luck (trine) aspect with the Moon, rul
ing the people. It was this latter aspect 
that enabled him to become popular.

Followed years of constructive work, 
in which Italy was given efficient gov
ernment, and in which Mussolini gained 
in prestige. And with the feeling of his 
own great significance also came the 
dream of reestablishing the old Roman 
Empire, with the Mediterranean an 
Italian Sea.

In October, 1935, when progressed 
Venus was conjunction progressed Sun 
in the house of honor (tenth), and 
progressed Mars was semi-square co
ercive Pluto in the house of war, he 
took the first military step toward the 
fulfillment of that dream. He invaded 
Ethiopia. The League of Nations ex
erted the group pressure on him charac
teristic of the aspect to Pluto; but his 
Venus and Sun conjunction enabled 
him successfully to withstand that pres
sure, and Ethiopia became Italian soil.

During the following five years pro
gressed Sun and progressed Venus re
mained in prominence (conjunction) as
pect, and in 1940 both came to the trine 
of Pluto in the house of partnership and 
war. When Hitler overran France he 
thought here was a new plum to fall into 
the lap of his Roman Empire, and with 
little sacrifice. He stabbed France in 
the back, thus entered the war as a 
partner of Hitler, and on September 27, 
gained still another nefarious partner, 
Japan, by signing the Berlin-Rome- 
Tokyo Axis.

But luckily for the rest of the world, 
he had another progressed aspect that 
caused his plans to be thwarted; for 
progressed Mercury was sesqui-square 
birth-chart Saturn in the house of war. 
The quick victory for the Axis which he 
had envisioned was not only delayed in 
a manner characteristic of Saturn, but 
as the conjunction of progressed Venus 
and progressed Sun in the house of 
honor (tenth) separated, his prestige 
fell.

The winter of 1942-43 brought pro
gressed Mercury, co-ruler of the house 
of honor (tenth), square Venus, and 
witnessed the loss of Italy’s African Em
pire. i >|| li

Then came the summer of 1943, with 
the progressed positions as they are 
given around the outside of the ac
companying chart. Progressed Mercury 
is still not only square Venus, but it is 
also square Mars, which has moved up 
to the conjunction with Venus in the 
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house of death (eighth). Progressed 
Venus has also moved up to the agi
tation (sesqui-square) aspect with pro
gressed Neptune, which when afflicted 
is the planet of chaos. And on the day 
he resigned, and knew that he had led 
Italy not into participation in world 
dominance, but into disaster, progressed 
Moon was adding accessory energy to 
progressed Mercury by making a sextile 
with it.

HENRY WALLACE
(Continued from page 9) 

part of the Wallace natal planetary pat
tern.

Jupiter operates on a big scale. He is 
the planet of philosophy, judgment, law, 
science and religion. When an expand
ing influence exists at times of unsound 
thinking, the conduct of the one af
fected is likely to transcend sound rea
son and ordinary practical limits. What 
generally occurs is enlarged visionary 
plans and Utopian schemes. Since Nep
tune is related to speculation and Jupi
ter is identified with finance, there is 
always danger of extravagant and irre
sponsible spending in an effort to back 
up and put into action unsound theories. 
The fact that humanitarian intentions 
were behind Mr. Wallace’s actions did 
not lessen the adverse results of the 
error.

Mystic Temperament
A rising Neptune in Gemini is the 

key to the mystic tendencies and thought 
processes of Mr. Wallace. Neptune is a 
planet of mysticism. There is no fault 
to find with Mr. Wallace because of this. 
Jesus was one of the great mystics of 
his age. The tendency of mysticism is 
to lead us to a higher level and broaden 
our range of thoughts along spiritual 
and religious lines. It intensifies our 
interest in this psychic, occult, super
natural and spiritual life.

Although Mr. Wallace’s mystic tem
perament has got him into political hot 
water more than once, it has its asset 
value, pointing the way to new reforms 
that we must eventually make if we 
are to be a great nation spiritually as 
well as materially.

It was Hitler who brought the terms 
“mysticism” and “intuition” into dis
repute in the minds of the people. This 
was because he employed these facul
ties for destructive purposes. Hitler is 
the very symbol of negative mysticism 
and no student of occult theory is sur
prised that because of this abuse of 
what is a very good thing if properly 
used, the Nazi leader suffered from an 
actual failure of intuition.

Returning to Mr. Wallace, there is no 
question but that he is a constructive 

type of mystic. But in reading his star 
map, we cannot accept the combination 
of Jupiter opposition Neptune and Pluto 
as an indication of healthy mysticism 
and we can but expect that he will con
tinue to advocate policies which will 
not stand the test of practical applica
tion. Should he rise to higher office, 
which is unlikely if he must depend 
upon his own political popularity, his 
tenure of office would be marked by 
confusion and difficulties.

In common with many Librans, the 
Vice-President finds it difficult to main
tain balance. He makes enthusiastic 
friends and bitter enemies, lacking the 
ability to side-step controversial issues, 
which is the prime requisite for success
ful politics.

The student of Astrology does not 
have to look far to find the reason for 
some of Mr. Wallace’s unwise policies 
and utterances concerning agriculture 
and food. These are sponsored by the 
important combination of Moon (pub
lic), Venus (cooperation) and Mercury 
(speech, communication, publicity and 
the conveyance of plans and ideas) in 
his chart, in the important compartment 
of food, supplies, labor, health and the 
public, forming a square (frustration) 
aspect to the planet Saturn in his divis
ion of land and crops.

Executive Ability
Actually, rather than the inept poli

tical blunderer which he often appears 
to be, Mr. Wallace is an efficient and 
forceful statesman, an agreeable and 
likeable friend. He is peacefully in
clined but has some fine fighting quali
ties in him (Mars and Jupiter in Sagit
tarius) as his recent opponent in a well- 
known political debate, Jesse Jones, 
will agree. This political battle in itself 
would make a very good astrological 
study. The opening guns were fired 
on July 5, 1943. Jesse Jones was born 
April 5, 1874, with some 15 degrees 
Aries, which is in direct opposition to 
Sun 15 degrees Libra at the time of Wal
lace’s birth. The new Moon of July 2 
occurred in the area of the zodiac which 
governs speech, letters and publicity in 
the Wallace chart—in the sign of Can
cer (public and U. S. officialdom).

It so happens that the Sun in the U. S. 
chart is 13 degrees Cancer, in square 
(discordant) aspect to the Sun’s posi
tion in the charts of both Wallace and 
Jones. This was a convenient situation 
for the transit Sun of July 16 to excite 
into combative action. Mercury (pub
licity, correspondence and statements) 
further stirred up the issue by entering 
Cancer on the 6th of July just as the 
press was playing up the official dispute 
by these two high-ranking officials.

The conjunction of Sun and Uranus 
in sextile to Saturn (organizer, man
ager) and Mars (leadership, command) 
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shows Mr. Wallace to be an official and 
sincere administrator. It is in the mat
ter of policy rather than administra
tion that Mr. Wallace fails. This is 
clearly shown in his horoscope.

The Wallace World Program
The planet Saturn (unlimited ambi

tions) in the rulership and executive 
sign Leo in his career department ac
tivated Hitler’s grandiose plan to rule 
the world. Saturn in the same sign Leo, 
but in the land and agricultural prod
ucts department of the Wallace chart 
has given rise to Mr. Wallace’s plan to 
feed the world. It was typically im
practical of him not to set forth just 
how the American people (Moon) are 
to be reimbursed (square Saturn in 
Wallace chart) for producing and re
leasing their products to the world.

The great expanding impulse of the 
United States lost planetary support on 
June 30, 1943. Since then we have been 
largely “running on the battery” or on 
the momentum gathered up to July, 
1943. The stimuli for our present period 
of excitement ceases on June 15, 1944. 
After that there is an indication that 
our enthusiasm for world-wide philan
thropy will suffer an ebb-tide.

Mr. Wallace’s Future
There has been a great deal of re

cent publicity to the effect that the 
Vice-President is to be shelved politi
cally. This rumor largely arises from 
the ranks of Mr. Wallace’s political op
ponents. South Node (point of trouble) 
is in the sector of politics and interna
tional affairs in the Wallace chart, at the 
place of Pluto in the U. S. chart.

This is not a good omen for Mr. Wal
lace’s activities on behalf of the United 
States and could not recommend his 
assignment to head anti-international 
program. Still, advanced positions of 
the Wallace chart indicate that he will 
be given important duties which may 
be on an even vaster scope than those 
assigned to him up to this time.

Progressed Saturn and Uranus in 
continuing sextile aspects is a strong 
indicator for government service. Pro
gressed Jupiter sextile radix Sun could 
easily tie Mr. Wallace in to some great 
world program. Mars moving to the 
trine of Neptune and Pluto sponsors gi
gantic official undertakings of a Uto
pian character.

With Sun in Libra at his birth, he is 
connected by a conjunction with the 
U. S. Saturn (land, economics, labor 
and agriculture) with the present po
litical picture.

A sudden, unexpected event (Uranus 
close to the Wallace Sun) could project 
him into a situation of wider influence 
and authority.

★ ★ ★

YOUR MYSTIC LIFE

....... (Continued from page 10)

was suffering some kind of acute at
tack, alone in her house. This was so 
clear and real that without thinking 
about the logic of it I just rushed out to 
her house three blocks away. Getting 
no answer to my knock, I just went in, 
the door was unlocked, and there, exact
ly as in my vision, I found Mrs. C. lying 
unconscious. After reviving and treat
ing her, the physician I called told me 
that the prompt action no doubt had 
saved her life. . . . Strangely, Mrs. C. 
did not remember having seen me be
fore my unceremonious entrance into 
her house!

Mrs. M. T. Stastny, 
Cicero, Illinois.

Had Mrs. Stastny stopped to think of 
“the logic” of her action, she might not 
have answered that clairvoyant call for 
help. How often is not intuitive knowl
edge and feeling proven superior to ma
terialistic logic! The above is a case 
of present-time clairvoyance, i.e., the 
psychic or inward “seeing” of an event 
at the exact time it is taking place at a 
distance, or beyond the apprehension of 
the physical eyesight.

DREAM PROVES HER INNOCENCE
Dear Miss Dahl and Friends: I was a 

young girl, had just taken my first job 
as a maid with a wealthy family in 
Paris who had four other servants that 
had been with them for years. A week 
after I had been working for them a 
theft took place, in American money 
the equal of $200. The circumstantial 
evidence was against me, the loot hav
ing been hidden in the hatbox in my 
clothes closet. Evidently the thief was 
awaiting the opportunity to take the 
cash from the house, but meanwhile 
wanted to make certain it would not be 
implicating her, should the theft be dis
covered. It was late at night when my 
employer discovered his cash to be 
missing. Because I was the new serv
ant he and the mistress (without in
forming the other servants) came and 
searched my room. They found it there. 
They were religious people, said if I 
would repent before God and confess 
my crime they would not feel impelled 
to give over the matter to the police; 
but if I did not, then the evidence would 
send me to jail. As it was late at night, 
they locked me in and gave me until 
the morning to decide. All night I 
prayed, awake, that a just Providence 
shall save me. In the morning early, 
my prayer was answered: My mistress 
came to me saying that a good God had 
saved them from making a terrible mis
take; in the dream she had plainly seen 
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the real thieves, and that they had stol
en also other things which had been 
undiscovered until now. My mistress 
confronted the guilty servants with her 
knowledge, and they confessed, each 
convinced that the other conspirator had 
implicated her. Thus was justice at
tained through intervention of the 
Power unseen.

Andree Lamartine, 
Montreal, Quebec

The above is an excellent example 
of the past-time clairvoyant type of 
dream in which events are seen in re
view as clearly as though actually tak
ing place before one’s eyes. In this case, 
no doubt involuntary telepathy (thought 
transmission) took place from the guilty 
consciences of the culprits involved, and 
the mind of their mistress.

IN TUNE WITH THE MAILMAN?
Dear Christina Dahl: I have seen 

cases of experiences like mine in your 
ESP column before, such as that of Ann 
Benjamine, of the Church of Light; but 
perhaps you can use it even though it is 
on “old story,” no doubt. I am a com
mercial artist and have my studio right 
in my home. I receive a great deal of 
mail daily. Almost every single morn
ing just before awakening I will dream 
about the letters I am to receive in the 
mail two or three hours later. I will not 
see in my dream the unimportant let
ters, but only the one or two or three 
which later are to impress me the most. 
I “see” these important letters before 
they arrive, whether they are from to
tal strangers (prospective customers, 
etc.) or from dear friends—their rela
tionship to me does not seem to make 
any difference. Long ago I used to think 
I must be “in tune with” my mailman. 
But that seems doubtful, especially since 
the war when we have new mailmen so 
often. One morning lately I happened 
to be out front watering my flower-bed 
when the newest mailman came along. 
I had dreamt of receiving an impor
tant letter from a town in Mexico 
(where, I must point out, I had no cli
ents or friends). When he handed me 
my mail, I quickly glanced over it— 
but. no letter from Mexico! I impulsive
ly called him back asking if he was sure 
he hadn’t overlooked one from Mexico 
for me. He looked again. Sure enough, 
there it was, the letter I’d dreamed 
about, the exact same postmark! Com
mented the mailman: “He writes you 
right on time, don’t he?” However, I 
thought I’d better not explain!

Marion D. Stroheim, 
Portland, Maine

Of course the most probable explana
tion is that Miss Stroheim does tem
porarily get “in tune with” the mailman, 
or whichever postal employee happens 

to be handling or sorting her mail at 
the hour when she is still asleep! That 
is, according to the facts given above. 
Many of us will recall that in the case 
of Mrs. Benjamine, however, prevision 
seemed to be involved, as in the in
stances where she was able to “see” (in 
a dream state) the peculiar arrange
ment of the letters (envelops of many 
sizes, shapes, etc.) in her mailbox, and 
hours later, discovered the mailman had 
put them in the box in just that same 
pattern as in her dream. A great many 
people we have talked to, who conduct 
professional or business matters exten
sively by mail, appear to have this type 
of psychic experience quite frequently.

COLDS
(Continued from page 11)

anger, etc. and tests show this state of 
mind changes the chemistry of body 
fluids by charging them with self-gen
erated poisons.

In an Eastern college thirty co-eds 
offered their blood to the Red Cross 
and two of them had blood healthy 
enough to give to their brothers in the 
armed forces. The failure of people to 
recognize and DO something about 
maintaining radiant health is due to 
neglect and indifference coupled with 
ignorance of the facts. The high-tension 
tempo of these times make it impera
tive to “wake up America” on all 
fronts.

Why can radiant health keep out the 
cold germ or any germ? Science is be
ginning to realize the contention of met
aphysicians that our bodies are inter
penetrated by a vital force, an ether 
which is so strong that it radiates from 
our bodies like a heat wave from a radi
ator. This ether comes through the 
spleen from the outside and is special
ized in the solar plexis for our use.

This etheric fluid exudes from the 
whole body carrying off poisonous gases 
from the food we consume, chosen 
mainly because we “like” it, instead of 
for its clean nutritional properties. As 
long as the radiation is strong enough 
to overcome our dietary mistakes we 
seem to be O. K. For this force also 
keeps out dangerous microbes. But the 
moment the vital body is overworked 
it becomes weakened, just like any other 
organ and in come the invading bac
teria where they soon gain a foothold 
on some vital organ or tissue.

Now the prevention of cold narrows 
down to keeping this vitality surging 
strongly from every pore of the body. 
The flow of life force will be sufficient 
to ward off offenders in nearly all cases. 
The only exception is possibly an ex
tremely weak body at birth. Naturally 
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the cure is to open these lite giving 
channels.

Here is the best way to cure that cold. 
Stay in bed, have a box of cold tablets 
and three big rich meals brought in for 
the day. Then open the windows, throw 
out the medicine and the food. Leave 
the windows open, cover up and drink 
all the water and lemon juice you can 
during the next 24 hours. It might be 
well to have a book to read on eating 
for health. Naturally, open the bowels 
with an enema or a vegetable laxative, 
or both for the enema can clean the 
large intestine only.

“Stuffing a cold and starving a fever” 
is an old superstition that has as much 
basis as wearing a copper ring for 
rheumatism, a rabbit’s foot for luck etc. 
because a cold IS a fever. Not malaria, 
scarlet etc. but none the less a fever— 
often turning to pneumonia, “flu” etc, 
where fever is the predominant feature.

Some people are more susceptible to 
colds and coughs than others and are 
sneezing, coughing and sniffling or laid 
up a large part of the time. Astrolog- 
ically this type is indicated by Saturn, 
afflicted, in Aries and Uranus, afflicted 
in Taurus. Mars, adverse in Gemini 
and Sagittarius, Uranus, adverse, in 
Taurus and Cancer and Mercury af
flicted, in Sagittarius. Others are not 
immune but this type must be doubly 
cautious in order to avoid serious com
plications.

Food poisons clog and close the pores, 
and the life ethers seeking an outlet 
through them are blocked. The result 

• is that the whole body becomes anes
thetized by the imprisoned poisonous 
gases and will not respond to n,ervous 
impulses much better than a drunken 
man or one under an artificial anes
thetic. The blood then becomes partly 
liquified and inhibits the physiological 
part of the blood stream and the whole 
stream becomes a breeding ground for 
cold bacteria. Now, is it not simple to 
see that we generate within ourselves 
these microbes that form the mocous or 
pus known as a cold?

This is merely another example of 
the law of cause and effect. Nothing 
can come to you that is not yours, even 
a cold. If you deserve a healthy vital 
body you must make or earn it your
self. Nature will help you. In fact, She 
has put and maintains everything you 
need at your disposal.

Cheerfulness, especially when you 
feel otherwise, outranks diet in health, 
even as vastly important as diet is. We 
have seen people, who seem to violate 
all commonsense in eating and live to 
a ripe old age, with little sickness. These 
people always have the corners of their 
mouths curved, ready to smile and a 
happy, optimistic glint in their eyes that 

seems to say “I am expecting something 
wonderful to happen to me.”

Anyone, having a health problem is 
invited to write the author inclosing 
birthday, exact time if available, and 
birthplace. This service is astrological 
and not to be confused with medical 
advice.

ASTROLOGY HANDWRITING
(Continued from page 13)

the drifter; and too much will power 
gives us the dominating despot. In As
trology these conditions are produced, 
or indicated by adverse aspects between 
planets. In Grapho-Analysis they are 
indicated by over-emphasis and exag
geration of certain pen strokes. You 
•can depend on it that any handwriting 
showing any exaggeration of slant, cap
ital letters, curves, angles, etc., indi
cates a lack of balance somewhere in 
the character of the writer.

Venus in Capricorn
I happen to know two charming young 

ladies who are cultured, well educated, 
refined, but at heart are regular little 
gold diggers. Both of them crave a con
tinuous procession of admiring men 
bringing gifts, invitations to dinner, the
ater, etc., with a musical jingle of un
limited currency in their pockets. Here 
is the handwriting of one of them:

(Copy E)
Do you see what I see? Those long 

terminals ending in hooks? You need 
look no further. Any writing full of 
hooks indicates only one thing: that the 
writer is out to “Hook” something. It 
may be money, social position, intellec
tual superiority and recognition or any 
of a hundred different things. Some 
Graphologers ascribe this hook to am
bition. So it is. in a way, but usually 
not a very good way—a way that is al
ways acquisitive. Stop, look, and listen 
whenever ycu come across anyone 
whose writing is full of hooks.

Turning about the view point—You 
have a friend who is very vivacious, 
talkative, ambitious and egotistical. Her 
manners are rather gushing and she is 
always getting into some embarrassing 
scrape through her exaggerations. She 
has a way of making you feel that you 
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are the one person in the world who can 
help her. How do you think she would 
write? Talkative? Her o’s and a’s 
would be open at the top. Ambitious? 
the crossings of her “t’s” would be very 
long and probably high on the stem. 
Egotistical? Her letter “d” would have 
a very high stem; either looped or a 
single line. Egotistical? Capital let
ters over-large. Gushing? Capital let
ters ornate. Exaggerations? Exces
sively large loops. Then after you have 
noted these features you casually dis
cover that she has Mercury square Ju
piter in her chart.

Her Way Not Yours
You may have a friend who has Mars 

in Taurus square Sun in Leo, trine Ju
piter in Virgo, who insists on having 
things her way—not yours. Her writ
ing would have dominating downward 
terminals; angular rather than curved 
letters; high letters above the line prob
ably without loops; a hook or two and 
long “t” crossings.

(Copy F)
Then at some time or other you will 

meet the Saturnian sob sister who weeps 
on your shoulder from unrequited love; 
disappointed ambition; or sorrow for 
her hard luck in this world because no 
one appreciates her. Of course she is 
over-emotional and much abused (in 
her own mind). She will probably 
write something like this:

(Copy G)
A strong slant to the right; weak ter

minals, especially the “t’s” that follow 
back up the stem and fade away with a 

right hand curve. The writing will 
have a generally weak appearance as if 
the letters were about to topple over in 
a faint; and she will make you feel that 
you must catch and support all her trou
bles and set the world right for her with 
some magic formula.

Have you any samples of handwriting 
with astrological data that you would 
like analysed? Or any questions you 
would like to ask? Write to me care 
Today’s Astrology.

INDIAN ZODIAC
(Continued from page 14) 

this wampum in signing all kinds of 
treaties, thereby heralding it as a most 
valuable earthly possession.

GEMINI: The Sign of the twins and 
in Indian symbology denotes dualty in 
the sense of Good Luck and Bad Luck. 
Indians seldom have twins. Some 
tribes claim it to be a blessing by the 
Gods. Other’ tribes accept it as a dire 
omen. If, during the previous autumn 
the prospective parent sees two ears of 
corn growing together, one with a white 
tassel and one with a red, and the eye 
first falls on the latter tassel there will 
be abundance during the coming year.

CANCER: Modern Astrology identi
fies the Sign Cancer with the mother. 
The Indians associated this time of the 
year with the Maternal Grandmother, 
whose duty was to carry the sacred ar
rows of flame from the Moon back and 
forth to the Earth and Sun. She car
ried this flame until the latter part of 
July when the Sun enters its own abode 
the Fire Sign Leo wherein the Sun 
shines in its greatest resplendence.

LEO: The Indian Keeper of the Sa
cred Fire symbolized by a chieftan with 
eagle feather war bonnet. Fire symbols 
pointing down denotes his ability of be
ing Keeper of the Sacred Fire emanat
ing from the Sun during this hot season.

VIRGO: The symbology is the same 
in all astrological systems and depicts 
the harvest. In Indian symbology the 
Earth is growing a stalk of corn that 
has blossomed and is ready for harvest. 
Another symbol identified with this 
Sign was a Cachina maiden and an ear 
of corn growing from the earth.

LIBRA: The planet Venus rules love 
and Libra. The Santa Clara Pueblos 
depicted this Sign as a pottery loving 
cup with two mouthpieces which sug
gest to the modern astrologer a balance 
much the same as the Scales in the 
present day system.

SCORPIO: The coiled Serpent. The 
time of the year when the Indians con
ducted their Harvest Councils sitting in 
a circle to represent the Serpent. At 
this time the Serpent starts to coil it
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self up to sleep underground. Scorpio, 
in modern Astrology, means the under
world. The Indians claimed that this 
was the time when the Eagle, ruled by 
Scorpio, flies low to take the message 
from the underworld to the Sky Father.

SAGITTARIUS: The Hunting Season, 
therefore, the Indian pictorialized this 
period as the time when the archer was 
particularly skilled in the use of his 
bow to hunt deer, wild turkey, pheasant.

CAPRICORN: Capricorn is an earth 
Sign and at this time of the year the 
Indian observed that the Goat fertilized 
the earth for future abundance.

AQUARIUS: At this time of the year 
snakes begin to wake up because they 
have had a magnetic, telepathic call 
from Medicine Men. Snakes have elec
tric, magnetic power the same as used 
by Medicine Men. While the Sun is. 
posited in Aquarius, charging the at
mosphere with electric-magnetic cur
rents, Indians looked for benefits that 
might come to them through these 
powers.

PISCES: The ancient Toltec describes 
the emblem of the Fishes as a denotion 
of the approach of Spring and the sea
son for fishing. They are considered 
best and fattest at this season. As they 
turn in the sun and show their fins, 
they are said to be tempting the fisher
men and husbandmen when the sun is 
new and bright.

SATURN
(Continued from page 15)

are astonished to find the individual 
more reticent and slow in responses. If 
new plans are put into effect, they are 
weighed ever so carefully and thought 
out in detail as Saturn does not tolerate 
half ■ way measures.

Saturn in the second house. ... If 
money has grown to be your god, you 
may find, yourself deprived of such gen
erous amounts. On the other hand if 
you have the right set of values, more 
money .may fall into your hands but 
not without honest effort as the cause. 
One is paid in full measure for good or 
bad with Saturn in the second house.

Saturn in third house. . . . This
manifests oftentimes as trouble or 
anxiety through relatives, brothers and 
sisters especially. Short trips are usu
ally unproductive either in material or 
emotional welfare. Bad news may come 
through the mail or one may be a poor 
correspondent himself, failing to send 
important letters because Saturn is 
seemingly restricting the expressive fac
ulties. There is a lack of business sense 
or a feeling of coldness to friends and 
relatives.

Saturn in fourth house. . . . This 
makes one dissatisfied with his work 

or place of business. He sees greater 
possibilities all around him. The home 
life will not be so rosey in outlook. 
Faults come to light with not the usual 
sense of humor for short comings on the 
part of the Saturn afflicted. Losses in 
real estate are possible at this time. 
If other eventualities and influences 
bear out to finality, Satupn in fourth 
indicates death of the individual as the 
conclusion of life. This position gives 
an interest in antique furniture for the 
home. It indicates old age according to 
years lived, in a natal chart.

Saturn in fifth. . . . Under this
transit old loves may give way to new, 
the true feelings not being apparent 
previously. There is a lack of interest 
in social matters, such things seeming 
a waste of time. Older friends, both in 
age and experience become more im
portant to the individual. There may 
be trouble in discipline of children and 
in various ways they may prove the 
source of heart break. Speculation be
comes extremely risky as to benefits. 
Educational matters move slowly but on 
firm foundations.

Saturn in sixth. . . . Health matters 
come to the fore. Bodily ills become 
real as weakened parts of the body 
manifest in pain and need for attention. 
Nervous troubles become apparent and 
the first steps may be taken by consult
ing a doctor about the general physical 
welfare. Service grips the mind with 
new meaning. One becomes more will
ing to do for others without chance of 
praise or gain. Saturn in 6th. favors 
live stock farming and many men move 
to farms under this transit or are in
fluenced to farming by a like position 
in the natal chart. Routine work seems 
less confining, there being a new respect 
for details in the mind.

Saturn in seventh. . . . There is 
restriction and delay in partnership 
ventures, and it will be found that most 
partnerships are with older people. 
Marriage, as a legal partnership, comes 
in for a bit of readjustment. Some 
divorces take place when either partner 
has Saturn in seventh transit. In the 
natal chart it favors marriage to an 
older person. The devoted couple may 
find themselves separated through cir
cumstances not of their own making and 
in which they are powerless to bring 
about unity of presence. Saturn in sev
enth favors justice in litigation for the 
one with the transit. Marriages con
tracted during a Saturn transit have a 
firm foundation but it will take time to 
realize all the dreams of the happy 
home life.

Saturn in eighth house. . . . This 
causes one to give great amounts to 
charity and welfare organizations as 
from a sense of duty or balm money. It 
is an aspect that favors legacies of all 
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kinds, especially from parents, showing 
the principle of time where Saturn 
activities are concerned. It points to 
loss if the aspects to Saturn in eight 
unfavorable, i. e. square etc. Under this 
placement men make their personal 
wills, bequeathing wordly good to 
others.

Saturn in ninth. . . . The mind is 
deepened in philosophy, some taking up 
the study of such things for the first 
time, as Saturn enters ninth after re
turning to its own place in the natal 
chart. Traveling for business is prom
inent at this time. Religion becomes a 
part of life, more so than in the past. 
The mind reaches out to oneness with 
the Creator, seeking more security and 
general peace of mind in all phases of 
life. In traveling under Saturn in ninth, 
one should not expect to hurry, rather 
should one plan with ample time for 
minor delays along the line, late trains, 
bad connections etc.

Saturn in tenth. . . . This is a cul
mination aspect of life’s endeavors along 
career lines. It is a precarious period. 
The height is great as is also the fall 
if the foundations have not been of 
sturdy material and workmanship. Na
poleon and Hitler are examples of Sat
urn in tenth and the ultimate results. 
Honors and rewards come to the con
scientious under this position . . . long 
worked for honors and prized rewards 
that sometimes may have seemed in
capable of achievement. This gives pop
ularity to the hative of the public 
nature whether virtuous man or crim
inal, public acclaim or imprisonment.

Saturn in eleventh. . . . This nar
rows the circle of friendships, making 
the native rather choosy in companion
ship and relationships. Dreams of ac
complishment come to the man or 
woman with renewed vigor. If Saturn 
in tenth swept prestige and honors to a 
low ebb, Saturn in eleventh picks up 
the pieces and begins again on firmer 
basis.

Saturn in twelfth. . . . This gives a 
need of more privacy in the life, time 
for intense concentration and deep 
study. It is a period corresponding to 
imprisonment in the good life or actual 
institutional living in a bad life. It also 
means a period of forced non-activity 
due to illness, hospitalization, etc. It is a 
time when secret activities may lead to 
loss or gain depending on the motives. 
Frustrations are felt most keenly and 
one appears to live in a shell of inap- 
proachibility. A natal Saturn in twelfth 
house makes one suited for warden work 
in a penitentiary, a nurse in a hospital, 
a writer of detective fiction, a psycho
analyst etc, other chart manifestations 
bearing out these procilivities.

As a child your mother and father 

symbolized Saturn in your life. As an 
adolescent your conscience had Saturn
ine duties to bear on your young life. 
As an adult your work, ambitions, 
bosses and superiors typify Saturn in 
your chart. As an old person your 
memories remind you that there is a 
Saturn in your chart. But through the 
years one learns that Saturn is not a 
planet to fear but to respect. We are 
free souls only in so far as we accom
plish something in a life time to pay 
our debt to the Creator for the glorious 
privilege of life. Saturn is in your chart 
lest you forget. The key to your life’s 
satisfactions lies in the house Saturn 
occupies in your natal chart. That is 
where you will find life’s lessons through 
the trial and error system, restrictions 
to foster patience and fortitude . . . 
to be crowned with success and honor 
when your life is done.

LIBRA LOOKING AHEAD
(Continued from page 16)

and the intensity of your mental and 
emotional vibrations.

As was said in an earlier paragraph 
in this article, you are due for a spir
itual awakening and your mind is like
ly to dwell on philosophy and the more 
exalted things of life rather than the 
purely material side. Because of this, 
it is an excellent time to make a study 
of philosophical and occult subjects. 
This will even be reflected in your 
amusements and your outlook on ma
terial things.

Inventive work of all kinds is stress
ed as well as some development in eith
er art, drama, dancing, architecture, 
writing or literature. Photography and 
designing are also well aspected for you. 
On the more commercial side specula
tion and investments—if given the pro
per amount of thought-—can prosper for 
you.

Reforms of all kinds will claim your 
attention and you will thus display a 
keen interest in the humanitarian atti
tude of our government toward the lib
erated nations of Europe and elsewhere.

Aside from the mystic stimulation of 
Neptune there are many interesting and 
exciting events scheduled for you dur
ing the coming year, events and cir
cumstances that will demand careful 
planning and efficient management on 
your part.

Your extremely active period will be 
from October 1943 to the latter part of 
March 1944, when Mars teams up with 
Saturn and Uranus in Gemini.

Instability is threatened during this 
period and this will manifest itself in 
ways over which you have only slight 
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control. It is thus advisable to prepare 
for the unexpected, trim your sails and 
be ready to tack with the wind. This 
is nature’s way of crowding much ex
perience into a short space of time. It 
might be well for you to prepare your
self for a change in career regardless 
of how static you may seem to be in 
your present trade, environment or pro
fession.

The position of Jupiter in Leo—your 
department of friends, hopes and wishes 
—forms a productive sextile to your 
sign and thus links up with the trine of 
Saturn from Gemini. This positive pres
sure is timely and b"nefic, presaging 
many splendid opportunities for pro
gress and advancement in your work. 
You are in the path of a success cycle 
from October 1943 to June 17, 1944. The 
influence is a favorable one on finance, 
property, industry, law, investments 
and speculation.

It would be advisable to so conduct 
your affairs that you will be able to take 
advantage of the productive planetary 
tide operating during the first two 
weeks of June, 1944.

After this period, there is a sudden 
break indicated as Saturn enters Can
cer, forming a conflicting square with 
Neptune in your own sign. At this time 
you should be in a condition to entrench 
and in some way contract the scope of 
your work or business activities. Be on 
your guard against domestic and emo
tional disturbances, deception and 
treachery from unexpected sources.

This shift of Saturn can have a bear
ing on national conditions and you can 
suffer along with the general public. 
Some relief is noted when Jupiter moves 
into Virgo on August 26, 1944 and bol
sters up the U. S. chart, reducing to 
some extent the cloudy financial out
look.

The last part of July, all of August 
and the first days of September 1944 
bring a brighter outlook. The last ten 
days of September call for caution as 
some disturbances in your life and 
plans are threatened.

LOVE 
ADJUSTMENT $1 
Let Lois Haines analyze your 
problem of friendship, love, mar
riage, or partnership. Send com
plete birth data of yourself and 
other party.

LOIS HAINES
Room 836

327 S. LaSalle St. Chicago, Ill.

STARRING LIBRA
(Continued from page 16)

career because they enable him to 
understand foreign affairs. He is an 
earnest student, careful, methodical, and 
self-assured. His restraint, foresight, 
and calm deliberation are a beneficent 
guide post these days of intensive prop
aganda. Mr. Lippman’s sane viewpoint 
is an antidote to the injection of so much 
bluster and hectic confusion. The Mer
cury-Uranus conjunct in Libra is the 
aspect which accounts for his literary 
and artistic balance.

Deep in your consciousness a power
ful idea is awaiting birth—one so im
portant that it may work miracles in 
your personality and temperament. 
This is due to the interrelated planetary 
waves and beams in the Air Signs, stim
ulating a vital pattern for your aims. 
So make occupational and emotional 
“hay” while the celestial rays are work
ing in your behalf.

SCORPIO LOOKING AHEAD
(Continued from page 17) 

comes more noticeable in January and 
requires discipline and self-control as 
well as a new consideration of the rights 
and feelings of others.

This is no time for hasty decisions 
unless they are demanded by emer
gencies. Regardless of whether or not 
you are “frozen” in your present posi
tion don’t be too ready to change jobs 
because of what looks to be a grand 
new opportunity.

A rising and active industrial tide 
continues up to June 15, 1944 and it is 
suggested that you so make your plans 
as to be able to take advantage of this 
trend. On June 20, the planet Saturn 
leaves Gemini and enters Cancer, join
ing Sun and Venus in a struggle with 
Neptune and Libra. Disturbed condi
tions are likely at this time and caution 
will be your keynote.

As Saturn enters Cancer, he forms a 
good trine aspect to your sign that may 
help you to weather this national storm 
while those of other signs are caught in 
the maelstrom.

Jupiter continues in Leo in your di
vision of business and profession up to 
July 25, 1944. In this locality he usual
ly brings opportunities for financial 
gains and business successes. Expansion 
is the tendency at this time, with pros
pects for good performance up to June 
15, 1944, while Saturn is in good coop
erative sextile from Gemini. This is 
the time to act upon financial matters 
wherein you depend upon the coopera
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tion of other persons as their response 
to your proposals will usually be favor
able.

During this time you should push 
business deals, buy or sell property and 
adjust employment matters. Avoid law 
suits if possible and don’t be too hasty 
in speculative matters or signing con
tracts for the future. Although there 
are good indications for gain in the 
above activities, Jupiter is not over
friendly to your sign and you may be 
disappointed by the actions of your part
ner or associates.

Jupiter enters Virgo on July 26, 1944 
and with this benefic planet working 
for you from your eleventh house and 
Saturn favorable from your ninth, a 
new horizon opens up before you. You 
can now undertake expansion with con
siderable assurance of success. Your 
profession, trade or business offers some 
opportunity for advancement. Real 
estate deals are well-aspected and your 
friendships should mean more than 
usual to you during this period.

This good influence continues into 
1945. You might well arrange for a 
course of study along technical, scien
tific or philosophical lines. This would 
serve the double purpose of enhancing 
your mental development and putting 
you in line for new opportunities in 
work, business or community life. Jup
iter in Virgo stresses fraternal and so
cial life. Get out and mix with other 
people, get acquainted and widen your 
circle of friends.

Neptune in Libra continues in the 
good trine contact with Uranus in Ge
mini. This is also good for scientific or 
occult study. The occult has always 
attracted you Scorpio folk and this is 
a golden period for development in this 
particular line of study. For the more 
material-minded among you, good fin
ancial advancement can be made 
through science and invention, chem
istry and medicine, mechanics and en
gineering.

The entire year ahead, with the ex
ceptions of one or two critical periods 
as noted above, is generally good for 
speculation and investment, but it is 
advisable to be alert to sudden shifts in 
values in January, February, March, 
June 15-30.

Another prosperous period is indi
cated during the months of September 
and October 1944. Should you be en
gaged in politics, your chances for suc
cess are excellent but you will, of 
course, in this case have a personal 
study made of your individual chart.

Because of the conflict going on be
tween Saturn and Neptune, you should 
avoid any deals that might expose you 
to fraud or deception. Don’t place too 
much dependence on the honesty of new 
business associates. Avoid also emo

tional and social involvements wherein 
there is the slightest chance of slander.

A resume of the above will convince 
you that this year ahead is teeming with 
opportunities. Set your course now and 
resolve to be alert to the very fine 
chances that are lying ahead.

STARRING SCORPIO
(Continued from page 17)

Signs, therefore adaptable. Durant 
prefers a philosophy which is funda
mentally optimistic. The philosopher 
who stresses the futility of human ex
istence does not find favor with Durant, 
accentuated by Mercury in Scorpio sex
tile Jupiter in Virgo. In other words, 
he is not sympathetic to the gloomy, 
pessimistic theories of Schopenhauer 
and Nietzsche.

You have enormous concentrative 
ability. You also have the sizzling steam 
to excel in almost everything you at
tempt. You are too strenuous and dy
namic to accept defeat, or admit failure. 
Even when things do not turn out as 
well as you expected, you manage to 
patch them up somehow so you can 
claim victory. With all the major plan
ets above the horizon on your solar 
horoscope, some of your most ardent 
determination in this respect should 
materialize. This applies to your career, 
your estate, and your inner faith.
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Professionals ____
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YOUR LOVE LIFE
(Continued from page 18)

ing the home fires ready for your re
turn. And you may not need to look 
very far, nor long, before you find Her, 
Sergeant!

BACK STREETS
Dear Christina Dahl: I come to you 

for help as I like your frank yet human 
way of handling problems such as mine. 
Have read TODAY’S ASTROLOGY 
since 1935 when your department first 
appeared . . . My problem is, for nine 
years I have been the mistress of a man 
whom I love more than life itself. He 
is a high official . . . Because of his ca
reer I have not wanted him to divorce 
his wife. She and her family are wealthy 
and influential and could ruin him for
ever politically. They proved this years 
ago when, against my advice, he tem
porarily left her. It was a choice of 
keeping his career and staying with his 
wife, or coming to me disgraced and 
penniless. I made him go back in time 
to prevent any breath of scandal—only 
because of a selfish reason—I did not 
believe I could ever make up to him for 
the career he would give up to marry 
me; and felt I would rather keep his 
love than to have him as a husband 
legally before the world, regretting his 
sacrifice . . . His wife came to see me 
lately. She said she didn’t care if we 
continued to see each other because 
she never had loved him anyway; so 
long as we were “discreet” about it; 
but that she would never “let him have 
the satisfaction” of getting “rid of her” 
by divorce. She said I was quite wel
come to be the “Back Streets” of his 
life (referring to the book of that name 
by Fannie Hurst); but that if he ever 
caused her the embarrassment of leav
ing her again, she would ruin him com
pletely so he’d never be able to make a 
comeback. Now, the point is, the man 
wants to leave her for good, whatever 
the cost to his career; but I am afraid 
he might regret it. Do you think my 
love for him could possibly make up for 
the hardships and humiliation he might 
have to endure? This couple has no 
children. On the other hand, I have a 
3 year old son by him, whom he loves 
dearly and wants to acknowledge be
fore the world. What is te best to do, 
for everyone concerned? Our birth 
dates are—(deleted to protect identity).

(MISS) “X”, SOUTHWEST.
Lest some of the young girls reading 

this column may get the idea that love 
in the “back streets” of a man’s life 
always turns out happily—be it said 
that the case of Miss X may be the one 
very rare exception, out of thousands, 
perhaps. It was she herself, note, who 

out of mistaken consideration of where 
the man’s real happiness and welfare 
lay, chose to oppose his earnest desire, 
and occupy the back streets of his life.

You, Miss X, made a mistake years 
ago when you insisted that the man 
you love go back to a loveless “mar
riage of convenience” which he evi
dently contracted as a youthful mistake. 
We are no longer living in the dark 
ages. Divorces have taken place in some 
of our so-called very “best” families. 
The general public does not trample 
down a man politically, merely because 
he has seen fit to correct a youthful 
mistake, and married the woman he 
loves. As for the threats of the wife
in-name-only, I doubt that even if any 
machinations of that sort were started 
against him that they would have the 
power to do him permanent harm. 
Speaking of influence, I should judge 
the man in himself has more influence 
than can be destroyed by any possible 
vengefulness on the part of one single 
family, however “powerful” they might 
be. At the beginning, it is true, this 
family’s influence may have helped him 
to get a start in his career. However, 
do not forget for one moment that he 
then went ahead and made good on his 
own merits, and that by virtue of his 
own merits, has been climbing ever 
since.

Fortunately, Miss X, it is not too late 
to correct your mistake. Even if it 
meant a serious risk to his career— 
though I am sure it does not— I should 
advise you to let him achieve the one 
desire he holds above all others. Let 
him go through with the legal matter. 
Let him marry you and come “home” 
to you and his child, where he has be
longed all these years.

Would your love make up to him for 
the “hardships and humiliation” he 
might have to endure, you ask? The 
“hardships” you would have together, 
married, would be as nothing compared 
to those of the past nine years. Your 
love is equal to anything you may have 
to face— together. By all means, marry, 
and make it as soon as possible. Good 
luck to you botth.

MORE “BACK STREETS”?
Dear Miss Dahl: I was born June 4, 

1896. Have been in love with a man 
bom Mar. 31, for the last five years. 
Now he seems only to hurt me, playing 
with my affections . . . seems to be re
turning to his wife, waiting on and 
catering to her . . . Should I wait for this 
man? I dread to think of a lasting sep
aration . . . Please give me your advice. 
My husband died six years ago. I am 
very lonely and hurt . . .

M.A.S.K., PENNSYLVANIA.
In the Union Chart of yourself and 

the married man in question, there are
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a number of strongly adverse Saturn- 
Uranus to Sun-Moon aspects that in
dicates marriage between you to be 
improbable. Astrologically, I see noth
ing that you can bank on, Friend. My 
judgment of his chart suggests he is 
fiery and ardent, but not dependable 
nor particularly stable or loyal in love. 
Saturn with his Moon indicates a tend
ency to selfishness in love, to getting 
more than he is willing to give. He ap
pears to be rather expedient and not 
likely to give any more than he is 
forced to give, in any situation in life. 
Frankly, I doubt very much that you 
really love him, Mrs. K. In your lone
liness following the death of your mate, 
he just happened to be the most at
tractive and congenial man on your 
horizon, and you were drawn to him. I 
would suggest that you widen your 
horizons now, get into some civic, patri
otic and club work, and circulate more 
among people. You have let yourself 
become too isolated, and your perspec
tive has suffered. Frankly, I sincerely 
believe, Friend, that the sooner you 
terminate this relationship, the better 
for you, as the man concerned obvious
ly has no intention of trying to make 
you his wife. A better cycle for love 
will begin for you in early 1944, and you 
should find your social opportunities be
coming better than for many years past. 
Look forward to the coming good cycle, 
Friend. That is your most constructive 
way to a good future, shared with one 
who will be the kindred spirit and the 
loyal companion you desire.

ANSWERS ONLY
Home, Vocational and General Queries: 

GOLDY, MINN. (May 19, 1908): No. I 
can find no evidence in your chart that 
you are the “spendthrift” your hus
band claims. Sun and Moon in the 
practical earth signs of Taurus and Cap
ricorn, Uranus conjunct your Moon, 
would indicate that you are a normally 
generous person— on rare occasions, 
impulsively so— but definitely not a 
“wastrel”! In my opinion, the education 
for the children, the clothes and lists of 
items you mention, are strictly necessi
ties; and I cannot understand how any
one in your man’s quite good financial 
circumstances can look upon these as 
“foolish luxuries”. As for his actually 
sending his 15 year old daughter away 
from home to work, when he was quite 
able to support her and let her finish 
the education which would give her a 
real start in life—! Frankly, my opin
ion is that unless your husband makes 
a complete about face, and soon, and 
shows himself to be worthy of such a 
fine wife and family, you better start 
packing, Goldy. I would not advise 
divorce at this time, but separate main
tenance. It is high time you and the 
children had some peace away from the
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1
man who, as you say, made the state
ment that he bought you when he 
bought your marriage license, and could 
therefore do with you as he pleased! 
The grand, good-humored, philosophical 
person you are, Goldy, is shown in your 
remark: “Boy! I hate to think I’m not 
worth more than $2.50-” People like 
you are the salt of the earth, Friend, 
and no coin of any realm can measure 
your value. Good luck to you

J. S. V., ILL. (Oct. 16, 1917): With 
Saturn and Mars in your eleventh, and 
Sun and Moon in Libra, you appear well 
suited for the altruistic arts or sciences, 
such as medicine, social or charity work, 
laboratory research. The opportunity 
to assist in the laboratory you mention, 
should lead to a good future for you. 
By all means, get as much post-gradu
ate work at the university as you can 
obtain.

L. L. A., IND. (Dec. 6, 1919): You have 
a typical “career-girl” horoscope. Sun 
in Sagittarius, Moon in Gemini, and 
Saturn in Virgo suggest work in con
nection with adertising, publicity, radio 
or newspapers. You will probably do 
much creative writing, later in life.

L. R. E. KY. (July 26, 1917): No man 
is likely to appreciate a girl who is an 
“easy conquest”, Friend. You must be 
self-respecting enough to insist upon 
certain considerations on the part of 
men, or they will never respect you. 
Better break with the boy you tell me 
about, and soon. I find no evidence that 
he will bring you anything but harm. 
There is no slight probability of mar
riage with him. A' better cycle for love 
and romance is coming along for you 
in just a few months, friend. There is 
one certain way you can know if a man 
really loves you: Does he do all in his 
power to make you his for life legally, 
before the world? That is the acid test, 
remember.

MRS. J. S., WIS. (Sept. 11, 1902): 
Without the man’s birthdate, I can
not of course tell you whether or not 
you are astrologically compatible. From 
your own chart, receiving a strong 
Saturn and Uranus square, it seems 
probable you are facing a turning point, 
and may make an important move sev
ering you from your old life. A con
genial love life is likely to be the result 
of such move.

HOOSIER GEMINI, (May 30, 1909): 
It appears that your favorable astro 
progressions are likely to bring ro
mance in 1944-1945. However, I find 
no indication that your friendship with 
Mr. Sagittarius will be resumed. The 
separation appears to be final.

A. N., CALIF. (Feb. 1, 1918): Yes, 
for you Aquarians, one of the results of 
Uranus’ transit through Gemini during 
the next few years, should be towards 

rebuilding the love life on more endur
ing and constructive foundations. A 
very romantic cycle ahead indicates 
probability of marriage before 1945.

PERSONALITY BRIEFS

(Continued from page 19)

Obstacles show themselves in your 
life, but you are able to get around or 
overcome them.

Your aptitude for logic and argument 
and your versatility make you a good 
counsellor at law. You could also shine 
as a lecturer, teacher, or travel agent.

Libra
You are so fair and just that others 

rely on you for guidance. They come 
to you with their problems and since 
you think clearly, you are usually able 
to dispel their gloom and put them in 
the right mood.

You like to be busy and sometimes 
you do so much at a single session that 
you appear to be possessed of an in
exhaustible endurance.

You are qualified to excel in art, de
signing, and in catering to the luxurious 
tastes of connoisseurs.

Scorpio
Freedom is as vital to you as air. 

Confinement or domination irks you, 
and woe to anyone who attempts to re
strain your enthusiasm, for your resent
ment is fiery. To you life is a great 
adventure, and attainment an intriguing 
challenge.

You are good at taking the pulse of 
the public and in appealing to mass 
psychology. You have a high sense of 
honor and family tradition.

Sagittarius
You have an overwhelming desire to 

plan for the future, and to keep busy 
with things you like to do. You have 
keen intellect and discrimination with 
which you facilitate your efforts.

You have a free and easy way with 
people. Your manner and thinking are 
refreshing—your enthusiasm runs high. 
This is due to the fact that your Sign is 
ruled by Jupiter—the largest planet in 
the Solar system.

Capricorn
You can be conservative or extremely 

liberal in your viewpoints. Because of 
this, you react to conditions with either 
enthusiasm or vigorous obstinacy. But 
when it comes to matters of principles 
or policy, you never compromise—a 
character trait which some people re
sent. But nonetheless you stick to your 
convictions, setting a marvelous ex
ample of tenacity. When you start out 
to do something, you usually win.
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Aquarius
Your imagination is vivid and your 

intellectual endowments many. Though 
given to speculation, you do not bften 
lose. You are quiet, even retiring in 
your disposition. Nevertheless you are 
positive in your attitude and are an 
independent thinker.

You like to have your hand on the 
steering wheel, to meet the varying 
winds and tides of life and make them 
serve your needs and wants.

Pisces
You take your personal problems 

seriously and so miss a certain amount 
of happiness that is attainable through 
mental poise. Unpleasant incidents 
make you skeptical and because of your 
caution you seldom show you have the 
talent to make people laugh.

Only those you know and trust im
plicitly realize that behind your seem
ing austere expression, you are sensi
tive, kindly and generous.
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YOUR FIFTH HOUSE

(Continued, from page 21)

are forever more or less at war with 
love but when you finally capitulate, 
you are like a person born anew. Mer
cury in this position gives a superficial 
interest in children. Offspring are con
sidered mainly as complements to the 
parent personality. You can easily un
derstand a child’s juvenile reasoning 
powers at the same time you are likely 
to expect more from him than he is 
capable of attaining. You are adaptable 
to forms of entertainment, at one time 
preferring something quite elite and at 
other times joining in common forms of 
fun just for variety. You could be an 
excellent participant in a quiz show or 
forum discussion. The quiet, graceful 
dances are not for your enjoyment but 
rather the fast tap-dancing steps with 
intricate routine. One with Mercury in 
fifth house is forever learning new facts. 
The education is never considered suf
ficient. There is much reading and self 
analysis, psychology and psychiatry 
holding places of interest. Speculation 
has to be a pretty sure thing to appeal 
to a person with Mercury in fifth, rath
er does he speculate with his mind on 
the intangibles of life. The too obvious 
is always discarded. You may be more 
interested in theories of chance than in 
applying them.

JUPITER IN FIFTH. . . .Expansive
ness is your key note. Many love affairs 
come your way and you accept them as 
sand through a sieve. Romance to your 
way of thinking is a chance to make a 
good impression and beyond that goal 
you do not aspire. If love turns out to 
be anything but temporary, you are the 
one who is surprised. Love them and 
leave them could be your slogan. Jupi
ter in fifth favors children and almost 
guarantees their welfare and good 
health while in your care. You have a 
great gambling streak in your nature. 
This runs the gamut of experiences 
from the most trivial of life’s events to 
the greatest in scope and meaning. You 
think marriage is a gamble. Earning a 
living is a gamble. Even going fishing 
appeals to you as a gamble. . . . Will I 
catch fish, will I not? In the entertain
ment field, you like sports events, jolly 
get to gethers, large crowds and plenty 
of activity. Yours is the expansive men
tality so well suited to college, univer
sity and specialized training in the edu
cational field. As a minister you would 
be eloquent; as a parent, protective; as 
a lawyer, just and as a friend, gener
ous.

SATURN IN FIFTH. . . . Every love 
affair is to you an obligation to be to 

* the other person what that person wants 
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rou to be. You probably had very few 
love affairs as you are too serious to 
trifle with affections in half way meas
ures. Saturn builds on solid founda
tions so the intriguing interlude in ro
mance would not appeal to you so much 
as the more solid basis for partnership. 
This position of Saturn does not favor 
children as it sometimes denies one 
children of physical conception, especi
ally if there are adverse aspects to the 
eighth house of sex. However, you like 
all children and make an excellent 
teacher for them. Your forms of enter
tainment may be varied but one thought 
is always uppermost in your mind, am 
I wasting my time or can I derive some 
good from this diversion. This position 
is not conducive to speculation in any 
form. The nature is too conservative 
due to the planetary restriction in the 
fifth house. In any form of amusement 
there is apt to be the attitude of the 
mother cat who finally condescends to 
play a while with her tiny kittens. Your 
education is apt to be profound, in the 
sciences or highest professions.

URANUS IN FIFTH. . . . You are in
clined to be a very unconventional 
person in love affairs. . .the more the 
merrier for you and experience is the 
key note. Romance on the wing is your 
tonic and you sometimes stifle in mar
riage as a bird in a snare, even though 
the snare may be a very comfortable 
domicile headed by an adoring hus
band. Uranus in fifth looks askance at 
children as hampering to the freedom of 
the individual. Your children are bound 
to be unique little creatures for you will 
train them that way. Uranus in fifth 
squared by Venus leads to all kinds of 
complications in both the male and 
female life. In fact, such a person would 
do well not to marry at all. Your forms 
of entertainment are the newest, the 
most modern types available. Your 
dancing, if you are young enough, could 
be the jitterbug. Speculation may in
trigue you not so much for a chance at 
gain as for the novelty of your under
taking. You would never deliberately 
spend time gambling just for the sake 
of monetary profit. The Uranus in fifth 
person is frequently the self-made type. 
You pick up information and experience 
here and there until you know a little 
about everything.

NEPTUNE IN FIFTH. . . . This is the 
aspect of the actor or actress. As 
to the instability in love life, romance 
and courtship, one has only to bring to 
mind the Hollywood celebrities. With 
this position you may be too idealistic, 
in fact, completely out of this world in 
your ideas of love and to the extent 
mere humans can live up to those 
ideals. This position of Neptune fre
quently denies children to the native. 
Your ideas of children are probably 

relative to the old ideas about little 
bundles from heaven’s gate. As a pos
sible parent you would be the type to 
read.bedtime stories to the children and 
in other ways foster their active im
aginations. Your amusements center 
around the world of make-believe, the 
movies, the theatricals, the psuedo- 
reality of the night club. You could 
easily become a victim to all forms of 
speculation and therefore should stay 
clear of such entanglements. ’ It is 
doubtful if you could gain in specula
tion. Your education might culmiate in 
a degree in music or a profession on the 
stage or movies. You must have some 
form of self expression for Neptune in 
your creative house gives you great 
stimulus along those lines, and this 
stimulus is more spritual than either 
physical or mental.

PLUTO IN FIFTH. . . . This planet 
moves slowly and so generations have 
Pluto in one of the twelve houses. Pluto 
in fifth is like Mars on a broader plane. 
It intensifies where Mars sometimes dif
fuses. Pluto means business in what-

(Continued. on page 66)
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☆ CLASSIFIED ☆ 
ADVERTISEMENTS

Note: Rates for advertising in this 
column are 50c for three lines to those 
who are not offering professional serv
ice but wish to get in touch with other 
readers for the purpose of barter and 
exchange, $1.00 for 3 lines and 50c for 
unchanged repeat advertising to those 
who are engaged in professional work.

LOOKING DOWN THE TRAIL OF TIME. 
Send Birthdate with three definite questions 
and $2.00 to Madam Elsie Fye, 347 San Ma
teo Dr., San Mateo, Calif. (ESP Method).

LET ME HELP YOU
IF YOU HAVE family troubles, a love prob
lem, financial worries, if you are haunted by 
fear and discouragement, or have any other 
kind of personal problem. Write and tell me 
about it. I’ll advise you what to do, and an
swer questions pertaining to your problem. 
I have helped thousands of people in my 
twenty years of spiritual work. Let me help 
you, too. Please enclose $1.00 with your let
ter. Kyra Fay—900 Rush St., Chicago, Ill. 
For Studio Consultation phone Whitehall 7654.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to find out why you 
are paying Karmic Depts. Perhaps your in
dividual Past Incarnation Chart will show 
you. Send $1.00 and birthchart to Reverend 
Albert, Dept. T.D. 5249 Hunter Avenue. Nor
wood, Ohio.

HYPNOTISM 
HYPNOTISM COMPLETE 20 METHOD 
COURSE. 25c. Western Institute Hypno
tism, Dept. 201, Palentine, Ill.

REV MILLER, 35 YEARS MEDIUMSHIP. 
England and Australia. Six questions with 
reading. $1-00. Rev. Miller, Bowbells, No. Dak.

Spirit or Psychic Reading. Let those from the 
Spirit World solve your troubles. Receive 
messages from your Loved ones, Trust them. 
They won’t fail you. Twenty-five years’ me
diumship. Your questions answered with 
reading. Send one dollar and full birthdate 
(not Astrology) to Dr. Virginia Fahlee—Mid
pines, California. (No personal checks).

NUMEROLOGY
Vocation, Lucky Numbers, Marriage, 3 

questions ..................................................... $2.00
Complete chart for one year including 

best days for twelve months, name 
adjustment, and detailed forecast, 
questions .................................................... $5.00

Send full original name, date birth to Helyn 
Hitchcock, 4625 Old Mill, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

ASTROLOGY BOOKS
Write for free catalog listing new, old, rare 
books on Astrology, Occultism, Numerology 
etc. Satyr Book Shop, 1620 N. Vine, Holly
wood, Calif.

FIVE PERSONAL QUESTIONS, three ques
tions and 1942 forecast, marriage comparison 
of charts, or locational advice, $1.00. Voca
tional analysis and advice, $2.00. Individual 
Forecasts $3.00-$5.00. Send complete birth 
data. URIEL, 6164-T Page Blvd., St. Louis, 
Mo.

MEET YOUR MARRIAGE PARTNER 
through correspondence c’ub, give birthdate 
and year, also full description of SELF, send 
self addressed stamped envelooe for oarticu- 
lars. Wilma d’Emrick, P. O. Box 3963, Phoe
nix, Arizona.

The Widow and Widowers Club 
(Non-married eligible). This Friendship 
Letter Society can bring you undreamed 
of returns in a new pattern of life. Confi
dential details will be sent in a plain 
sealed envelope FREE. Write: John Ran
kin, Drawer 430, Springfield, Missouri.

Catalog of book and test lesson in grapho- 
analysis all free. Only recognized institu
tion in the world devoted solely to handwrit
ing analysis. Free employment department. 
Investigate. American Foundation of Grapho- 
Analysis, Inc., Linn Creek, Mo.

LET A WORLD-FAMOUS READER solve 
your problems. Put a dollar bill in an en
velope with eight questions and a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope, with birth date, 
year and month. Mail today, be convinced of 
my good work. Address Estella Chaney, 4476 
So. Wounder Lane, Holoday, Rt. 4, Murray, 
Utah.

DO YOU WANT RESULTS???
Are you discouraged??? Baffled regarding the 
present??? Worried about the future??? Are 
you haunted by ghostly fear??? I can help 
you. For sixteen years I have been helping 
people everywhere. Testimonials galore. Send 
me $1.00 and I will forward you a De Luxe 
No. 1 Astrological Reading including fore
cast, character analysis and daily guide— 
making a total of 30 to 40 pages, size 8^x11, 
bound in beautiful silver, copper or gold 
covers. In whatever month of the year you 
buy these No. 1 readings from us, they will 
always contain a full 12 months reading. 
Those sold you in May will have the com
plete forecast until April 30th of the coming 
year. About September 15 of each year, our 
readings will contain the balance of this 
year and all of the coming year until De
cember 31. Three personal questions will be 
answered FREE. Send birth place, birth
date, hour, month, year, sex, etc. W. A. 
Billings, Consultant-Astrologer, 705 Railway 
Exchange Bldg., Montreal, Canada.

ASK THREE QUESTIONS—Send name, birth 
date, 25c and stamped envelope. Full mail 
readings, $1.00. Zonora, 2121 E. 37th St., Kan
sas City, Mo. Phone: Sinwood 7022.

LUCKY YEARS and reading for the year 
1944 by Astro-Numerology. Birthdate and 
$1.00 to F. I. English, 320 N. 12th St., Terre 
Haute, Ind.

SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY CAN HELP!
Name your problem. Birth-chart reading 
$1.00. Submit complete birth data. All in
dividually typewritten, NOT MIMEOGRAPH
ED. Other readings in greater detail, $3, $5, 
and $10. Comparison charts $1.00 up. C. E. 
Seaman, P. O. Box 1922, Portland, 11, Oregon.

ADVERTISE!
Thousands of TODAY’S ASTROLOGY read
ers are looking for the various types of serv
ices offered on these pages. Ask us for rates.
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(Continued from page 64)

ever house he is in. You have a deep 
love nature of the soulful type. Chil
dren are God’s gift to you and your 
way of paying the Maker for the priv
ilege of living your own life. As to 
amusements and entertainment you may 
be a saint or a sinner in your pursuits 
and you may be a little of both. Specu
lation has no terrors for you for Pluto 
delves deep into unknowns and brings 
to light answers. As to education, we 
have an example in Hitler’s education 
for death in his Nazi regime. That is 
plutonic education in its finality, as 
also the criminal who educates himself 
to lawless methods for gain only to end 
up in a penitentiary.

SUN IN FIFTH. . . . This gives special 
emphasis to all fifth house matters as 
Leo is the natural fifth house of the sun. 
You are a magnanimous lover, a doting 
parent, loving children for their own 
sake. Your amusements are centered in 
dramatic interests where you can have 
an active part. You do not care to be an 
onlooker. Speculation will run to mar
ket investments with the chance for 
material gain, to keep up with the 
Joneses. With Sun in fifth your educa
tion will be apt to be concentrated on 
one particular ambition.

MOON IN FIFTH. ... As a lover you 
are much like a will o’ the wisp. Ro
mance is your forte. You are emotional 
at the expense of practical considera
tions. This position favors children 
very much and your attitude toward 
them is the eternal mother. Yours is 
very apt to be the spoiled child. Your 
entertainment and amusements center 
in your home, club, societies of con
genial friends and relatives. When you 
seek escape from the humdrum a picnic 
is the answer, or a nice evening in a 
smart dinner club. You are too emo
tional and instable for speculation and 
are beaten by your own negative 
thoughts before you begin. Education 
as a means of acquiring book knewledge 
does not appeal to you. Your education 
concerns human values and in these 
you often excell your more learned 
friends and intellectual acquaintances.

If you know the sign on your fifth 
house; if you know the planet or plan
ets in that house; if you know the ruler 
of your fifth and where it is located in 
the horoscope, then the fifth house has 
no mysteries for you. If the fifth house « 
has no planets in it, then the ruler is 
strong in matters of that house and you 
must look to the house containing the 
fifth house ruler for clues to your ac
tivities. No planets in the fifth and a 
weak ruler of the fifth is frequently a 
symbol of spinsterhood or bachelorhood, 
there being a total lack of interest in 
such matters as of fifth house.

★ ★ ★.

Good Books 
on Astrology

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSES, by Mytha Nelson. 
Supplies a detailed studv of each house expression. 

THE VOCATION OF THE HOUSES. Learn the 
proper place for each interpretation. Defines sign 
and house rulership. Table showing co-relationshin 
of each house to the other eleven is very helpful. 
The angles of co-relationship supply the screts of 
Astrology—the kets of life. Price $1.50.

YOUR HOROSCOPE AND HOW TO READ IT, by 
Gebhardt, 60c.

PHOLEMY’S TETRAB1BLOS. Ashmand translation. 
A basic book. $3.00.

A to Z HOROSCOPE MAKER, by Llewellyn George. 
Combined textbook, dictionary and encyclopedia. 
748 pages, $5.15.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS IN GENETHLIACAL 
ASTROLOGY, by Raphael. Cloth bound, $1.65.

ASTROLOGY AND ITS PRACTICAL APPLICA
TION, by E. Parker. Complete textbook, $2.65.

ASTROLOGY AND ROMANCE, by E. Ebcrtin. 
Illus. with charts. Moon interpretations. Paper, $2.10. 
cloth, $2.65.

A-P TABLE OF HOUSES EQUATOR to 66 de
grees North Latitude. Includes how to use these 
same tables for southern latitude. Very complete 
tables. Paper, $1.55. Cloth, $2.05.

HOW TO LEARN ASTROLOGY by. Marc E. Jones. 
Cloth $1.55. Presents valuable basic knowledge for 
serious students who want facts not fancies.

HOW TO USE AND UNDERSTAND ASTROLOGI
CAL PREDIC1TIVE SYSTEMS by Dal Lee. Gives 
the reader an insight into what is possible to ex
tract and use from various methods on prediction. 
Price $1.00.

PRENATAL EPOCH by E. H. Bailey. The basic 
text book on this vital subject. Price $4.00.

MESSAGE OF THE STARS, by Max Heindel, 
$2.65.

ASTRO DIAGNOSIS, HEALTH, by Max Heindel, 
$2.65.

SIMPLIFIED SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY, by Max 
Heindel, $1.60.

ASTROLOGY SIMPLIFIED AND ILLUSTRATED, 
by Mathews, $2.00.

HOW TO ERECT A HOROSCOPE, AND DIC
TIONARY, by Mathews, $2.00.

EASY METHOD OF READING HOROSCOPES, by 
Mathews, $2.00.

VOCATIONAL ASTROLOGY, by Maude Champion. 
A textbook. $2.10.

THE WIEN E. ROBSON BOOKS — The Radix 
System (Progressed) $1.50; The Fixed Stars, $2.65; 
Student’s Textbook of Astrology, $2.65. Beginner’s 
Guide to Practical Astrology, $2.65 ; Electional As
trology, $1.60; Astrology and Sex, $2.65.

ASTROLOGICAL APHORISMS FROM ACCREDIT
ED AUTHORS, 60c.

EPHEMERIDES. Reindel’s Rosicrucian, 1857 to 
1934, per year, 25c.

A-P. EPHEMRIS Cloth Paper
1850 to 1880 $5.00 $
1880 to 1890 1.60 ,1.10
1890 to 1900 1.60 1.10
1900 to 1910 . 1.60 1.10
1910 to 1920 1.60 1.10
1920 to 1930 1.60 1.10
1930 to 1940 1.60 1.10
1940 to 1950 1.60 1.10

TABLE HOUSES 0° to 66° North latitude. Paper
$1.55. Cloth $2.05.

PLUTO EPHEMERIS 1840 to I960 with treatise on 
Pluto influence, by Elbert Benjamine, 50c.

HOW TO USE MODERN EPHEMERIDES, by 
Benjamine, 50c.

PRACTICAL ASTROLOGY by Edward Lyndoe—A 
complete text, natal progressed, Sun-Moon polarity, 
horary, medical, mundane, fixed stars. Illustrated. 
$4.15.

HOROSCOPE BLANKS—100 ...........................  ....85c

/o% Additional for postage outside U. S.

TODAY’S ASTROLOGY BOOKSHOP 
Mount Morris, Ill.
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